


When published in 1986, this book was the first to survey 

intonation in all its aspects, both in English and universally. In 

this updated edition, while the basic descriptive facts of the form 

and use of intonation arc presented in the British nuclear tone 

tradition, there is nevertheless extensive comparison with other 

theoretical frameworks, in particular with the ToBI framework, 

which has become widespread in the United States. 

In this new edition Alan Cruttenden expands the sections on 

historical background, different theoretical approaches and socio

linguistic variation. After introductory chapters on the physiology 

and acoustics of pitch, he describes in detail the forms and func

tions of intonation in English and discusses the sociolinguistic and 

dialectal variations in intonation. The concluding chapter provides 

an overview of the state of the art in intonational studies. 

Intonation remains the basic reference book on the subject for 

linguists, phoneticians, speech therapists and all those concerned 

with speech in any way. 
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PREFACE

This was the first textbook on intonation for linguists and the first textbook
which attempted to widen the discussion of intonation to include languages
other than English. There have been a number of excellent textbooks which
have been pedagogically oriented to the needs of speakers of English as a
second or foreign language (see in particular Palmer, 1922; Armstrong and
Ward, 1926; Kingdon, 1958a; O'Connor and Arnold, 1961 and 1973; Halliday,
1970; and Pike, 1945, as the sole American book of this sort). Such text-
books have all included at least some (and often a large amount of) practice
material. The present book is not intended as a practice book; those whose
ears and mouths need to practise the skill of recognising and producing into-
nation patterns should use one of the above books, preferably one which uses
the same tonetic-stress marks as the present book (e.g. O'Connor and Arnold,
1973). Among previous books on intonation the nearest approaches to the
present volume are Bolinger (1972b), Crystal (1969a), Ladd (1980), and Couper-
Kuhlen (1986). Bolinger (1972b) is a book of readings with the selective cov-
erage which that entails; Crystal (1969a) is the most thorough bibliographic
survey in print, but covers essentially only English; Ladd (1980) gets to grips
with many of the difficult theoretical problems in intonational analysis, but
is nevertheless selective and also limited to English; while Couper-Kuhlen
(1986) thoroughly surveys a wide range of work on intonation, but is yet
again limited to English. At the time when the second edition of this book
is going to press, two further books have been written which will add sig-
nificantly to the intonational stock: Ladd (1996) represents a major discussion
of the theoretical issues, particularly within the framework now codified in
ToBI (see section 3.9.2 of this book), and Hirst and di Cristo (forthcoming),
will be the first volume to present a point-by-point comparison of many
languages.

The present book differs from any predecessor in attempting to give thorough
descriptive and theoretical coverage and to extend the database to languages
other than English. In this attempt to achieve wider coverage, it is inevitable

xiii
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Preface

that there are many areas which are near-virgin territory and where what is
written is almost entirely my own point of view based on my own long inter-
action with theory and analysis in intonation; where this applies I have clearly
said so in the text. For many linguists the content of this book will represent
a curious mixture of the analytic, the descriptive, the typological, and the
theoretical. Linguists tend to belong to one of these categories and to regard
those belonging to one of the other categories as at the very least doing a
different sort of linguistics. But if this book is to be used as a textbook it
seems to me important that students should be introduced to (i) the sort of
difficulties involved in setting up the formal units within which an intona-
tional description is to be made (see in particular 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6); (ii) a
certain amount of descriptive detail about the actual forms and meanings of
tunes (see in particular chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.1); (iii) a discussion of the
theoretical issues which have been and/or still are in the forefront of prosodic
argumentation (see in particular chapter 2, section 2.5; chapter 3, section 3.9;
chapter 4, sub-sections 4.4.2-4.4.4; and chapter 5, sub-section 5.4.3); and (iv)
some sort of cross-dialectal and cross-language survey to show dimensions of
variation and putative universals (see in particular chapter 5). It follows
therefore that, according to the persuasion and interests of any particular
reader, sub-sections of the book can be skipped without necessarily impairing
understanding of later sections.

I have written the book in such a way as to keep references in the text
to the absolute minimum. At the end of each chapter there is then a very
full listing of any sources I have used, together with guidance on further
reading. The examples in 4.1^14.2 have been read aloud by me on an accom-
panying cassette.

xiv
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TRANSCRIPTIONS

Systems of intonational transcription fall into two categories, roughly
analogous to the broad and narrow transcriptions of segmental phonology.
A narrow transcription uses some sort of continuously varying line or
series of dots (either through or alongside the basic text) to represent the
continuously varying pitch of the speaker. The type of narrow tran-
scription preferred in this book is often referred to as 'interlinear tonetic'
and looks like this » t * • . \ , . In this type of transcription the

top and bottom lines represent the top and bottom of the speaker's pitch
range and each dot corresponds to a syllable, the larger dots indicating stressed
and/or accented syllables (for a discussion of the terms stress and accent, see
the beginning of chapter 2).

A broad transcription of intonation represents some level of phonological
analysis of the pitch patterns used by a speaker. The system most common
in the U.S. is based in a tradition which sees intonational patterns as analysable
into a series of level tones. In early analyses of this sort (see in particular
Pike, 1945; and Trager and Smith, 1951) four levels were used. But over the
last two decades (initiated by Pierrehumbert, 1980; and now codified as ToBI
- see section 3.9.2 below) an analysis based on only two pitch levels (H and
L) has become most commonly used. In Britain an analysis based on contour
tones continues to be widely taught and is preferred in this book, not least
because of its highly-convenient and iconic transcription system involving
'tonetic-stress' marks. This type of transcription has a long history of British
usage with roots going back to Walker (1787), Sweet (1878 and 1892), and
Palmer (1922); and it has been used in a number of well-known pedagogical
textbooks of British English intonation (see in particular Kingdon (1958a),
Schubiger (1958), and O'Connor and Arnold (1961, 1973)). In a full system
of tonetic-stress marking, a mark is placed before each stressed syllable and
the differences between the marks indicate the type of pitch movement beginning
on that syllable.

xv
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Transcriptions

In this book only a limited number of marks are used, as follows:

/ for an intonation-group boundary,
x for a fall from high to low (a 'high-fall')
\ for a fall from mid to low (a 'low-fall')

' for a rise ending high (a 'high-rise')

/ for a rise ending mid (a 'low-rise')
v for a fall-rise
A for a rise-fall

>for a mid-level

> for a high-level
= for a stylised fall

' for a high pre-nuclear accent

All these marks (with the exception of the last) indicate the pitch pattern

involved in a following 'nuclear tone5 (see chapter 3, section 3.6). The last

mark indicates a high pitch accent in a pre-nuclear position. These tonetic-

stress marks are explained again as they arise up to chapter 3, section 3.7,

in which section they are given a full explanation; thereafter they are not

usually explained.

It is sometimes necessary to refer to stress with no indication of pitch: this

is done by placing the mark over the vowel (whereas all the tonetic-stress

marks precede syllables), e.g. accent and talking about decent. It is also some-

times useful to refer to the nucleus or nuclear syllable (or 'primary stress')

of an utterance without indicating pitch movement: this is done by using

small capitals for the nuclear syllable, e.g. talking about Accent. Syllable division

is occasionally indicated by a hyphen, e.g. /eks-tra/.

The context of particular intonational examples is indicated as follows:

Preceding utterance spoken by same speaker: no overt indication but
intonation not usually marked

Preceding utterance spoken by different speaker: ( )
Situational context: [ ]
Pauses are indicated by three dots: . . .
Omitted portions of utterances are indicated by five dots:

https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms
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1
Preliminaries

1.1 Prosodic features
Phonetics, in the mind of the 'man in the street', nurtured on

Pygmalion and My Fair Lady, generally consists of sounds and the transcription
of sounds: he thinks, for example, of the word nice being transcribed as /nais/.
Such a transcription might be made for various purposes including, for instance,
showing the varying relationships between sound and spelling, or indicating how
to pronounce a particular word in a language or dialect. This sort of tran-
scription is usually limited to sounds (which are represented as discrete) that
follow one another in a fixed order: in the case of nice an /n/ is followed by an
/ai/ which in turn is followed by an /s/. Such sounds are usually referred to as
segments and the sort of transcription that represents them is consequently
referred to as a segmental transcription. But there are clearly other features
involved in the way a word is said which are not indicated in a segmental
transcription. The word nice might be said softly or loudly; it might be said with
a pitch pattern which starts high and ends low, or with one which begins low and
ends high; it might be said with a voice quality which is especially creaky or espe-
cially breathy. Such features generally extend over stretches of utterances longer
than just one sound and are hence often referred to as suprasegmentals (and a
type of transcription which indicates how any of them are used is therefore called
a suprasegmental transcription). Alternatively, the shorter term PROSODIC is
sometimes used and I shall generally prefer this term in this book. Prosodic fea-
tures may extend over varying domains: sometimes over relatively short stretches
of utterances, like one syllable or one morpheme or one word (the tones of tone
languages are generally relatable to such shorter domains); sometimes over rela-
tively longer stretches of utterances, like one phrase, or one clause, or one
sentence (intonation is generally relatable to such longer domains). Of course this
distinction is not always as clear-cut as it first appears: a sentence, for example,
may consist of one word. Since this book is principally about intonation, I shall
for the most part be concerned with features relating to the longer domains.

1
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Preliminaries

1.1.1 Length, loudness, and pitch

The prosody of connected speech may be analysed and described in
terms of the variation of a large number of prosodic features. There are, however,
three features which are most consistently used for linguistic purposes, either
singly or jointly. These three features are pitch, length, and loudness. Pitch con-
cerns the varying height of the pitch of the voice over one syllable or over a
number of successive syllables; length concerns the relative durations of a number
of successive syllables or the duration of a given syllable in one environment rel-
ative to the duration of the same syllable in another environment; loudness con-
cerns changes of loudness within one syllable or the relative loudness of a number
of successive syllables. The terms pitch, length, and loudness refer to features per-
ceived by listeners; before we go on to consider the linguistic functions of these
features, we must spend a little time considering the physiological and acoustic
correlates of these perceived features.

1.1.1.1 Length, LENGTH is in one way the simplest of the features: it makes little
difference whether we view it as the length of time a speaker decides to continue
to produce a linguistic unit, as the duration of the acoustic correlates of the unit
on a spectrogram, or as the length of time during which a listener hears that unit.
But in other ways it is the most complex feature. If, for example, we wish to
measure the duration of particular syllables in order to judge whether varying
degrees of accent involve varying degrees of lengthening, we will initially have to
make some decisions about syllable boundaries which are to some extent arbi-
trary. Where are we to place the boundary between the two syllables of extra?
While the solutions /eks-tro/ or /ek-strs/ may seem the most likely, the decision
between these two solutions is not easy. Again, where are we to place the bound-
aries of the accented syllable in potato? If we decide that the first lil belongs with
the accented syllable but the second does not, do we then include the compression
stage of the first IM in the duration of the accented syllable? The relevance of
length as a prosodic feature is also difficult to assess because there are often many
different influences on the absolute duration of a segment or syllable. If we wish
to show that accented syllables are longer than unaccented syllables, we have
firstly to discount such influences as the 'innate' length of vowels (e.g. the vowel
of peat is generally longer than that of pit) and the fact that the last syllable
before a pause is often lengthened.

1.1.1.2 Loudness. LOUDNESS as perceived by the listener is related to the
breath-force which a speaker uses. A famous theory concerning the phonetic
basis of syllables once asserted that speech is divided into syllables by the ebb
and flow of increasing and decreasing breath-force on vowels and consonants.

2
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1.1 Prosodic features

Later, more sophisticated equipment (the earlier equipment was balloons in

stomachs, the later was electrodes in muscles) showed that increases in

breath-force were only regularly present in the case of accented syllables; and

even this has been called in question by experiments showing that accented syl-

lables are more regularly indicated by length and pitch than by loudness. The

acoustic correlate of loudness is intensity or the amount of energy which is

present in a sound or sequence of sounds, variations in intensity being produced

by variations in the pressure of air coming from the lungs. The relevance of

intensity or loudness as a prosodic feature, like that of length, is often difficult

to assess because there are often different influences on the absolute intensity or

loudness of a syllable or sequence of syllables. For example, open vowels are

acoustically of greater intensity than close vowels and listeners must in some way

allow for this when interpreting relative loudness for other purposes. Again, the

relationship of absolute intensity to perceived loudness is by no means linear (a

sound has to be much more than doubled in absolute intensity before it will be

heard as twice as loud) and moreover the relationship is different at different fre-

quencies. Additionally, loudness may be used for a variety of linguistic purposes,

some of which apply to single syllables, and some to sequences of syllables. I may

shout because I am angry or I may make my accented syllables much louder than

my unaccented syllables as an emphatic device.

1.1.1.3 Pitch, PITCH is the prosodic feature most centrally involved in intonation

and it is with this feature that I shall be principally concerned in this book.

Physiologically, pitch is primarily dependent on the rate of vibration of the vocal

cords within the larynx (it is nowadays more usual to use the spelling 'cords'

although the spelling 'chords' has often been used in the past). How such variation

in the rate of vibration is brought about has been a matter of some dispute: at the

moment the majority opinion is that such variation is principally produced by the

length and tension of the vocal cords, which factors are themselves controlled by

the intrinsic (and possibly the extrinsic) muscles of the larynx. Pressure of air below

the larynx is regarded as a secondary influence on the rate of vibration.

Rate of vibration of the vocal cords is reflected in the acoustic measurement

of fundamental frequency. This term refers to the number of repetitions of the

regular waveform within one second, such a regular waveform being typically

produced when the vocal cords vibrate for voicing. So the number of times that

the vocal cords completely open and close in one second is directly related to the

frequency of the waveform. Fundamental frequency among male speakers varies

between 60 Hz and 240 Hz and among female speakers between 180 Hz and

400 Hz. The average fundamental frequency for men is approximately 120 Hz,

for women 220 Hz, and for children 265 Hz.
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Preliminaries

While fundamental frequency involves acoustic measurement measured in Hz
(or the number of cycles of vibration in one second), pitch is used as a perceptual
term, relating to listeners' judgements as to whether a sound is 'high' or 'low',
whether one sound is 'higher' or 'lower' than another and by how much, and
whether the voice is going 'up' or 'down'. Such judgements are not linearly
related to fundamental frequency. For listeners to judge that one tone is twice as
high as another, the frequency difference between the two tones is much larger
at higher absolute frequencies, e.g. 1000 Hz is judged to be double 400 Hz, but
4000 Hz is judged to be double 1000 Hz. This is also demonstrable from musical
scales where, for example, a difference of a semitone at the bottom end of a piano
keyboard is much less in terms of Hz than a similar difference at the top end.
Fortunately, fundamental frequency values in speech are all relatively low (i.e.
usually less than 500 Hz), and for most practical purposes pitch can be equated
with fundamental frequency.

There are certain local characteristics of fundamental frequency which a lis-
tener must allow for if he is listening to an utterance and extracting meaning from
its pitch pattern. Firstly, only voiced sounds have a repetitive waveform and
hence a fundamental frequency. Around a quarter of the sounds in a connected
English text are voiceless consonants and hence have no fundamental frequency;
an ear listening for an overall pitch pattern learns to ignore these gaps in voicing.
Whether or not consonants are voiced affects the fundamental frequency of
adjacent voiced sounds: in particular vowels have a higher fundamental fre-
quency when preceded by voiceless consonants than when preceded by voiced
consonants. Moreover, the fundamental frequency peak will be at the beginning
of the vowel following voiceless consonants but in the middle of the vowel
following voiced consonants. It is also true that different types of vowels
have inherently higher and lower fundamental frequencies: all other things
being equal, open vowels will tend to have a lower fundamental frequency
than close vowels. All such characteristics of fundamental frequency are in
some way allowed for and discounted when listeners are listening to the
semantics of an overall pitch pattern. However, they can complicate the
extraction of such an overall pattern from an instrumental acoustic record of an
utterance.

A slightly different sort of influence that the composition of individual seg-
ments and syllables may have on an overall pitch pattern is illustrated by the fol-
lowing words said with the same 'tone':

John Betty
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This tone is sometimes called a high-falling tone and semantically it represents a
straightforward unadorned statement of someone's name. But notice that the
tone is in fact 'realised' differently in each case. John consists of one syllable,
which is voiced throughout: the fall is more or less continuous throughout the
word. Whereas Betty consists of two syllables including two short vowels inter-
rupted by a voiceless consonant; in this case the fall is realised as a step between
a level high pitch and a level low pitch. As we shall see in chapter 3, some people
actually consider the 'essence' of the pattern to be a sequence of high and low
tones, rather than considering it a fall. This is a dispute between levels and con-
tours as primes which has been argued for many years, has not been resolved in
a principled way, and indeed may ultimately turn out to be a trivial question (see
chapter 3, sections 3.3 and 3.9). For the moment, however, all the reader need
know is that what is essentially the same pattern will actually look rather dif-
ferent depending on the number and make-up of the syllables which go with it.

1.1.1.4 Summary. Sub-sections 1.1.1.1 to 1.1.1.3 have considered the prosodic
features of length, loudness, and pitch. In each case we looked at the way in
which speakers physically controlled the feature, at the acoustics of the feature,
and at listeners' perception of the feature. We noted that there is no one-to-one
relation between acoustics and perception. In particular, different types of
segment directly influence the acoustics of a prosodic feature and such segmental
effects have to be discounted by listeners interpreting the meaning of a longer
prosodic pattern, e.g. the different effects of close and open vowels on funda-
mental frequency have to be discounted when listening for the semantics of a
longer pitch pattern. Moreover, some prosodic features may be used for two lin-
guistic effects simultaneously, e.g. some syllables may be loud because accented
syllables are being made louder than unaccented syllables to give an emphatic
effect, while at the same time a whole stretch of syllables is louder than usual
because the speaker is angry. It was also mentioned that of the three prosodic
features considered, our chief concern will be with pitch, this being the principal
perceptual correlate of intonation.

1.2 Auditory and instrumental
The previous section discussed the disparity between acoustic

records and perception. This disparity has been reflected in a duality of
approaches to the study of prosodic features, in particular to the study of pitch
patterns. The most common labels attached to the two approaches are the
AUDITORY and the INSTRUMENTAL. There has been a long history of auditory
analyses of pitch patterns and their meanings. Very detailed studies have been
made of the meanings involved in English intonation, using auditory methods on
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large bodies of data. Critics of such auditory analyses often claim that the
methods are unscientific, that they are too impressionistic, that even those trained
to listen to pitch patterns in language will hear only what they have been trained
to hear, and that in this way myths are propagated. It is said that such impres-
sionistic listening will be even less reliable in listening to a foreign language,
which will be filtered through the listening habits developed in a mother-tongue.
Such criticisms are of course made by those who prefer a wholly instrumental
approach to prosodic features. Instrumentalists claim that their methods, unlike
those of auditory analysts, involve precise and verifiable measurements and are
consequently more scientifically respectable. The response of auditory analysts is
that such precise instrumental measurements can only by their very nature be
carried out on small amounts of data. It is also pointed out that such methods
usually involve a very crude approach to meaning: typically a speaker may be
asked to read a sentence with a 'statement intonation' and a 'question into-
nation'. Moreover, it is said that we know too little about perception to rely
entirely on acoustic records.

In this book I shall try to use the best of both approaches. In explanation, an
analogy with segmental description may be helpful. Phonologists operate with
consonants like English /p/, /t/, /k/ and vowels like English /i/, /a /, /u/. If we look
at acoustic records, we find very complex, inconsistent, and sometimes even
intangible correlates of such sounds. Not only would we have difficulty in iso-
lating such sounds if we relied entirely on acoustic records, but even with the
benefit of many years of acoustic analysis, we cannot always tell what 'sound'
has been uttered just by looking at the acoustic records. The essential point is
that all linguistic units are in varying degrees abstractions and are perceptual
rather than acoustic realities; because we cannot find invariant acoustic counter-
parts, we should not, on such grounds alone, discard such units. On the other
hand, acoustic research has made considerable contributions to our under-
standing of sounds. One of the most famous contributions involved the acoustic
nature of [p], [t], and [k]: the place of articulation of a plosive is principally indi-
cated by the transition phase between the plosive and an adjacent vowel. There
is no reason to regard the analysis of prosodic patterns any differently from the
analysis of segmental patterns; both auditory and instrumental analysis have
something to offer and should, ideally, be combined.

1.3 Prominence
The physical bases of three prosodic features have so far been con-

sidered. There are a number of other prosodic features of speech which have not
been discussed, in particular TEMPO and PAUSE. I shall consider pause in some
detail in chapter 3, sub-section 3.2.1 and tempo more briefly in chapter 6,
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sub-section 6.1.1. The reasons for the initial emphasis on length, loudness and
pitch are twofold. Firstly, the relationship between their measurable attributes
and their linguistic function is often complex; some examples of this complexity
have already been given. Secondly, these three features conspire in varying
degrees in many languages to give some syllables PROMINENCE when compared
with other syllables. Such prominence (variously called stress or accent by dif-
ferent authors - I define my own use of these terms more precisely in chapter 2)
is on one level a feature of words as stored in our mental lexicon (word-stress or
word-accent) and on another level a feature of connected speech (sentence-stress
or sentence-accent). Such prominences are often themselves linguistically
important: they may be involved in distinguishing different lexical meanings, cf.
below and billow, or different grammatical classes, cf. insult and insult; or they
may be involved in making certain syllables stand out in sentences, and hence
make the word containing those syllables stand out as more important: cf. John
didn't do it and John didn7 do it. Not only are the prominences produced by some
combination of length, loudness, and pitch themselves linguistically important,
they are also important because sequences of prominent and non-prominent syl-
lables form the framework of connected speech. In many languages such patterns
of prominent and non-prominent syllables produce a particular rhythmical effect.
Additionally, and most important of all for this book, such patterns are the
backbone of intonation. Intonation concerns which syllables are prominent, how
they are made prominent, and to what extent they are made prominent; it also
concerns how the movement from one prominent syllable to the next is accom-
plished. In chapter 2 I shall deal with matters of accent and rhythm, since it is
impossible to describe and discuss intonation without first establishing a
descriptive framework for accent and rhythm. In chapters 3, 4, and 5 I deal with
intonation 'proper'.

1.4 Intonation

INTONATION involves the occurrence of recurring pitch patterns, each
of which is used with a set of relatively consistent meanings, either on single
words or on groups of words of varying length. Grammatical constituents of any
level up to at least the sentence may be treated as separate intonation-groups
having their own meaningful tune (and indeed some features of intonation may
even link such groups together into 'paratones', a word meant to indicate an
analogy with paragraphs in the written language). For example, a common tone
in English is the fall-rise, and one of its common meanings involves a contrast
within a limited set of items either stated explicitly or, more usually, just implied.
This tone is used on all the following examples:
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(a) (Isn't his name Jim?) No / vJohn
(b) The old man didn't come / whereas the v young man / did come and

actually enjoyed himself
(c) vJohn didn't do it

(/ indicates an intonation-group boundary, although boundaries are not marked
at the beginnings and ends of examples, nor where a change of speaker is
involved; they are automatically present in such cases. The v mark indicates a
fall-rise tone spread over all syllables before the next boundary.) In example (a)
the fall-rise occurs just on the single-word response John; in example (b) on the
two words young man; and in example (c) on the whole sentence. Intonation-
groups (which are sometimes also called intonational phrases) generally corre-
spond with constituents of sentences in a somewhat loose way. For example, it
is not uncommon for the noun-phrase subject of a clause to be given a separate
intonation-group in English as in (b) above, but notice that the conjunction
whereas has been incorporated into the group. Notice also that the fall-rise tone
does not begin until the word young, indicating the focal point of the group. Such
matters will be discussed in detail in chapters 3 and 4. The examples and expla-
nation given so far are simply to illustrate the domain of intonation.

Intonation may convey several types of meaning. It may indicate a discoursal
meaning like inviting a listener to make a contribution to the conversation, or an
attitudinal meaning like being condescending. If I were to say to a colleague I'll
*show you how to /do it (the ' mark indicates a high level pitch beginning on show
and the / mark means a rise starting low on do, i.e. , * * *» • ), that
colleague might well feel that I was being condescending, such a tune being
frequently used to children. In some languages (not English) the meanings asso-
ciated with intonation may come nearer to being grammatical: this is the case
where the use of particular tunes is closely tied to functional sentence-types, e.g.
where statement, yes/no question, and command regularly involve certain tunes.
From most of the descriptions of intonation in languages other than English, one
might imagine that this was the principal use of different tunes in languages. It
may indeed be true that many languages do use intonation less for attitudinal
purposes than English, but the suspicion exists that the correlation of tunes with
sentence types is merely an easy way to investigate intonation and often more
sophisticated attitudinal and discoursal uses remain undocumented.

1.5 Tone languages
Many languages use pitch to produce distinctive word-meanings.

Such languages are called tone languages. Tone in tone languages is a feature of
the lexicon, being described in terms of prescribed pitches for syllables or
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sequences of pitches for morphemes or words; whereas intonation is a feature of

phrases or sentences (but, as we shall see in chapter 3, some linguists now speak

of an 'intonational lexicon' which stores overall contours or sequences of pitches

with their own meanings, which are at some point mapped onto phrases or sen-

tences). The tones of tone languages, then, concern the pitch patterns of words.

In the simpler type of case, a change of meaning is produced if one tone is

exchanged for another on one syllable, while keeping the segmental composition

unchanged. This situation results in sets of words distinguished only by tone and

applies to many languages of the Far East. One variety of Chinese, Szechuanese,

has four tones, producing four different words when combined with the seg-

mental sequence [ta]:

[ta] + [7 ]: 'imitation of trumpet noise' (Tone 1)
[ta] + [ \ ]: 'to answer' (Tone 2)
[ta] + [ \ ]: 'to beat' (Tone 3)
[ta] + [ v ]: 'big' (Tone 4)

In the more complex cases involving the use of tone, words have prescribed tonal

patterns, although minimal pairs are not always easy to find. For example, in

Ganda, verbs fall into two tonal classes. Verbs in Class I have a high pitch on all

syllables of the stem, e.g. ku-seka [. " •] 'to laugh'; verbs in Class II have a

falling pitch, generally on the first syllable of the stem, e.g. ku-tambula ['"\ ..]

'to walk'. This type of use of tone is often called 'characteristic tone'. It often

involves a complicated build-up of the overall pitch pattern of a word by the use

of affixes which may not only have their own inherent tone but also produce

changes of tone in the stem or in other affixes. Because the changes of meaning

brought about by these affixes often involve the sorts of modifications signalled

by inflectional morphology alone in other languages (e.g. case in nouns and tense

in verbs), it is often said that such a use of pitch involves a grammatical function

of tone. Indeed in some languages (e.g. Efik, Igbo) modifications of meaning may

be produced by change of tone alone, without the use of affixes. As implied by

the languages mentioned, grammatical use of 'characteristic tone' is typical of

many languages of Africa. But whether we are thinking of 'lexical tone' as in the

case of Szechuanese, or of 'characteristic tone' as in the case of Ganda, such uses

of pitch apply at the word level and produce changes of meaning quite unlike

those of intonation.

Tone and intonation are not completely mutually exclusive in languages.

Languages with tonal contrasts may nevertheless make use of a limited amount

of superimposed intonation. Such superimposed intonation may be manifested in

four different ways: (i) the pitch level of the whole utterance may be raised or

lowered; (ii) there will usually be downdrift in the absolute value of tones but
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downdrift may be suspended; (iii) the range of pitch used may be narrower or
wider; (iv) the final tone of the utterance may be modified in various ways. Some
of these are present in the Szechuanese variety of Chinese mentioned above:
emphatic statements are produced with a higher pitch; various attitudes are
expressed by a wider pitch range; and questions involve utterance-final tonal
variants as follows: for Tone 2, low-fall becomes low-level; for Tone 3, high-fall
becomes high-level; for Tone 4, low fall-rise becomes simple low-rise.

1.6 Pitch accent languages

While the distinction between tone and intonation is a relatively
clear one, the distinction between so-called 'stress accent' languages and so-called
'pitch accent5 languages has never been very clearly defined. The term 'stress
accent' is usually used to refer to languages, like English, using pitch primarily
for intonational purposes. It is, however, an unfortunate term since it implies that
prominent syllables in such languages are produced primarily by 'stress' which in
this usage seems to mean breath-force or loudness. It has never been clearly
shown that any language produces prominences primarily in this way and it
seems certain that pitch is in some way used for accentual purposes at least in all
languages which are not tone languages. What does however seem to be charac-
teristic of 'stress accent' languages is that, although prominences or accents will
commonly involve pitch, the actual type of prominence involved will be deter-
mined by intonational factors. In a sentence like It's Johnny, the first syllable of
Johnny is likely to be accented and hence given some sort of pitch prominence,
but the type of pitch prominence may, for example, be high, as in:

It's Johnny

or low, as in:

It's Johnny

So-called 'stress accent' languages like English are generally contrasted with

'pitch accent' languages, of which the most well-known example is Japanese. In

the standard Japanese of Tokyo words fall into two classes: accented and unac-

cented. Words with an accent realise the accent by a high pitch on the accented

syllable followed by a low pitch on the following syllable, e.g. ongaku [ • . . ]

'music'; toshokan [. • .] 'library'; tamanegi [.• • . ] 'onion'. The pitch of unac-

cented syllables is predictable by rule: an initial unaccented syllable is low, any
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other unaccented syllables before the accent are high, and all unaccented syllables

following the accent are low. The examples above involved initial or medial

accent; words may also have a final accent, e.g. musume [.* • ] 'girl', or may be

unaccented, e.g. sakana [, * *] 'fish'. The difference in these two accentual pat-

terns is only explicitly realised by the pitch of an unaccented syllable at the

beginning of the next word or particle, cf. musume wa [ , " • , ] and sakana wa

[/ " "]. Clearly, in Japanese accents are realised by pitch as they are in English;

but the Japanese accents, involving high pitch and following low pitch, cannot

be reversed by intonation as English accents can.

Swedish (some varieties of East Norwegian and of Serbo-Croat are similar, as

is Panjabi) is also often referred to as a pitch accent language, although the use

of tone is rather different from that in Japanese. In Swedish about three hundred

and fifty minimal pairs distinguished by tone alone can be found: some well-

known ones are 'buren 'the cage' v. sburen 'carried'; 'tanken 'the tank' v. stanken

'the thought'; 'anden 'the duck' v. ^anden 'the spirit'. The two marks ' a n d s are

those traditionally used in studies of Swedish: words with ' are said to have

Accent 1 and those with s are said to have Accent 2. The actual pitch patterns

associated with the accents vary in different dialects of Swedish, although Accent

1 is commonly associated with a single-peaked falling tone (the mark tradi-

tionally used for this accent is misleading) while Accent 2 is commonly double-

peaked. Accent 1 is in fact the common accentual pattern for words in Swedish

and is not limited to words where the accent is on the first syllable, whereas

Accent 2 is the 'marked' pattern and is limited to word-initial accent. Swedish

has often been grouped with Japanese as a pitch accent language on the grounds

that, like Japanese, it has no more than one accent per word and that this accent

is realised by pitch. The languages are also said to be similar in that Swedish has

two possible pitch accents (besides the possibility of different placement) while

Japanese, although it does not have two different pitch accents, does have the

difference between words with an accent and words without an accent. Both lan-

guages can of course place an accent on different syllables.

Thus Japanese and Swedish can be grouped together because they have con-

trasting tonal possibilities (Swedish has two tones, Japanese has a tone or no

tone). But it is clear that Japanese and Swedish are nevertheless very different.

What this traditional classification shows is that any taxonomy of the use of pitch

patterns in language can never involve absolutely discrete and clear-cut cate-

gories. Different classifications will emphasise different types of similarity.

Swedish, for example, is closer to those tone languages making an extensive use

of lexical tone (like Chinese) in that it does have contrasting lexical tones while

Japanese comes closer to those tone languages which I have described as having

'characteristic tone' (like most Bantu languages).

11
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The use of intonation in pitch accent languages is limited in much the same
way as it is limited in tone languages. Differences of pitch range, the use or non-
use of declination (see 4.4.4.4 below), and the adjustment of syllables before
pause are used in similar ways to that mentioned for Szechuanese in 1.5 above.
The lexical pitch patterns of words will be maintained most obviously in the focal
part of a sentence and somewhat, though not usually completely, suppressed in
the non-focal parts of a sentence. The lexical patterns of words thus 'ride' in more
prominent or less prominent ways on the overall intonation of the sentence.

1.7 Summary

The earlier part of this chapter discussed the physical and perceptual
nature of prosodic features. The latter half contained a brief introduction to into-
nation. Tone languages and so-called 'pitch accent' languages were discussed,
together with their reduced, though still present, potential for intonation.
Although the remainder of the book will only occasionally touch on languages
in these categories, it should nevertheless not be forgotten that the majority of
the world's languages (though not the most widespread) are tone languages.

Sources and further reading
For detailed exemplification of the prosodic uses of length and loudness, see Lehiste (1970);

for priorities among pitch, length, and loudness in the perception of stress and accent,
see Fry (1955, 1958), and Mol and Uhlenbeck (1956).

For the acoustics of intensity and fundamental frequency, see Ladefoged (1993), chapter 8;
for the physical mechanisms involved in the production of pitch, see Ohala (1978); for
the perception of pitch, see Denes and Pinson (1993).

For tone languages, see Pike (1948) and Fromkin (1978); for the tone system of
Szechuanese, see Chang (1958).

For the interaction of intonation and lexical tone in Norwegian, see Haugen and Joos
(1952); and in Swedish, see Garding (1977a, 1977b, forthcoming) and Bruce (1983).

For pitch accent and intonation in Japanese, see Martin (1952) and Abe (forthcoming).
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2
Stress, accent, and rhythm

2.1 Stress and accent
In chapter 1 the articulatory and acoustic correlates of the perceived

phonetic features of pitch, length, and loudness were discussed. The justification

for concentrating on these three features was that they are all used to make some

syllables more prominent in words and in sentences. Perceptual experiments have

clearly shown that, in English at any rate, the three features form a scale of

importance in bringing syllables into prominence, pitch being the most effica-

cious, and loudness the least so. The importance of length varies in fact across

languages, depending on whether a language uses length for phonemic contrasts

on the segmental level; if it does, then loudness will take over from length as the

second most important indicator of prominence.

The terms 'stress' and 'accent' were also introduced in chapter 1, although no

systematic difference was made in the use of the three terms 'prominence', 'stress'

and 'accent'. In the past the word 'stress' has been used in different and confusing

ways. It has sometimes been used simply to refer to syllables (or vowels) made

prominent for linguistic purposes, either in words or in sentences. But stress has

also often been used to mean 'breath-force or loudness' the implication being that

this is the principal means whereby syllables are made prominent. This second

type of usage is misguided since, as indicated in the last paragraph, loudness

generally plays a minor role in producing prominences. The term 'accent' has

also been used to refer to syllables made prominent for linguistic purposes: it

commonly implies that such prominence is principally associated with pitch

(hence the common term 'pitch accent').

In this book I shall use the term STRESS to mean 'prominence', however such

prominence is achieved. The term ACCENT will be limited to prominences where

pitch is involved (hence it is equivalent to PITCH ACCENT). 'Stress' is therefore being

used in the more general, less specified, way. In particular I will continue the tra-

ditional use of the word 'stress' in two areas. Firstly, the term 'word-stress' will be

used to refer to those syllables which would be marked as stressed if stress were
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marked in a lexicon or dictionary and which therefore have a potential for 'accent'

in utterances (see following section 2.2). Secondly, it has been suggested that the

rhythm of certain languages (the so-called 'stress-timed' ones) is dependent upon

the regular occurrence of stressed syllables in connected speech. In my account of

this theory I shall continue to make use of the term 'stress' (see section 2.4 below).

Before going on to more substantive matters, it must be made clear what this

chapter is doing. It is intended to show in this chapter how a framework of stress

is built up on sentences. This representation of stress is then used as a basis for

an intonational pattern. I am dealing with word-stress and sentence-stress only

insofar as they are a prerequisite for intonation. They will not, therefore, be dealt

with in the sort of detail which a book primarily on stress would contain. This

is particularly true of English word-stress, where no attempt is made to give a

systematic detailed coverage.

2.2 Word-stress

Many languages have word-stress regularly in a certain position on

almost all words: Czech and Finnish typically have the stress on the first syllable;

Spanish and Welsh typically on the penultimate syllable; and French and Turkish

typically on the final syllable. Compare, for example:

Finnish - tytar 'daughter'; likainen 'dirty'; merimies 'sailor'.
Spanish - bastante 'enough'; maflana 'tomorrow'; muchos 'many'.
French - compagnie 'company'; bagages 'luggage'; malade 'ill'.

The stress marks on the above words are not, of course, included in the ordinary

orthography of these languages. Nor do the examples given tell the whole story

for the languages concerned. In Spanish most words end in a vowel and such

words do have penultimate stress as stated; but words ending in a consonant more

usually have final stress, e.g. tomdr 'take'. In addition there are a number of

absolute exceptions like proximo 'next' (in these cases Spanish orthography does

actually mark the stress). Most languages with so-called 'fixed' word-stress are not

usually as simple as that term implies; nevertheless it is true that word-stress is at

least fairly easily predictable in such languages. Because it is predictable stress

takes on a strong DELIMITATIVE FUNCTION in such languages. If I know that words

generally begin with a stressed syllable in Finnish, my ear will easily segment the

stream of speech into words. However, once again, the real situation is often not

quite as simple as this. While French words, for example, regularly have their

stress on the final syllable, many words will lose their stress in connected speech

and hence stress will only occur at the end of a group of words, e.g.

Les murs de votre mais6n sont trop noirs
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Hence the occurrence of an accent delimits a word group rather than a single
word in French.

Other languages hardly use word-stress in a delimitative way at all. In par-
ticular, this is true of languages like English which have little predictability in
their word-stress. Only occasionally will some combination of stress and segmen-
tal pattern suggest the presence of a word boundary in English, e.g. /eijn/ or
/-eijnz/ suggest a following word boundary. English does, on the other hand, use
stress to indicate differences of lexical meaning or of grammatical class; cf. defer
v. differ and insult (noun) v. insult (verb). In fact, in English there are only a few
such pairs of words which are differentiated solely by stress, and this seems to be
universal in languages, i.e. the use of word-stress with a DISTINCTIVE FUNCTION

(e.g. in Russian and Greek) never carries a high functional load. It is also true
that the delimitative and distinctive functions of word-stress are not necessarily
mutually exclusive. We saw above that Spanish is a language with word-stress
which is more or less fixed. But we also saw that there were exceptions even in
Spanish, and such exceptions can lead to distinctive pairs, e.g. alia 'there' v. halla
'he finds' (initial h not being pronounced in Spanish).

There are, then, languages which do not use word-stress delimitatively and use
it distinctively only to a very restricted extent. In such languages word-stress may
be in part predictable but only by a set of complex rules. Such a language is
English and a great deal has been written about the rules necessary to predict
word-stress in English. In the next section I give a brief introduction to the pre-
dictability of English word-stress.

2.2.1 English word-stress
As a prerequisite for the description of intonation, we have to know

which syllables are stressed in words so that we then know which syllables are
potentially accentable in utterances; we have to know which syllables are
accented in utterances because accented syllables form the framework for into-
nation. A large part of our intonational description will be exemplified from
English; as a start, therefore, we need to know a little about English word-stress.
Any description of English word-stress rules inevitably involves a large number
of exceptions. However, the fact that there are a large number of exceptions does
not defeat the object of the exercise; a general rule with exceptions is more eco-
nomical than listing every word with its own unique pattern (i.e. listing every-
thing as an exception).

English words may be divided into STEMS and AFFIXES. Stems include not only
single free morphemes like blood, survive, and chloroform but also that part of a
word remaining when an affix is removed, even though such a part cannot stand
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on its own, e.g. ephemer-al, tremend-ous, and kaleidoscope. A very simplified set

of informal rules for stress placement in stems can then be stated as follows:

(i) Verbs and adjectives
(a) stress on the penultimate syllable when final syllable has a short vowel

in an open syllable or is followed by no more than one consonant, e.g.

surrender, polish, astonish, rigid, explicit.

(b) otherwise, stress is on the final syllable (subject to rule (iii) below), e.g.
relate, maintain, sublime, severe, reject, defend, abrupt.

(ii) Nouns
(a) if the final syllable has a short vowel, disregard it and apply rules under

(i) above, e.g.

elephant, moment, complexion, surrender.

(b) if the final syllable has a long vowel, it is stressed (subject to (iii)
below), e.g.

police, machine, dispute, campaign, catarrh.

(iii) In words of more than two syllables with a long final vowel
stress may optionally occur not on the final syllable but on the ante-
penultimate, e.g.

anecdote, fdhrenheit, pedigree, organise, escalate, moribund, erudite.

As has already been indicated, there are a large number of apparent exceptions

to these basic rules for stems, e.g. position and window (with British pronunci-

ation involving an unreduced vowel in the final syllable).

Since most sets of rules for the stressing of English words involve counting the

number and type of syllables working backwards from the end of the word, the

influence of suffixes on the stressing of words is particularly important. Suffixes

fall into three classes:

(a) Suffixes which leave the stress on the stem unaffected, e.g. fulfil/fulfilment;
usual/usually.

(b) Suffixes which themselves take the stress, e.g. limit/limitation; picture/
picturesque; China/Chinese.

(c) Suffixes which shift the stress on the stem, e.g. economy/economic;
curious/curiosity; apply/applicant; maintain/maintenance.

There are a large number of complex words in English, i.e. words composed of

two stems, and indeed frequently composed of two free morphemes. In the more

common type of combination a relatively large amount of paradigmatic variation

is possible in each half of the combination and the meaning is clearly derivable

from the two elements. Such combinations usually involve adjective plus noun or

noun plus noun, e.g. red book, old building, grass skirt. These combinations are

labelled PHRASES and the primary stress is on the second element except in cases
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where an emphatic contrast is intended on the first element. But another type of
combination of two free morphemes admits of rather less paradigmatic variation
for each element and the semantics of the combination is often less obviously
derivable from the two elements, e.g. blackbird, matchbox, lightning conductor,
blue stocking. These combinations are labelled COMPOUNDS and the primary stress
is on the first element. Like other areas of word-stress there are many inconsis-
tencies, e.g. central heating and full moon seem semantically akin to compounds
yet are stressed on the second element; also cf. Oxford Street v. Oxford Road and
Christmas cake v. Christmas pudding.

Two additional points need to be made about the rules presented above.
Firstly, they have only been concerned with the principal (or 'primary') stress in
words (including compounds). Clearly some of the other syllables in words are
more stressed than others, i.e. there are degrees of stress, e.g. in pedigree the
primary stress is on the first syllable but the last syllable is more stressed than the
second. Clearly, also, the less a syllable is stressed, the more likely it is to have a
reduced vowel, e.g. in kangaroo the least stressed syllable is the second syllable
and this has a vowel reduced to [a]. I shall have only a limited amount to say
about lesser stresses and reduced vowels since it is mainly primary stresses which
are relevant to the intonational framework. Secondly, it should now be apparent
that rules for stressing apply in an ordered way. The rules given for verb,
adjective, and noun stems are subject to modification by the antepenultimate rule
(iii). Stems are in turn subject to modification by the addition of suffixes and also
when put together in compounds. In the case of compounds, although a com-
pound rule will tell us which element to stress, the rules for stems will already
have told us which syllable of that element is stressed.

2.3 Degrees of stress/accent
Every word has at least one stress in its citation form, e.g. I said 'the',

not 'a', where the words 'the' and 'a' are pronounced /di/ and / ei/. But some types
of words most commonly occur in an unstressed form in connected speech, e.g.
the articles cited above typically occur without a stress and with a reduced vowel
as /do/ and fa/. Other types of word most commonly occurring without a stress
(and with reduced vowels) are auxiliary verbs, personal pronouns and shorter
prepositions and conjunctions, whereas the majority of nouns, main verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, numerals, quantifiers, and personal pronouns commonly
occur with a stress. The exact syllable on which the stress occurs will, of course,
be determined by rules for word-stress like those outlined in the preceding
section.

Stresses in connected speech occur with varying degrees of prominence. In
English we need to distinguish four such degrees of stress/accent within 'into-
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nation-groups' (the definition and delimitation of intonation-groups is discussed

in detail in chapter 3: for the moment it is sufficient to know that intonation-

groups correspond typically with major grammatical constituents like simple sen-

tences, or noun-phrase subjects, or predicates):

(i) PRIMARY STRESS (or PRIMARY ACCENT), involving the principal pitch promi-
nence in the intonation-group.

(ii) SECONDARY STRESS (or SECONDARY ACCENT), involving a subsidiary pitch
prominence in the intonation-group. (The notions of principal and
subsidiary pitch prominence will be subject to further clarification in
chapter 3.)

(iii) TERTIARY STRESS, involving a prominence produced principally by length
and/or loudness (and hence we cannot refer to this as 'tertiary accent'
because the term 'accent' has been reserved for pitch prominences).

(iv) UNSTRESSED (the term UNACCENTED covers both (iii) and (iv)).

These degrees of stress/accent are illustrated in the following sentence (= one

intonation-group on this occasion):

I ran all the way to the station

The primary stress/accent is on sta-, the prominence being mainly produced by

the fall in pitch initiated on sta- and completed on -tion; a secondary stress/accent

occurs on ran, the prominence being provided by the step-up in pitch from / to

ran; and a tertiary stress occurs on way. Here is another example:

John decided to run all the way to the station

In this case the primary stress/accent is on run, and tertiary stresses are on -tide-,

way and sta- (notice that two of these follow the primary accent and one pre-

cedes). I analyse John as having a secondary stress/accent, although a pitch

movement does not precede or follow it. It is analysed as having a secondary

accent because it is considerably higher than a presumed 'baseline'. As we shall

see in later chapters, unaccented syllables at the beginning of an intonation-group

will typically be on a pitch slightly above the bottom pitch used by a speaker;

this level slightly above the bottom pitch is called the 'baseline'. A syllable is

prominent in pitch at the beginning of a group if it is above this 'baseline'. As

usual there is a further complication in that high unaccented syllables may also

occur at the beginning of an intonation-group. However, these involve no syl-

lables with word-stress and furthermore often also involve reduced vowels; hence
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their pitch prominence does not indicate accent (although it may indicate some-
thing about the intonational meaning). In the following examples the initial syl-
lables are consequently best analysed as high but unaccented

Appendicitis isn't very serious

It's not like that at all

In most languages it is not necessary, or even possible, to distinguish between
four degrees of stress/accent. In French, for example, the final syllable of a word-
group is accented (as already mentioned in section 2.2 above) and non-final syl-
lables in a word-group are generally unaccented. No analyses of French
distinguish two intermediate levels of stress/accent; at most some analyses distin-
guish one intermediate level, often called an 'accent d'insistance', indicated by
high pitch and/or extra length and loudness, e.g.

C'est parfaitement stupide

1A
The accent on par- cannot be analysed as ending a word-group, since of course
it actually occurs on the first syllable of a word; nor are there any other phonetic
indicators of the end of a word-group, e.g. pause. French is a language which is
often said to be 'syllable-timed', i.e. taking approximately an equal amount of
time over each syllable ('syllable-timing' is discussed further in section 2.4 below);
and vowels are not subject to reduction to [a] as English vowels are. The only
syllables which are longer than others in French are those at the end of a word-
group and those having an 'accent d'insistance'. This means that there is some-
times a long string of unaccented syllables of approximately equal length, e.g.

Pourquoi etes-vous alle la?

This is of course very different from English, which involves a rhythmic alter-
nation of stressed and unstressed syllables, where the unstressed syllables are
usually shorter and often involve reduced vowels. Syllable-timed languages like
French (and Italian and Hindi) operate with fewer distinctions of stress/accent
than languages like English, which are often called 'stress-timed'. 'Syllable-timed'
and 'stress-timed' are discussed further in section 2.4 below.
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In English (and in many other languages, e.g. German) unstressed syllables

often involve reduced vowels like [a]. In fact we can say that reduced vowels only

occur in unstressed syllables. But the converse is not necessarily true, i.e.

unstressed syllables do not necessarily involve a reduced vowel, e.g.

I got a large piece of wood

In this example piece is unstressed but keeps its full vowel; got is unstressed and

may also keep its full vowel. As is the case in this whole area of stress and accent,

confusion is easily produced by varying terminology: some writers, particularly

in generative phonology, use [± stress] to equal '[± reduced vowel]'.

2.4 Rhythm
At the beginning of the preceding section we noted that in English

some types of word are regularly unstressed in connected speech. Those words

which are stressed will of course only have a stress on certain syllables - in most

cases on only one syllable. Overall, in connected speech this means that there will

be a large number of unstressed syllables together with a more limited number

of stressed syllables. As we noted at the end of the previous section, English is

often described as a STRESS-TIMED language. What this means is that a general

rule of English rhythm is that we take an equal amount of time from one stressed

syllable to the next, i.e. that English rhythm has an isochrony based on stresses.

This is illustrated in the following example:

What's the difference between a sick elephant and a dead bee?

I shall call the stretch of utterance from one stressed syllable to the next

(including a stressed syllable with the unstressed syllables which follow) a

RHYTHM-GROUP. (This term has been used in other ways by other writers, and

the term 'foot' has sometimes been used for what I am calling rhythm-group.)

Notice first in the above example that the number of syllables in each rhythm-

group varies considerably: 2, 5, 1, 5, 1, 1. The theory of stress-timing holds that

there is a tendency in some languages (English being one) for rhythm-groups to

be of approximately equal duration. If this is the case, then the five syllables of

the second rhythm-group in the above example will be said in roughly the same

amount of time as the single syllable of the third rhythm-group. It should not,

however, be thought that all the syllables within a rhythm-group are of equal

duration - a stressed syllable is generally longer than an unstressed one, partic-

ularly if the latter has a reduced vowel. Here is another example:

There's a dreadful din coming from Dan's workshop
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Starting from dread- there are 3, 3, 1 and 2 syllables in the rhythm-groups. But
we have so far not taken account of any unstressed syllables at the beginning of
an utterance. In this case there are two such syllables in There's a. I shall call
such syllables an ANACRUSIS. The general tendency in English is to produce syl-
lables in an anacrusis with greater speed than any unstressed syllables within fol-
lowing rhythm-groups; hence also such syllables are extremely liable to be
reduced. In the example quoted the two syllables of There's a may even be
reduced to one syllable and even pronounced with no vowel, i.e. [6: dredful....].
We shall see in chapter 3 that these characteristics of an anacrusis may help to
indicate the presence of a boundary between two intonation-groups. The rate of
syllable production shows a marked increase as the boundary is traversed and the
anacrusis of the new intonation-group encountered.

So far I have explained the theory of isochrony in English as if it were accepted
as fact. However, although there has been a long adherence to this principle on
the part of phoneticians and phonologists, the theory has never been experimen-
tally verified. Even the very rare experiments which have found some evidence
for it have been forced to conclude that it is an extremely weak factor in deter-
mining the actual lengths of syllables (other factors include segmental compo-
sition, the presence or absence of stress, and extra length for primary accent and
for utterance-final position). The most that can be said when viewing the exper-
imental evidence is that there is a tendency to isochrony, e.g. it is true that a five-
syllabled rhythm-group will not be five times as long as a one-syllabled
rhythm-group, although it is not true that the five syllables in the former group
will be compressed to equal the length of the one syllable in the latter group. So,
in the first example above concerning the sick elephant and the dead bee, the five
syllables of elephant and a may each be shorter than the one syllable sick, but the
five syllables together will not be compressed into exactly the same duration as
sick. It may be that the reduction in the lengths of syllables merely produces the
perceptual impression of stress-timing in English.

The failure to find clear experimental support for such isochrony has been
repeated for other languages which have also been claimed to be 'stress-timed'
e.g. Russian and Arabic. Nor does a difference show up very clearly when such
'stress-timed' languages are compared with so-called SYLLABLE-TIMED languages
like French and Yoruba, which, it is claimed, take an equal amount of time over
each syllable. All the evidence suggests that both stresses and the number of syl-
lables influence rhythm in all languages but particular languages have a tendency
to give greater or lesser weight to the stress factor.

A different approach to English rhythm proposed by Bolinger (see, in par-
ticular, 1981 and 1985) suggests that the most important factor is neither the
number of syllables nor the number of stresses but the pattern made in any
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section of continuous speech by the mixture of syllables containing full vowels
with syllables containing reduced vowels. According to this theory, the basic unit
of rhythm is a full-vowelled syllable together with any reduced-vowelled syllables
that follow it. Each rhythm unit must thus contain one and only one full-vow-
elled syllable. This is similar to the division of continuous speech by the stress-
timing theory into rhythm-groups each containing one (and only one) stressed
syllable and all the unstressed syllables that follow it. There are, however, fun-
damental differences between the stress-timing theory and the theory of what I
shall call, for want of a better word, full-vowel timing. The following two exam-
ples will serve to illustrate the most crucial of these differences:

Those porcupines aren't dangerous

F F FF F F R R

The wallabies are dangerous
R F R R R F R R

Stress-timed isochrony would suggest the same rhythm in both sentences, which
are each divided into an anacrusis and two rhythm-groups. Full-vowel timing
suggests that there are six rhythm units in the first example (with the three
syllables of dangerous constituting one unit) while there are only two units in the
second (one of four syllables and one of three syllables). The central tenet of
full-vowel timing is that a reduced-vowelled syllable following a full-vowelled
syllable 'borrows time' from it, so that together they are roughly equal to a full-
vowelled syllable forming a rhythm unit on its own; however, any succeeding
reduced-vowelled syllables do not 'borrow time' and hence do not add to the
length of a rhythm unit. So in the second example above the second syllable of
wallabies 'borrows time' from the initial full-vowelled syllable while the third
syllable of wallabies does not 'borrow time' even though it also contains a
reduced vowel. Full-vowel timing seems to account for the instrumentally
measured facts of English syllable durations more successfully than stress-timed
isochrony. It cannot, however, lead us to discount completely some tendency
towards stress-timed isochrony, since without it there would be no reason for the
reduction of some syllables and vowels in the first place.

2.5 Prosodic hierarchies
A large amount of discussion has taken place over the last decade

about the nature of the relationship between grammar and phonology (the
'interface' between morphological and syntactical constituents on the one hand
and phonological constituents on the other). Much of this has concerned the
prosodic domains of different lengths within which certain phonological pro-
cesses operate and whether these domains constitute a hierarchy. Some of the
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domains have concerned words, while some have concerned sequences of words;
unfortunately there has been no great agreement on the number of domains
involved and there has been considerable confusion in terminology. I will now
attempt to give a brief summary of the domains which have been proposed and
of the relationships between some of these domains and the intonational
description in the following chapters.

Within words the basic domain into which segments are grouped is the
syllable. The occurrence of clear [1] and dark [\] is syllable-based with [1]
occurring in syllable-onsets and dark [\] in syllable-codas. Still within words
syllables can be grouped into 'feet' with a stressed syllable beginning each foot.
Aspiration is foot-based, occurring following /p, t, k/ in the initial syllable-onset
of a foot. Thus the word temperamental /tempramental/ consists of four syllables
grouped into two feet /tempra/ and /mental/ where the lil initial in the first foot
is aspirated while the lil non-initial in the second foot is unaspirated.

The 'words' which we have been referring to in the preceding two paragraphs
have essentially been lexical words, those stored in the mental dictionary or
lexicon. But such lexical words may have no obvious reality in connected speech
either in terms of the way in which they are delimited or in terms of the phono-
logical processes which they encompass. Consider the following sentence:

He put both his feet on a footrest.

We assume stresses in this sentence on the syllables both, feet, and foot. Both his,
feet on a, and footrest form rhythm-groups in terms of the discussion of English
rhythm in section 2.4 above (and are alternatively referred to as 'feet' for those
who work within the framework of Halliday (1967), and thus there is confusion
with the 'lexical feet' discussed above). These rhythm-groups are relevant to the
rhythm of English whether this is regarded as isochronous as in so-called stress-
timing or as only nearly isochronous within the notion of full-vowelled rhythm
(see 2.4 above). While such rhythm-units are described as left-headed (i.e. they
begin with a stressed syllable) in English and in other Germanic languages, they
are usually described as right-headed (i.e. they end with a stressed syllable) in
French and other Romance languages; although this seems intuitively correct, the
phonetic correlates of such a division among languages remain obscure.

In the above example his is attached as a clitic to both (note the elision of the
Ihl in his ) and on and a are attached as clitics to feet (note the reduction of the
vowels in on a to hi), and such sequences, besides being rhythm-groups in my
terminology (or 'feet' for Hallidayans), are sometimes referred to as 'phono-
logical words' or 'prosodic words'. But the opposite occurs in the case of footrest:
a single lexical word is divided into two phonological words on the basis that the
IV at the end of foot and the Ivl at the beginning of rest do not behave in sequence
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as they usually do within one word, i.e. the Id is not devoiced as it would be if
the Itil formed a cluster within a word, e.g. as in mattress. Thus 'phonological
words' are sometimes larger than lexical words and sometimes smaller. Therefore
it is also the case that phonological words and what I have referred to as rhythm-
groups do not always correspond.

A larger domain generally accepted in the phonological hierarchy (although
little investigated) is the 'phonological phrase'. This has been shown to be a
domain (larger than the phonological word but smaller than the intonational
phrase) which is relevant to phonological processes in a number of languages,
most noticeably in French (where it defines the scope of 'liaison', e.g. in Mon
amour est alle, mon amour is a phonological phrase and liaison occurs between
the two words, i.e. an /n/ is pronounced, whereas amour and est are in different
phonological phrases and hence liaison does not occur, i.e. no 111 is pronounced);
and Italian (where the phonological phrase defines the scope of 'Raddop-
piamento Sintattico', e.g. in Guardo piu cautamente il ragazzo, syntactic doubling
of the initial Rd occurs in cautamente but not of the initial /p/ of piu). No such
domain has as yet been identified in English on the basis of the occurrence of
phonological processes (although the occurrence of elision and assimilation at
word boundaries may turn out to be best explained on the basis of such a unit).
However, as we will discuss below, some writers on intonation and in particular
the ToBI system for transcribing intonation (see 3.9), which is now widely used
in the U.S., do have a level of 'minor tone-group' or 'intermediate phrase'. These
terms are often used to label prosodic phrases which co-occur with major syn-
tactic constituents of sentences but which may have lesser terminal marking (e.g.
no pause) than full intonational phrases.

Also important in intonational analysis is a unit which might be called the
'accent phrase', i.e. the domain of a pitch accent. In particular, as we shall see in
the discussion of ToBI, rules which indicate how far pitch accents 'spread' are
important in describing the exact course of a pitch contour. But no such unit as
the 'accent phrase' has ever been incorporated into any published work on a
prosodic hierarchy, probably because such hierarchies have not been devised by
intonationists (with the exception of Halliday, 1967) but by general phonologists.

However, the most important domain for the purposes of this book is that of
the intonational phrase (it is usually called that in discussions of the prosodic
hierarchy although in this book I have called it the intonation-group). This is the
domain about which there is least disagreement (apart from some sentence
non-final groups being referred to as 'phonological phrases' as discussed above),
being the domain of the pitch patterns which are described in this book and in
almost all other discussions of intonation.

Above the intonation-group reference is sometimes made to the domain
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'utterance', which is clearly relevant to discussions of turn-taking but which is
largely ignored by phonologists. It may be almost the equivalent of what is some-
times referred to in the intonational literature as a 'paraphone' and which is
loosely related to the discoursal notion of topic; the pitch range of an intonation-
group at the beginning of a paraphone may be wide and may narrow as the end
of the paraphone is approached (see section 4.5 below).

In some work the prosodic domains mentioned here are regarded as essentially
rhythmical and hence sometimes lead to different constituents from tonal
domains: for example, the pause which generally occurs before tag interrogatives
in English, as in So he went, did he? is said to mark a boundary between two
prosodic domains while a single falling-rising tone covers both main clause and
tag.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, word-stress in languages, and particularly in English,
has been briefly surveyed, because we need to know which syllable of a word is
stressed when we assign accents in utterances; a summary has been given of rules
for word-stress, particularly in English. Such word-stresses are converted into
four degrees of stress/accent in connected speech. The relationship between stress
and rhythm was then considered: it was suggested that 'full-vowel timing' gen-
erally explains the facts of timing in English rather better than 'stress-timing'.
Finally, the notion of a prosodic hierarchy was discussed.

Sources and further reading
For priorities among pitch, length, and loudness in the perception of stress and accent, see

Fry (1955, 1958), and Mol and Uhlenbeck (1956).
For the varying importance of length as a cue to stress, see Berinstein (1979). For word-

stress generally, see Garde (1968, 1973).
For word-stress in English, see Kingdon (1958b), Chomsky and Halle (1968), and Fudge

(1984).
For stress-timing, see in particular Lehiste (1977) and Roach (1982).
For full-vowel timing, see Bolinger (1981, 1985). For instrumental data on English rhythm,

see Thompson (1980).
For prosodic hierarchies, see Halliday (1967), Selkirk (1984), and Nespor and Vogel (1986).
For separation of intonational and prosodic constituents, see Gussenhoven (1990, 1992).
For recursive intonational constituents, see Ladd (1986).
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3
The forms of intonation

3.1 The historical background to intonational studies

The study of English intonation, with which chapters 3 and 4 are
largely concerned, started in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries in manuals
of pronunciation, the best known of which are Hart (1551) and Butler (1634).
Both relate intonation to punctuation: the latter, for example, has four tones
(level, fall, extra-low, and rise) and three degrees of pause distinguishing between
comma, semi-colon, colon, full stop, and question and exclamation marks; he
also has a notion of lowered key for parenthesis. In the second half of the eigh-
teenth century and in the nineteenth century detailed descriptions of intonation
became common in manuals of elocution, which were principally concerned with
public speaking. Outstanding among the eighteenth-century elocutionists was
Walker (1781, 1787), who developed a 'theory of inflexions' involving five 'slides'
(rising, falling, monotone, fall-rise, and rise-fall) and was the first to use the tone
marks w ~ v A. The words over which these marks were placed were said to be
emphasised and in his use of the term 'emphasis' Walker adumbrated the modern
use of the term 'nucleus'. There were said to be two types of emphatic meaning:
(i) of passion, where the emphasis applied to the whole sentence, and (ii) of sense,
where the emphasis applied to one word in opposition to some word expressed
in the preceding context or else 'understood' (cf. modern uses of the terms 'broad
focus' and 'narrow focus' and the terms 'contextually-given' and 'situationally-
given' - see 4.3 below).

The elocutionary manuals really burgeoned in the nineteenth century both in
America, where the most influential book was that by Rush (1833), and in
Britain, where a number of books written by the Bell family were notable. Rush
was the first to isolate the final pitch movement as particularly important (fore-
shadowing later American pre-occupation with terminals) and also divided utter-
ances into the inexpressive and the expressive (foreshadowing the modern
distinction between 'marked' and 'unmarked'). If we compare Rush and his
notion of terminals with Walker and his use of tone marks, we can see the origins
of the different British and American approaches to intonational analysis.
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3.1 The historical background to intonational studies

Phonetics in general was dominated in Britain in the nineteenth century by the
name of Bell: Alexander Bell, who had two sons, David Graham Bell and
Alexander Melville Bell, who in turn had a son Alexander Graham Bell. The first
three wrote books on phonetics, all of which had sections on prosody; the last
invented the telephone. Alexander Melville Bell, building on the work of Walker,
was the most innovative. He was the first to make an unambiguous link between
accent and an inflexion starting at that accent. Bell made divisions among the
various inflexions: the basic division was into falls and rises which were in turn
divided into simple and compound versions (the latter being rise-fall and fall-
rise), all having high and low 'modes'; rise-fall-rise and monotone were also men-
tioned. Bell had two types of intonational transcription: one in which tadpole-like
symbols were placed over the accented syllables and one designed for his more
general system of 'Visible Speech' (the latter being almost identical to Walker's
tone marks). These two types of transcription foreshadowed the twentieth-
century British division into broad 'interlinear-tonetic' and narrow 'tonetic-stress'
transcriptions. A. M. Bell also had detailed discussion of the meanings of the
inflexions; these meanings are said to be associated only with the final inflexion
of a clause or sentence. Indeed they are referred to as 'clausular accents', hence
implying that the unmarked correlation for intonation-groups is with the clause.
The link from the Bells to the twentieth century was provided by Sweet, who is
often referred to as the father of English phonetics. In fact he followed A. M.
Bell in most of what he said about intonation, which is not surprising considering
that he was taught by him; he added little of his own apart from the use of the
term 'key' (see 4.5 below), which could apply to sentences or groups of sentences,
and some discussion of regional differences.

In the early part of the twentieth century phonetics was dominated in Britain
by Jones (1909a, 1909b, 1918), who introduced the narrow transcription of into-
nation by using a continuous intonation curve between two lines. He was also
the first to use the newly-invented phonograph; he let the needle run on the
record for short periods while transcribing. Jones' interlinear transcription was
not related to stress and the overall curves were divided into two basic overall
patterns, known as Tune 1 (for statements, commands and wh-questions) and
Tune 2 (for yes/no questions and requests). This sort of analysis was fully cod-
ified in Armstrong and Ward (1926) and continued to be used in pedagogical
works on English for many years afterwards.

The approach of Bell was taken up again by Palmer (1922), who appears to
have taken some of his terminology from Klinghardt and Klemm (1920) writing
in German. Palmer introduced the terms 'nucleus' (the syllable of maximum
prominence and the beginning of the 'nucleus tone'), 'head' (the pre-nuclear
stretch), and 'tail' (the stretch following the nucleus). There were various nucleus
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tones and head tones, all with their meanings described. Palmer was really the
foundation of the British nuclear tone approach and later authors built on his
approach, e.g. Kingdon (1958a), O'Connor & Arnold (1961), and Halliday
(1967), and it is essentially this type of analysis which is used in the main parts
of this chapter and chapter 4.

Earlier I talked about the work of Rush and suggested that in his discussion
of terminals it adumbrated later American work. The first modern and systematic
analyses of American intonation were those of Pike (1945) and Trager & Smith
(1951), both of whom analysed pitch contours into sequences of four pitch levels
and three pitch terminals. Both took the levels and terminals to be the
'phonemes' of prosody and sequences of levels plus terminals to be the 'mor-
phemes'. Pike has very good discussions of the meanings of such sequences;
Trager and Smith are rather more obsessed, as was the spirit of the time, with
the discovery procedures which produced the system. The latter were, however,
influential and their analysis was reproduced in many American textbooks of lin-
guistics and the English language for twenty years after its publication. However,
the levels analysis was heavily criticised, mainly for the arbitrariness of having
four levels (the contours versus levels controversy is discussed more fully in 3.3
below). This eventually led to a new approach based on only two levels, spear-
headed by Pierrehumbert (1980/87) and in which the occurrence of particular
levels is meaningful rather than the contours formed by the levels. This remains
the dominant approach in the U.S. today and its influence has also spread wider;
nevertheless the nuclear approach continues to be taught in Britain.

Most of the remainder of this chapter discusses a framework for describing the
forms of intonation and the support that can be adduced for each part of the
framework from phonetic reality. The framework is largely in the contour tone
tradition discussed above and divides itself into three principal areas: firstly, the
division of connected speech into INTONATION-GROUPS; secondly, the selection of
one syllable within one word in each intonation-group to bear the principal
accent or NUCLEUS (alternatively called the 'tonic'); thirdly, the choice of tune
within the intonation-group, that part of the tune beginning at the nucleus (the
NUCLEAR TONE) being generally the most important. In the final part of this
chapter two other approaches are briefly described, both of which are in the spirit
of current 'autosegmental' phonology, i.e. they have sequences of segments and
pitches on separate tiers with elements on the two tiers being aligned in various
ways. The first, based on the work of Gussenhoven (1983b), largely reinterprets
previous nuclear tone analyses in terms of levels but still attaches meanings to
sequences of levels; the second, now codified as ToBI (Beckman and Ayers,
1994), arises from the levels tradition and attaches meanings to single level tones
(although in some cases to a sequence of two level tones).
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3.2 Intonation-groups
In this book I speak of INTONATION-GROUPS (in other places they

have been variously called sense-groups, breath-groups, tone-groups, tone-units,
phonological phrases, phonological clauses or intonational phrases!). Almost all
analysts operate with some notion of intonation-groups although most writers
have no explicit discussion of how the division between intonation-groups is sig-
nalled. Those who do discuss the subject vary considerably in their judgement of
the ease with which an analyst can unambiguously divide a text into intonation-
groups. Two quotations serve to illustrate this difference of opinion:

(a) ' phonological criteria suffice to indicate unambiguously where a
tone-unit boundary should go in connected speech in the vast majority of
cases'. (Crystal, Prosodic Systems and Intonation in English, 1969a, p. 206)

(b) ' we encounter constant difficulty in identifying tone groups in spon-
taneous speech ' (Brown, Currie, and Kenworthy, Questions of
Intonation, 1980, p. 46)

My own judgement is that the truth lies somewhere in between these two state-
ments, although it is undoubtedly also true that the majority of linguists assume
that the phonetic correlates of boundaries between intonation-groups are far
more straightforward than they actually are. In reading, or in speaking prepared
texts, most intonation-group boundaries are clearly marked. But even with the
most experienced readers and speakers, there are many cases where it remains
difficult to decide whether a boundary is present or not. And with inexperienced
readers and speakers (adults' intonational competence is extremely variable) the
difficulties are multiplied. When we consider spontaneous speech (particularly
conversation) any clear and obvious division into intonation-groups is not so
apparent because of the broken nature of much spontaneous speech, including as
it does hesitation, repetitions, false starts, incomplete sentences, and sentences
involving a grammatical caesura in their middle.

Judgement that an intonation-group boundary is present would in an ideal sit-
uation be based on 'external criteria', i.e. on phonetic cues present at the actual
boundary. But in practice such phonetic cues (e.g. pause) may be either
ambiguous or not present at all. Therefore 'internal criteria' must also play a
part, such as our judgement that the application of the external criteria produces
chunks of utterance all of which have pitch patterns which accord with
acceptable 'whole' intonation patterns. The assignment of intonation-group
boundaries is therefore something of a circular business; we establish some into-
nation-groups in cases where all the external criteria conspire to make the
assignment of a boundary relatively certain; we note the sorts of internal into-
national structure occurring in such cases and this enables us to make decisions
in those cases where the external criteria are less unambiguous. And, in some
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difficult cases, we take grammatical or semantic criteria into account, i.e. when
regular correspondences between intonation and grammar/semantics have been
established in cases where boundary assignment is clear, we may lean heavily on
such correspondences when assigning boundaries in the difficult cases. Before
returning to this general issue, I shall now consider in detail what the basic
external and internal criteria are.

3.2.1 Pause
The criterion most often mentioned in the demarcation of into-

nation-groups is that of pause. The forms of pause fall into two categories, the
unfilled pause (i.e. silence) and the filled pause. In R.P. and in many other dialects
of English the latter typically involves the use of a central vowel [a] and a bi-
labial nasal [m], either singly or in combination, and of varying lengths. In other
dialects of English and in other languages the sounds of filled pauses may be dif-
ferent: in Scottish English a sound in the region of the vowel in gate and play is
typical and in Russian an alveolar nasal is more common than a bilabial nasal.
The use of pause in general and the relationship between unfilled and filled pauses
in particular is subject to a large amount of idiosyncratic variation and in the fol-
lowing discussion of the functions of pause all statements concern only general
tendencies.

Reference is sometimes made to the fact that breaths are often taken at pauses
and some writers even regard the taking of breath as the reason for pausing. It
is indeed true that some people talk so much and so fluently that they are forced
to pause for breath, but the vast majority of pauses cannot be accounted for in
this way. Both male and female speakers can count reasonably slowly up to
twenty without taking a breath and without any strain at all. Yet pauses almost
always occur much more frequently than every twenty words in any form of
speech. Even allowing that counting these low numbers involves mainly one- and
two-syllabled words, the discrepancy is such as to suggest that we do not, except
on rare occasions, pause for breath. Rather, we pause for other reasons and seize
the opportunity to take a breath.

Pauses seem typically to occur at three places in utterances:
(i) at major constituent boundaries (principally between clauses and between

subject and predicate). There is a correlation between the type of constituent
boundary and the length of pause, i.e. the more major the boundary, the longer
the pause. Moreover, pauses tend to be longer where constituent boundaries
(usually in this case sentence boundaries) involve a new topic;

(ii) before words of high lexical content or, putting it in terms of information
theory, at points of low transitional probability. So words preceded by a pause
are often difficult to guess in advance. This sort of pause typically occurs before
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a minor constituent boundary, generally within a noun-phrase, verb-phrase, or

adverbial phrase, e.g. between a determiner and following head noun;

(iii) after the first word in an intonation-group. This is a typical position for

other 'errors of performance', e.g. corrections of false starts and repetitions.

Pause type (i) is generally to be taken as indicating an intonation-group

boundary, e.g. (boundaries are indicated by / )

The Prince of Wales / is visiting Cardiff tomorrow
Yesterday I went to London / and saw the Queen / outside Buckingham

Palace

Although this type of pause will typically be unfilled, it may sometimes be filled,

and in such cases the filling seems to be used as a turn-keeping device, particu-

larly in conversation, i.e. it is used to prevent another potential speaker inter-

rupting the current speaker. Also it cannot be assumed that every

intonation-group boundary will have such a pause. Pauses at intonation-group

boundaries, even where these occur at major constituent boundaries, may some-

times be obliterated rather than filled as an alternative method of turn-keeping.

When such obliteration occurs, it is frequently followed by a pause type (iii).

Pause types (ii) and (iii) are generally to be taken as examples of hesitation phe-

nomena. Type (ii) indicates a word-finding difficulty, e.g. (hesitation pause indi-

cated by . . . )

The Minister talked at length about the . . . redeployment of LABour
There was a . . . GOLDcrest in the garden yesterday
I saw a BuGATti in . . . Cross Street yesterday

A hesitation pause before the nucleus (for the moment this can be thought of as

the accented syllable of the most prominent word in an intonation group, tran-

scribed above with capital letters) is of rare occurrence (e.g. the hesitation before

GOLDcrest above) where it might be thought to be most likely (i.e. where the word

is of high lexical content). But evidence from slips of the tongue indicates that

the word carrying the nucleus is planned well in advance. For instance, the word

carrying the nucleus is a prime cause of a slip of the tongue on a word earlier in

an intonation group, e.g.

The Chancellor has been outlining his plans tonight inFLAtion

Thus a hesitation pause of type (ii) will occur before a word of low transitional

probability although it is unlikely before a word carrying the nucleus of the into-

nation-group in which it occurs.

Pause type (iii), occurring after the first word of an intonation-group, seems to

serve a planning function, i.e. it is essentially a holding operation while the

speaker plans the remainder of the sentence, e.g.
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I do like Elgar's violin concerto. / It's . . . quite the most perfect work of
its kind
Why don't you join an evening class? / You'd . . . be quite likely to meet
some interesting people

Pause types (ii) and (iii), as has already been implied in talking of them as

internal to an intonation-group, are not taken as markers of intonation-group

boundaries, because they do not result in utterance chunks each of which

has a pitch pattern typically contained within an intonation-group (this is

discussed further under 'internal criteria' below). Pause types (ii) and (iii) are

more common in all types of unscripted speech than in reading or prepared

speech.

Instrumental measurements have not demonstrated conclusively a correlation

between pause-type and pause-length (probably because, as has already been

noted, pausing is extremely idiosyncratic and because the number of subjects in

all experimental studies has always been extremely low). Indeed the minimum

threshold at which a pause is perceived has been put at different levels, varying

from one second down to one quarter of a second. A better system for measuring

pause may be to relate it to the length of syllables or rhythm-groups in sur-

rounding speech. Whichever way of measuring is used, most investigators find

boundary pauses to be longer than hesitation pauses.

It should by now be apparent that the criterion of pause as a marker of into-

nation-group boundaries cannot be used on its own. Despite its explicit or

implicit use as such in many studies and textbooks on intonation, pause does not

always mark intonation boundaries, nor are intonation boundaries always

marked by pause. Pause can only be used as a criterion for intonation bound-

aries if considered together with other external and internal criteria.

3.2.2 Other boundary markers
Apart from pause there are three other external criteria which may

act as markers of intonation-group boundaries. Firstly, the presence of an

anacrusis (see chapter 2, section 2.4) generally indicates the beginning of an into-

nation-group, e.g.

I saw John yesterday / and he was just off to London

The most likely place for the first stress in the second intonation-group is on just;

and the unstressed syllables before just are likely to be pronounced more quickly

than unstressed syllables elsewhere in the sentence (and, specifically, more quickly

than those at the end of yesterday). The sudden acceleration beginning at and

indicates that these syllables are anacrustic and hence that a new intonation-

group is beginning.
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Secondly, and regardless of whether it is stressed or unstressed, the final syl-
lable in an intonation-group will often be lengthened, e.g.

On my way to the station /1 met a man

Here the second syllable of station may be lengthened and help to indicate an
intonation-group boundary. The lengthening may be a by-product of two other
things occurring at an intonation-group boundary: in the first place it may act as
a sort of pause-substitute; indeed it could be regarded as a type of filled pause.
At the same time this final syllable of an intonation group will often carry a final
pitch movement (in some types of analysis called a 'terminal'). As an illustration
of this point, consider the following typical intonation of the above example:

On my way to the station / I met a man

(It should by now be clear that in interlinear transcriptions large dots indicate
stressed syllables and small dots unstressed syllables.) In the first intonation-
group, the primary accent (= 'nucleus') is on sta- and the tone from there to the
end of the group is falling-rising. The second syllable of station carries the rising
part of the pattern, and, for syllables to carry a pitch movement within them-
selves, they clearly have to be of a certain length.

Some of the reasons for final syllable lengthening may be language-specific, but
nonetheless it does seem that the phenomenon itself may be an intonational
universal. Cross-linguistic studies of final-syllable lengthening have generally con-
centrated on syllables which are both at the end of a sentence and immediately
followed by a pause (e.g. man in the example above); since it occurs before a
pause in such studies, the syllable concerned is clearly not acting as a pause-sub-
stitute. Nevertheless, even before a pause it may still be used as an additional
boundary cue. Other reasons suggested for such lengthening include (i) that it is
evidence of a natural relaxation before pause (which could not of course apply
to those cases where the lengthening actually replaces the pause); (ii) that it pro-
vides time to check that the preceding group has been articulated correctly (the
'review' theory); and (iii) that the speaker is thereby given time to plan the fol-
lowing group (the 'motoric planning' theory). It is difficult to see how any of
these last three reasons can in fact be distinguished from the use of final syllable
lengthening as a boundary cue. The most clear function for final syllable length-
ening is undoubtedly as a boundary marker, sometimes replacing pause, some-
times in addition to pause. This appears to be at least a putative universal,
although the lengthening ratios reported for different languages vary consid-
erably: there is said to be a high lengthening ratio in English, a low lengthening
ratio in Finnish, and an intermediate lengthening ratio in Spanish.
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Unfortunately both anacrusis and syllable lengthening may occur in positions

other than at intonation-group boundaries. In particular, like pause, they may

indicate a hesitation, e.g.

He's [zi] in the middle of doing it NOW
I don't know what you [u:] arRANged

In these examples the [zi] and the [ui] specially lengthen the syllables which they

terminate, and in the and the first syllable of arranged constitute syllables in

anacrusis; nevertheless, because of internal criteria (discussed in the next section)

the sentences above may each constitute only one intonation-group. So far, then,

we have three criteria for intonation-group boundaries (pause, anacrusis and final

syllable lengthening), all of which are ambiguous between boundary marking and

hesitation phenomena.

The last external criterion concerns the pitch of unaccented syllables. Changes

of pitch level and pitch direction most frequently occur on accented syllables. A

change in pitch level and/or pitch direction among unaccented syllables is gen-

erally an indicator of an intonation-group boundary. After falling tones followed

by low unaccented syllables, there will be a slight step-up to the pitch level of the

unaccented syllables at the beginning of a new intonation-group, e.g.

John's not Going tomorrow / But on FRiday . . .

This change of pitch reflects the fact that low unaccented syllables at the

beginning of an intonation-group are generally at a higher level than low unac-

cented syllables at the end of an intonation-group (I shall have more to say about

this in chapter 5, when I talk about declination as a universal). Following rising

tones there will be a step-down to the pitch level of any unaccented syllables at

the beginning of the following intonation-group, e.g.

John's gone to GERmany? / I didn't think he'd have the NERve

So a change in the pitch of unaccented syllables is a fairly clear boundary marker.

At this point it might be objected that the argumentation here is illogical since I

have already in chapter 2 noted that a pitch prominence involving a step-up or

a step-down in pitch is an indicator of an accented syllable. But it must be

remembered that accents in connected speech normally fall only on syllables

which are lexically stressed. Hence changes in pitch level or direction on syllables

which are not lexically stressed generally indicate boundaries, not accents.
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3.2.3 Internal structure as group marker

In the discussion of pause, anacrusis, and final syllable lengthening,
it was concluded that such phenomena are ambiguous between boundary and
hesitation marking. It was suggested that a decision between these two functions
could sometimes only be made on the basis of 'internal' criteria, i.e. on the
presence or absence of a likely internal structure for an intonation-group. If the
features of pause, and/or anacrusis, and/or final syllable lengthening divide an
utterance into two part-utterances either one of which does not have the
minimum internal structure of an intonation-group, then any combination of
those features is taken as a hesitation. But what is this minimum internal
structure of an intonation-group? Firstly, it must contain at least one stressed syl-
lable. Thus utterance fragments which contain only unstressed syllables are not
taken as separate intonation-groups, e.g.

The [9:] real point of the problem / is that

Here the is not to be taken as a separate group since it constitutes an utterance
fragment containing no stressed syllable. Secondly, there must be a pitch
movement to or from at least one accented syllable. In the following John does
constitute a separate group:

John [n:] / isn't going

whereas in the following John does not constitute a separate group:

John [n:] isn't going

In summary, one or both of the following criteria will in most cases delineate
intonation-groups:

(i) change of pitch level or pitch direction of unaccented syllables
(ii) pause, and/or anacrusis, and/or final syllable lengthening, plus the presence

of a pitch accent in each part-utterance thus created

3.2.4 Problems in group delimitation

In English (and for the moment our consideration of basic con-
structs is exemplified principally from English) there are a number of particularly
difficult pitch sequences which present problems for any analysis into intonation-
groups. (The observant reader will have noticed that phrases like 'taken as one
intonation-group' and 'marks the presence of a boundary' have systematically
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been used ambiguously, i.e. they refer both to what an ordinary listener might be
doing in the language and to how a phonetician might make an explicit analysis.
This ambiguity is quite deliberate and is meant to imply that the phonetician is
trying to formalise what an ordinary listener does unconsciously.) I shall now
examine three types of pitch sequence which present particular problems for
dividing utterances into intonation-groups in English (and, as we shall see in
chapter 5, similar problems arise in other languages).

The first type of difficulty concerns sequences like the following:

He went away unfortunately

v

Here we have a falling tone starting on -way and a rising tone starting on -/err-
and the overall pattern is one which is very typical with some types of sentence-
final adverbials. The problem is: are we to analyse this pattern as consisting of
one or two intonation-groups? In terms of the criteria presented above, it is clear
that if there is a pause, or anacrusis on un-, or lengthening of -way, this pattern
must be treated as two groups (since there is a pitch accent in each half). It must
also be taken as two groups if the syllable un- is on a slightly higher pitch than
the end point of the tone on -way. But frequently none of these patterns will be
present and thus by phonetic criteria alone we would have to consider the pattern
as one group. However, I mentioned earlier that on some occasions it seems sen-
sible and productive of a simpler analysis if we take syntactic or semantic factors
into account. In this type of pattern it seems reasonable to take account of the
fact that markers of a boundary frequently are present between final 'sentence'
adverbials and what precedes them and to regard the 'basic' intonation as
involving two groups. The pattern above, where no markers are present, can
accordingly be considered a special instance of INTONATIONAL SANDHI (the word
'sandhi' was used by the ancient Indian grammarians (= 'joining together') and
here indicates the merging of two basically independent intonation-groups).

A second difficult type concerns vocatives and reporting clauses in sentence
final position as in the following examples:

Get a move on, you stupid fool

.• V
I'll prove you

•
•

wrong

•

• • •

yet, I heard him say

v . . .
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Some analysts have considered that in such cases we have a low level tone within
a separate intonation-group, since a pause is often present before the vocative or
reporting clause. By the criteria presented here, however, such sequences consist
of one group only, whether pause is present or not, on the grounds that there is
no pitch accent in the vocative or reporting clause.

The third problematic case concerns instances where an adverbial on a low
pitch may belong semantically either with the words in the preceding intonation-
group or with the words in the following intonation-group, e.g.

He went to the States of course he didn't stay very long

(This example is deliberately presented without punctuation marks.) Here the low
pitched of course could belong either with what precedes or what follows.
However, in such cases markers of an intonation-group boundary usually are
present in the relative pitch or rapidity of the unaccented syllables. In this par-
ticular example either the three syllables of course he are just above the lowest
pitch and hence characteristic of beginning pitch rather than end pitch (in which
case there is a boundary before of- as in the above transcription), or else the two
syllables of course might be at the lowest pitch with he occupying a slight step-
up (in which case the boundary would be between course and he).

The three problematic cases discussed in this section serve to show that the
concept of intonation-group as a unit independent of any syntactic constituent
(although with strong correlations with certain types of constituent, as we shall
see in chapter 4) is, like many other units of linguistic analysis, essentially a the-
oretical construct. Sometimes there are clear phonetic markers of a boundary,
sometimes a boundary 'seems' to be there, although the reasons why this should
be so are complex.

It still remains to be shown that the boundaries of intonation-groups enclose
a unit which is appropriate to the description of intonational meaning. In other
words, does the establishment of intonation-groups enable us to describe into-
nation more effectively than if we regard intonation as simply a series of con-
tours within some standard grammatical unit (e.g. the sentence)? The answer to
this question depends very much on whether we can give relevance to the notion
of 'nucleus', i.e. whether each intonation-group has one pitch contour which is
more prominent than other contours in the group. I discuss the concept of
'nucleus' in section 3.4 below. At the moment, however, it is first necessary to
establish pitch contours themselves as relevant and this I attempt to do in the
next section.
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3.3 Contours and levels
A basic difference between much British and American intonation

analysis in the last fifty years has been that, whereas British writers have pre-
ferred a 'contour' analysis, American writers have generally preferred a 'levels'
analysis. Earlier American studies involved four level pitches and three terminal
junctures (roughly characterised as the last pitch direction on the last syllable of
an intonation-group): falling (marked by #), rising (marked by //) and level
(marked by /). The following example of the combination of pitch levels and ter-
minal junctures illustrates this type of analysis and marking system (underneath
I show in interlinear tonetic transcription the pitch pattern which this represents):

3Usually // 2John goes to 3London1 #

Notice that pitch levels (4 is the highest) are only marked at the beginning of an
utterance and at the points where a change takes place to another pitch level.

This sort of analysis was heavily criticised on a number of counts:
(a) Proponents of the levels theory claimed that it was relative not absolute

pitch that was being discussed, but the question was 'How relative?' It was rea-
sonable to assume that the four levels had at least the same absolute pitch within
one intonation-group, for otherwise this type of analysis becomes wholly arbi-
trary, especially as no notion of declination (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4.4,
below) formed part of the analysis. But experiments dividing up the pitch range
of intonation-groups showed that sometimes very small pitch movements con-
veyed significant differences in meaning whereas in other cases larger pitch dif-
ferences carried no meaning. In other words, there was no principled way of
dividing the pitch range of an intonation-group into four levels if, that is, one
wished by doing so to capture the meaning contributed by intonation to language.

(b) It follows from (a) that there was no real reason for having four levels
rather than, say, three or five. Certainly, most British 'nuclear tones' translate
easily into a system of three levels, yet at the same time there is in British English
a particular overall tone for an intonation-group which sometimes requires more
than four levels, a pattern which involves what is sometimes called a 'stepping
head' or a 'descending stress series':

Why are you always making so much noise?

(c) The system did not make clear the tonetic details of the transition from one
pitch level to another. For instance, in:
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3.3 Contours and levels

4John didn't do it1 #

where exactly does the fall from 4 to 1 take place? (The details of this sort of
'tune-text association' have been taken up by proponents of autosegmental into-
nation and I discuss this further in section 3.9 below.)

(d) Terminals were only significant when they reversed the preceding pitch
direction, e.g. the terminal is significant in 41// (rising terminal) but not in 41#
(falling terminal). Simple falling tunes of the latter sort probably account for at
least 60% of terminals in British English (R.P.) and in American English (G.A.).
Some redundancy is allowable in any analysis but this seems excessive. This sort
of redundancy is still present to a lesser degree in later two-levels analysis.

The first example I gave in this section was:
3Usually // 2John goes to 3London1 #

In a contour analysis (marked with tonetic-stress marks) this would be repre-
sented as follows:

v Usually / 'John goes to N London

(Here / marks an intonation-group boundary; v marks the beginning of a falling-
rising contour which covers the whole of the word usually;' marks the beginning
of a high level tune which covers that stretch up to the next mark (i.e. John goes
to); and N marks the beginning of a falling contour which ends at the end of the
utterance.) Some of the arguments against a levels analysis apply equally against
this sort of contour analysis. Contour analyses frequently make distinctions
between high-falls and low-falls or between high-rises and low-rises and it can
equally well be objected that we have no principled way of deciding how many
types of rise or fall to differentiate in our analysis. Furthermore, the tonetic-stress
marks in themselves do not directly tell us how the contour beginning at a certain
point is actually associated with the words on which it falls, although in practice
many systems of contour analysis do tell us the 'conventions' associated with
certain marks; for example, a fall-rise will spread out according to the number
and type of syllables available. On Usually in the above example, the fall takes
place on the first syllable because it is long (a step-down would occur between
the first and second syllables if it were short) and the rise occurs on the very last
(unstressed) syllable. But if there had been another stressed syllable after the fall,
the rise would occur from that syllable, e.g. y John didn't do it where the rise
would occur from do.

So the arguments against four-levels analyses (with the exception of the
criticism of terminals mentioned in (d) above) seem to be much weakened
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because many of the same problems apply to contour analyses as well. Also, the
arguments do not really say anything about the basic question of whether lis-
teners hear intonation patterns in terms of glides or in terms of the relative or
absolute height at the beginning and end of the glide. Therefore, the decision to
allow an analysis based on contours to predominate in this book remains to some
extent an act of faith. But there is at least one factor which tips the balance
towards a contour analysis: this is my conviction that there is some basic simi-
larity of meaning in all falling contours as opposed to a basic similarity of
meaning in all rising contours (this is discussed as a putative universal in chapter
5, section 5.5). An analysis in terms of three terminals does not capture this basic
division between falls and rises. Also it has been previously noted that it is impos-
sible to isolate such terminals where they merely continue a preceding pitch
movement, e.g. in cases like 31# (falling) or 23// (rising). In these cases terminals
may capture the basic difference between rising and falling but ascribe the dif-
ference to a portion of utterances which is difficult to isolate in many cases. It is
more reasonable to say that the basic difference is between intonation-groups
whose last pitch direction is either falling or rising; this last pitch direction may
extend over one or more syllables. In section 3.9 below I shall discuss a recent
two-levels approach to intonation which avoids some of the problems of a four-
levels approach.

3.4 Pitch accents and nucleus

In chapter 1 I discussed how accents were realised principally by
pitch, length, and loudness; of these pitch is undoubtedly the most consistently
used feature, with the other two factors playing a relatively minor role, at least
in English, and probably in most other intonation languages, PITCH ACCENTS

depend on some sort of obtrusion of pitch at the point of accent from the pitch
of surrounding syllables. Such obtrusions depend on movements to or from the
accented syllable, involving (i) a step-up, (ii) a step-down, (iii) a movement down-
from, or (iv) a movement up-from. Accents may involve either a movement to or
a movement from alone, or a combination of both types of obtrusion. Here are
some examples of accents depending on various types of obtrusion:

(a) He ought to have asked me first

Here there is a step-up on ought and a movement down-from on me (the other
two large dots on asked and first indicate stresses only, realised by length and
loudness alone).
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(b) I didn't say that

Here there is a step-down on did- and a movement up-from on that.

(c) I don't agree with you

Here there is a step-up on don't and a combination of a step-down and a
movement down-from on -gree.

(d) He's not in the least intelligent

Here there is a step-down on not and a combination of a step-up and a movement
down-from on least (with a tertiary stress on -tell-).

It has already been pointed out that such a series of accents dependent princi-
pally on various pitch obtrusions can only operate if we already know which
words are likely to have an accent and which syllable in a word is likely to carry
an accent. Otherwise, for example, in (a) above we would not know whether at
the beginning of the sentence we were dealing with an accent involving a step-up
to ought or a movement up-from on He. Hence the importance of the rules for
word-stress discussed in chapter 2. Of course on some occasions we want to make
a syllable prominent which normally does not have an accent, and, if there is then
a potential ambiguity about which syllable is accented, we have to make the
matter clear by extra pitch movement or extra length or loudness or some
combination of these factors. For example,

I want some

In this case want as a lexical verb is more likely to have an accent than /, pro-
nouns being usually unaccented. In order to ensure that the movement following
/ is interpreted as down-from rather than down-to, we have to ensure a longish
glide starting from / and probably give that syllable extra loudness. If we simply
have high level on / and low level on want, the latter and not the former will be
heard as accented.

Almost all intonational analyses operate with some notion of NUCLEUS (alias
'tonic', alias 'primary stress'; also the term 'focus' is used, although this is usually
more concerned with the function of nucleus placement - see chapter 4, section
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4.3). NUCLEUS is used to describe the pitch accent which stands out as the most
prominent in an intonation-group. In the majority of cases the pitch accent which
stands out as most prominent is the last pitch accent. Looking back at examples
(a)-(d) above, the nuclei are on me, that, -gree, and least. There seems to be some
general psycholinguistic principle at work whereby the processing of intonational
meaning takes place at the end of each group and the most recent signal carries
the most meaning.

Although as a general rule the last pitch accent is the nucleus, there are a
number of sequences of pitch accents in English where the last pitch accent may
be downgraded because it is perceptually less prominent than the penultimate
one, which becomes the nucleus. Two such sequences in particular will be men-
tioned because they are very common. The first concerns cases where a
movement down-from with a very wide glide is followed by another movement
down-from but with a narrower glide (both movements often preceded by a step-
up), e.g.

But I want to go there

In these cases the pitch accent on go is only slightly more prominent than a stress
dependent on length and/or loudness alone would be. When syllables are appar-
ently stressed by length and loudness alone, it is generally true that the funda-
mental frequency will be slightly higher than on unstressed syllables for purely
physiological reasons, i.e. producing syllables with extra loudness produces extra
airflow through the vocal cords and pitch goes up accordingly. So it is sometimes
difficult in cases like the above to judge whether there is a 'genuine' pitch accent
(i.e. one where the speaker gives higher pitch over and above that produced
simply by the physiological link-up with extra loudness). But even in cases where
a pitch accent is fairly evidently present (e.g. when the height of the second fall
is nearly as great as that of the first) it seems that the first fall is likely to be heard
as more prominent.

The second type of sequence to be considered is that of an accent down-from
followed by an accent up-from (what has in British contour analysis been called
either a fall-rise or a fall plus rise). Let us consider first an example like the fol-
lowing:

Unfortunately /
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This sort of pitch pattern is very common on many adverbials occurring in
clause-initial position. There is an accent involving a combination of step up-to
and down-from on -fort. A rise in pitch then occurs on -ly which is an unstressed
syllable in the word and hence not potentially accented. The -ly is therefore not
taken as accented but merely as part of the realisation of the tune following the
accent on -fort. But now consider a case like:

At ten o'clock /

Here there are two potential accented syllables, both of which have pitch
movement on them; hence it is logical to consider them both as accented. But the
pitch pattern is the same as in the preceding example and its use on an initial
adverbial is also the same. Hence it again seems logical to take the movement
down-from on ten as the nucleus. It seems to be generally true in English that a
final accent dependent on a rise following a fall is normally downgraded from its
status as nucleus. Rises are in some way less prominent accents than falls. (This
is confirmed by perception tests which ask people to say which is the most
prominent word in sentences.)

In this type of case the situation is indeed further complicated by the problem
mentioned in 3.2.4 above, namely, that in some cases of fall plus rise it seems sen-
sible to analyse into two separate groups with intonational sandhi obliterating
any potential markers of an intonation boundary. The problems of fall followed
by rise in English may seem to readers new to the subject to have already taken
up a disproportionate amount of space in this chapter; this is due to the fact that
they do illustrate many of the problems of setting up a system of intonational
analysis which is at least reasonably consistent and in accord with intuition; it
also reflects the very considerable attention which has been given to this sequence
in the history of English intonation.

Another, similar, sort of problem is presented by examples like:

It's not quite the right shade of blue

In this sort of pitch pattern (which is common in southern Britain but much less
common in North America), there is firstly a step-up, then a number of steps-
down, the final step-down followed by a slight movement down-from. If asked
which is the most prominent word in such sequences, some listeners say the initial
step-up, while others say the final step-down. Also, the answers differ from one
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sentence to another, depending on factors such as the lexical weight of the items

receiving an accent and the number of syllables in the rhythm-groups. In the

example above most listeners do in fact judge blue to be the most prominent

whereas in the following example they judge face the most prominent:

Her face used to be much fatter

v

I prefer nevertheless to continue to regard the final accent as the nucleus in such

cases, while at the same time admitting that lexical and rhythmical factors can

sometimes override intonation. But this type of pitch pattern and the two pre-

vious problematic patterns do illustrate areas where the concept of nucleus runs

into problems. Some analysts indeed think that problems of this sort argue for

abandoning the whole notion of nucleus and just settling for a series of pitch

accents; this is an extreme view and one which does not take into account the

very large number of cases where nucleus assignment is straightforward. In any

case, linguistic rules are rarely exceptionless. From now on I shall consistently

use the notion of NUCLEUS to describe that pitch accent (usually the last) which

generally stands out as most prominent in each of the typical tonal sequences

within intonation-groups.

In section 2.3 of chapter 2 it was suggested that we need to distinguish four

degrees of stress/accent in English. We are now in a position to define these

degrees of accent more precisely:

(i) PRIMARY STRESS/ACCENT involving the principal pitch prominence, i.e. the
NUCLEUS.

(ii) SECONDARY STRESS/ACCENT involving a subsidiary pitch prominence in an
intonation-group, i.e. a non-nuclear pitch accent,

(iii) TERTIARY STRESS involving a prominence produced principally by length
and/or loudness. (This is not referred to as 'tertiary accent' because the
term 'accent' is reserved for pitch prominences.)

(iv) UNSTRESSED

(The term 'unaccented' covers (iii) and (iv).)

3.5 Accent range, key, and register

So far in this chapter I have dealt with the basic theoretical concepts

of INTONATION GROUP, PITCH ACCENT, and NUCLEUS. I have discussed how pitch

accents depend on obtrusions involving movements to and from accented syl-

lables. But I have not yet discussed the width of the movement to and from the

accented syllable. This can vary in all four of the basic varieties of pitch accent.

The width can vary in steps-up and in steps-down, cf.
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He didn't He didn't

Didn't he go? Didn't he go?

In the first pair above, the second example involves an altogether more emphatic

denial. In the second pair, the final accent with its step-down to a lower pitch is

in some sense weightier (it is also felt to be very British by American speakers).

The width of movement can also vary in the movements from the accent and this

sort of movement (as opposed to steps) seems the more important for meaning.

Clearly to some extent movements from an accented syllable depend upon the

extremes (or not) established by the movements to the accent. In the pairs above

there is more room for movement from in the second member of each pair.

Movements down-from will all have in common the fact that the nearer they

come to the speaker's baseline the more 'complete' they will sound. Movements

up-from, on the other hand, will all sound more 'uncertain' the higher they go

(meanings are discussed in detail in chapter 4, section 4.4.1), cf.

He didn't He didn't

• i .

Didn't he go? Didn't he go?

1
All such variations in the width of pitch movement actually occur in English,

although the fall from high to mid pitch, i.e. ** - is relatively uncommon in

R.P. and in G.A. (but it is common in other languages - see chapter 5, sub-

section 5.4.4.1).

A substantial majority of pitch movements in languages involve high-pitched

accented syllables dependent on a step-up and/or a movement down-from. It is

also true in English (and in many other languages) that most people speak in the

lower third of their total pitch range, so that there is much more potential for

varying the width of movements dependent on a high accented syllable than there

is for those dependent on a low accented syllable. Thus variations in ACCENT

RANGE (which I shall use to describe variations in movements-from) are most

commonly associated with variation in the height of high-pitched accents.
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In section 3.4I talked about the sorts of pitch obtrusions which create accents.
I discussed movements to the accented syllable and movements from the accented
syllable. Movements to an accent usually involve steps-up or steps-down whereas
movements from may involve either jumps or glides. The use of a jump rather
than a glide or vice versa is often dependent on the make-up of the syllables over
which they are spread. If there is only one syllable on which to place a downward
movement, a glide is more likely to be used, as indeed it is if the pitch accent falls
on a syllable with a long vowel, e.g.

John Lucy

Whereas if the pitch accent falls on a syllable with a short vowel (particularly if
followed by voiceless consonants) and there is a following syllable onto which to
spread the tune, the movement from the accent is more likely to be realised as a
jump, e.g.

Patty

But such realisations are not obligatory and a speaker can, if he so chooses, use
jumps on long vowels and glides on short vowels. In general the use of a jump
where a glide might be expected sounds 'abrupt'; whereas the use of a glide where
a jump might be expected sounds 'soothing5 or 'reproachful', cf.

John John

Patty v. Patty

It is very likely that at least some of the distinctive intonational effects of par-
ticular languages and dialects are produced by preferences for jumps or glides
(e.g. while English generally prefers glides, German prefers jumps). The reader
might also like to refer to chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4.3, where 'stylised' tones are
described, which involve a sequence of two elongated levels, e.g.
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Patty

In addition to differences of meaning which are produced by varying the width
of the accent range on individual pitch accents, certain types of meaning can also
be signalled by the overall width of pitch range of intonation-groups (once again
differences in width will be signalled principally by differences at the top end).
These sorts of differences are sometimes referred to as differences of KEY. They
very often signal cohesion between intonation-groups. It is well-known, for
example, that B.B.C. newsreaders indicate news 'paratones' (i.e. the spoken
equivalent of paragraphs) in this way. The first intonation-group in the paratone
will be wide, the last intonation-group will be narrow, and there will be a general
narrowing of each group in between. The narrowing may of course be momen-
tarily upset because of some local meaning demanding a wide accent range on an
individual pitch accent, but the general tendency will remain clear. Another type
of modification which may affect longer stretches of utterances is variation in the
height of the pitch range. This involves the overall shifting of the whole pitch
range within which a speaker is speaking (i.e. both highest and lowest levels are
moved upward or downward) and is, at least in principle, independent of pitch
range width. Of course, some speakers always have a higher voice than others,
but we are here talking of individual speakers moving their voice to a higher or
lower REGISTER. Once again it is upwards that the register usually moves, because
there is more unused pitch range available there. Such shifts are most frequently
used for emotional or social reasons. Speakers may speak in a higher register
when they are angry (this is often combined with extra loudness). In many lan-
guages (e.g. Tamil), a higher pitch than usual is associated with deference. If men
speak with a 'high voice' they may be considered to be acting like women or
children and hence subserviently. (For more detail on the meanings signalled by
KEY and REGISTER, see chapter 4, section 4.5.)

3.6 Whole tunes and nuclear tones

This chapter is essentially concerned with setting up the units and
variables within which the uses and meanings of intonation can best be described.
So far, we have divided connected speech into INTONATION-GROUPS (which, as we
shall see in chapter 4, very frequently coincide with major syntactic constituents);
within each intonation-group we have a number of PITCH ACCENTS (which
indicate prominent syllables and hence prominent words); among the pitch
accents in an intonation-group, one is considered the NUCLEUS (indicating the
most prominent syllable and hence most prominent word); pitch accents are
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indicated by an obtrusion of the pitch on one syllable from the pitch on sur-
rounding syllables and the extent of such an obtrusion is varied by ACCENT

RANGE (to give extra emphasis); the width of pitch range over whole intonation-
groups is varied by KEY (principally for discoursal purposes) and the height of
pitch range over whole intonation-groups is varied by REGISTER (principally for
social and emotional purposes). Finally in this section we come to that part of
pitch variation which is most central to intonation, namely the use of various
pitch contours or 'tunes'. At this point I have to spend some space in justifying
the sort of analysis I shall prefer. Section 3.3 above gave some explanation for
the use of a descriptive framework that was formulated in terms of pitch con-
tours rather than in terms of pitch levels. But an even knottier problem concerns
the syntagmatic divisions which are best fitted to the study of intonation. Some
examples will be necessary to illustrate the various alternatives:

Why did you do that?

This example has a primary accent (pitch accent which is the nucleus) on that, &
secondary accent (pitch accent which is not the nucleus) on Why, and a tertiary
stress (dependent on length and/or loudness alone) on do. One possible way of
describing the meanings of tunes within intonation-groups is to describe 'whole
tunes', that is, the contours produced by joining all the accents together. The
pitch pattern in the example above has been called the 'surprise/redundancy'
contour, because it is an overall contour which implies either that the speaker is
surprised or that what the addressee has done is in some way unnecessary
(actually this does not account for all the meanings of the contour but that is not
relevant at the moment). Almost all intonational analysts agree that, at least for
English and probably for most other languages, an analysis purely in terms of
whole tunes fails because it misses important generalisations dependent on the
occurrence of similar tones starting from the nucleus. Compared with the above
example, a similar meaning could be conveyed by the following even though the
overall pitch pattern is different:

Why did you have to do that?

.•A
It might be contended that this is essentially the same contour with one part
repeated, but this begs the question which asks 'Within what domain does such
variation or repetition occur?' Let us consider another example:
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He hasn't gone

Here the pattern preceding the nucleus is more clearly different from that in the
preceding examples; nevertheless, although the intonational meaning conveyed
by the pattern (in this and other examples) is slightly different from that used
with Why did you do that? above, a certain similarity of meaning remains because
of the occurrence in each case of a wide fall (one on that and the other on gone)
at the end. This similarity is clearly apparent if we compare the same sentence
said with tones which rise from the nucleus:

Why did you have to do that?

He hasn't gone

Both the sentences are gentler and more tentative when said with a rise than when
said with a fall. What I am arguing is that the contour following the nucleus
always carries the most important part of the intonational meaning of an into-
nation-group. This sort of assumption has been inherent in a long tradition of
intonational analysis in Britain and is now implicitly accepted by much recent
work in the U.S. (although some would wish to retain 'whole tunes' for some
particular configurations like the 'surprise/redundancy' contour above). The
relation between the contour following the nucleus (the 'nuclear tone') and what
precedes is rather like the distinction between a stem morph and a prefix where
the core meaning is carried by the stem and the effect of the prefix is to modify
in some way the core meaning of the stem.

The previous paragraph has argued for describing the pitch patterns of into-
nation-groups by dividing them up into what precedes, and what starts at and
follows the nucleus (the 'pre-nuclear tune' and the 'nuclear tone'). As has already
been mentioned when discussing the question of contours versus levels, some
analysts would wish to make a further division within the 'nuclear tone' by taking
off the 'terminal' movements and describing them separately. Thus Johnny

* . and Johnny * ^ would have a falling (or low) and a rising (or high)
terminal respectively. As I have argued in 3.3 above, terminals are generally only
significant where they reverse the direction of the preceding pitch, as in the
second example. Terminals also obscure the similarity between certain patterns,
cf.
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Unfortunately John didn't do it

In these two examples a terminal rise could be said to occur on -ly, but there is

certainly no terminal pitch movement on it even though many analyses might

mark a rising terminal. The more recent two-levels analysis which has been cod-

ified in ToBI (Tones and Break Index5) overcomes this problem by having only

two 'boundary tones', high (H) and low (L). But all sustained levels are included

with L, even sustained level high endings which functionally have more in

common with H. A full discussion of ToBI is presented in 3.9.2 below.

I shall from now on talk of NUCLEAR TONES which begin on the nucleus and

cover the stretch of utterances up to the end of an intonation-group. Remember

that the nucleus is usually the last pitch accent (with certain exceptions discussed

in section 3.4 above). A nuclear tone involves the major part of the meaning con-

tributed by the pitch pattern of an intonation-group; this meaning may to some

extent be modified by any pitch accents preceding the nucleus. In the next section

I shall outline the ways in which we establish the number and shape of the

nuclear tones operating in English, at the same time illustrating the use of the

'tonetic-stress' marking system, i.e. the system of shorthand marks which indicate

the presence of stresses on the syllables marked and at the same time indicate the

pitch movements following them (or 'tonetics'). This system will allow us to dis-

pense with the somewhat cumbersome 'interlinear tonetic' transcriptions used so

far in this book.

3.7 English nuclear tones
Three basic factors are involved in a taxonomy of nuclear tones in

English :

(i) the initial movement from the nucleus: fall or rise or level
(ii) the beginning point of this initial movement: high or low; if there are

syllables preceding the nucleus, a step-up will often signal high and a step-
down will often signal low

(iii) a second change of pitch direction following the nucleus: this produces
complex tones such as rise-fall and fall-rise (and even rise-fall-rise).

If we permuted all possible combinations of these three basic factors, a very large

number of nuclear tones would result, so in practice we limit ourselves

to describing just those variations which most obviously carry major differences

of meaning. This is an area where almost every analyst varies in his judgement

of what constitutes a 'major difference of meaning' and hence in the number of

nuclear tones which are set up. Nor are the arguments for any one particular set
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of nuclear tones ever very convincing or indeed explicit; in fact, given that into-

national meanings are often so intangible and nebulous, it is difficult to see how

a wholly convincing case for any one set of nuclear tones can be made. So the

set of nuclear tones which I establish should not be regarded as 'God's truth'. In

discussing the meanings associated with tones in the next chapter (with particular

reference to R.P. and G.A.), I shall, by a combination of criteria (i) and (ii)

above, distinguish between high-fall and low-fall and between high-rise and

low-rise (indicated in tonetic-stress marking by XO and \O and 7O and /O), e.g.

Are you going aNway?

Are you going a\way?

Are you going a/way?

Are you going a7way?

Notice that all four nuclear tones are quite possible on this yes/no question: there

is no such thing as 'question intonation', although some tones may be more

common on questions than others. The high-falling and low-falling tones both

have rather 'serious' overtones, the higher tone being more 'involved' and the

lower tone more 'business-like'; whereas the rising tones are altogether 'lighter'

tones, the high-rising tone being the most casual. The high-rising tone on this sort

of question is much more frequent in American English than in British English,

which is one reason why Americans sound casual to the British; whereas the

prevalence of the low-rising tone in British English is one reason why the British

sound formal to Americans. The distinctions between high and low varieties of

tones are of course not so clear when no syllables precede the nucleus, e.g.

xJohn \John /John /John

1 A J
In the case of the two falls the isolated forms seem to represent a pure gradient

in form and meaning between a very narrow fall and a very wide fall, and indeed
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this is precisely how some analysts have viewed the matter (see further in chapter

4, sub-section 4.4.4.1). However, I myself prefer to set up the distinction on the

basis of the clear-cut cases involving steps-up and steps-down. In the case of the

two rises the distinction between high-rise and low-rise seems to be carried as

much by the finishing-point as the starting-point: high-rises typically end at a

very high pitch where the voice becomes 'squeaky' and this characteristic keeps

the two tones apart even in isolation. Indeed this diagnostic value of squeaky

voice contributes to a quite different problem, which is illustrated by the fol-

lowing intonation:

Are you going away?

1
This has sometimes been called a 'full-rise'; it has the step-down and low starting-

point of the low-rise but the high-pitched ending of the high-rise. By the basic

criteria in (i) - (iii) above, it would be considered a low-rise (with a wide accent

range as discussed in section 3.5 above); however, its squeaky ending seems to

place it semantically with the high-rise. Again, analysts have differed in their

solutions, some equating the pattern with low-rise, some with high-rise, and some

setting up a third category. I prefer the solution which equates the pattern with

the high-rise, since my judgement is that the above example with the full-rise is

indeed closer semantically to the high-rise (and forced association tests carried

out on adult listeners produce this result). So in this case a fourth factor has been

introduced in the establishment of nuclear tones, i.e. the finishing point. This was

not initially mentioned because it is not regularly as important in English as the

three basic factors mentioned.

The basic factors (ii) and (iii) lead us to hypothesise that there are also two

bidirectional tunes, the fall-rise and the rise-fall, illustrated in the following

examples (tonetic-stress marks being VO and AO):

I go therevusually. He got a distinction

• J • • • •
The fall-rise is sometimes even realised as a rise-fall-rise (although I shall not set

this up as a separate nuclear tone because the meanings associated with it are not

sufficiently distinctive), e.g.

I go there usually

• * • * ' . /
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In the examples of fall-rise and rise-fall above the change of direction within the

nuclear tone is not taken as an accent because it occurs on a lexically unstressed

syllable. In many cases the unstressed syllable will have a reduced vowel as in the

example on -tion above. But the fall-rise tone has many forms, another common

one being a sequence of two pitch accents, where the first (falling) accent is the

nucleus and the second (rising) accent is downgraded (discussed more fully in

section 3.4 above), e.g.

But H didn't fail the e/xam

• • \

In this example the fall-rise has been marked with two tonetic-stress marks, indi-

cating a 'split' fall-rise. This indicates clearly where both the accents occur. But

the 'split' fall-rise does present another problem in that two distinct meanings are

often involved, one of which does equate with the simple fall-rise and one of

which does not. The point is illustrated by the following pair:

I Uhought she was / married (and so she was!)
I Hhought she was /married (although I wasn't certain and it turns out she
wasn't)

I shall return to this problem when discussing the meanings of tones in chapter

4. For the moment, before leaving fall-rise and rise-fall, notice that I have not

made distinctions between high and low varieties (dependent on steps-up and

steps-down). Once again, the semantic differences do not justify it, at least at the

level of delicacy which the present set of nuclear tones is aiming at.

So far I have set up six nuclear tones for English, all of which are 'moving'

tones. But level nuclei can also occur, i.e. where the pitch accent is purely

dependent on a step-up or a step-down. The choice between a step-up and a

step-down does not itself seem to be significant, and the most common level is

mid (this level tone being indicated by >), e.g.

When I went to > Africa

When I went to > Africa

.. v
In the first example, the mid-level is approached from above; in the second it is

approached from below. Yet the difference between the two examples seems to

be carried by the difference in the first pitch accent, the extra movement down-
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from (in addition to step-up) in the second example giving the clause a more
'weighty5 air.

I shall from now on (and mainly in chapter 4) principally refer to seven nuclear
tones in English and use the tonetic-stress marks shown above. This is not to say
that finer distinctions could not be made, but seven tones will suffice for the usual
level of delicacy that is required. Where more subtle distinctions are occasionally
required, or where other distinctions are needed for other languages, I shall revert
to interlinear tonetic transcriptions.

3.8 Pre-nuclear pitch accents

Pre-nuclear pitch accents (which are by definition accents which are
non-final in intonation-groups) will generally serve only to modify the meaning
conveyed by the nuclear tone. A very common type of pre-nuclear pitch accent
is level, and a common sequence of such accents will involve an initial step-up
followed by a number of steps-down, e.g.

What a very silly thing to\do!

Particular sequences of pre-nuclear pitch accents are sometimes referred to as
'heads' (the example above is said to have a 'stepping head'), and in books which
principally contain lots of practice material for students of English as a foreign
language a further set of tonetic-stress marks are used to mark different sorts of
head. As my purpose is different and as I shall not be dealing with pre-nuclear
pitch accents in any great detail, I will not use the extra tonetic-stress marks. It
is, however, worth illustrating some typical uses of pitch accents in pre-nuclear
position:

I'm not going to xdo it

I'm

•

not

• •

going

• •

•

to mno

•

it

1

The first example above has a pre-nuclear step-up and level whereas the second
example has step-up and additionally movement down-from. Pitch accents of the
latter type are generally more emphatic. Pre-nuclear accents may also be low:
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I don't think he/has

It's not like that at Nall

Here the accent on don't is achieved by producing the first syllable / on a high
pitch, thus 'making room' for a step-down. In the last example there is movement
up-from indicating accents on not and that. Low-pitched accents have been called
'reversed accents' and their effect in pre-nuclear position is often that of a delib-
erate 'playing-down'; in particular, such accents will enhance by contrast the
effect of a final high-pitched falling accent. I said at the beginning of this section
that pre-nuclear pitch accents generally only modify the meaning associated with
the nuclear tone. This sort of modification is at its greatest before a final low-
rise; although a final low-rise always has the effect of 'something more to come'
or 'something more to happen', there is a 'grumbling' overtone when no high
pitch accent precedes whereas there is a 'soothing' overtone when a high pitch
accent does precede the nucleus, e.g.

You needn't go a/way

You needn't go a/way

But generally the modifications produced by pre-nuclear pitch accents are less
marked than in this example. Preferences for different types of pre-nuclear pitch
accent are characteristic of particular languages; English, for example, uses rising
movements (i.e. movements up-from) rather rarely, whereas in Danish they seem
to be the most common pattern.

3.9 Alternatives to nuclear tones

In section 3.3,1 compared an approach to tonal patterns in terms of
contours with an approach involving four pitch levels. We saw that one of the
major difficulties associated with four pitch levels was the confounding effect of
the various distinctions of pitch range, i.e. those of accent range (whereby the
width of the tone following an individual pitch accent is varied), key (whereby
the range-width of a whole intonation group is varied) and register (whereby the
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pitch range of a whole intonation group is higher or lower, while the width
remains constant). Work in the last two decades has seen the development of
models which use only two static tones, High (H) and Low (L), allowing for inde-
pendent variation in the various dimensions of pitch range, and with a number
of tonetic rules specifying the interactions between tones in sequence.

Another criticism of the four pitch levels approach was that there was generally
no explicit description of how the transition from one level to another was
accomplished. For example, in

4John didn't do it!#

most four-level descriptions did not show precisely how the fall from 4 to 1 was
projected onto the sequence of syllables and segments. On the other hand, some
of the textbooks using contour nuclear tones do give explicit descriptions of how
such tones are realised, e.g. the rising part of a fall-rise tone is said to occur from
the last stressed syllable following the nucleus or on the last unstressed syllable
in the absence of a stressed syllable following the nucleus (e.g. the rise occurs
between pla- and -ces on In vsome places whereas it occurs on -ly in
Unyfortunately).

The development of autosegmental phonology has shown that this sort of
detailed specification of how a tone spreads over texts of varying length can be
accomplished just as well, and sometimes even better, using a description in terms
of levels together with explicit mapping rules. Autosegmental phonology was first
developed to provide mapping rules for African tone languages to show how any
typical sequence of underlying level tones was mapped onto words and phrases
of varying length. But Goldsmith (1976) and Leben (1976) pointed the way to the
analysis of English intonation in this framework. The segmental sequence con-
stitutes one tier of language description and the tones a second tier of description.
Rules which amalgamate the two tiers are called 'tune-text association rules'.

So two developments come together in much recent formal (non-semantic)
work on intonation: the de-composition of intonational contours into particular
sequences of Highs and Lows and the explicit description of how such sequences
are mapped onto various texts.

3.9.1 Autosegmental approaches (1)
One type of autosegmental approach was represented in

Gussenhoven (1983b). Contour tones are split into sequences so that, for
example, high-fall and low-fall are both HL (with a difference of range), fall-rise
is HLH, low-rise and high-rise are LH (again with a difference of range), and
rise-fall is LHL (although this last tone is often alternatively analysed as HL plus
a feature of 'delay' - see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4.2). The asterisks (or stars)
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indicate the level tones with which stressed syllables on the segmental tier are to
be associated. For example, In some places and Unfortunately would occur on the
segmental tier with stressed syllables assigned (or, more correctly, with degrees
of stress assigned, probably by some version of metrical phonology) and marked
with a star. When HLH is mapped onto these phrases, the star on one tier is asso-
ciated with the star on the other tier and hence primary stress is associated with
the tone at the beginning of a tonal sequence. A spreading convention (such rules
generally only apply to unstarred tones) would indicate that the L of HLH
spreads to the right to the last stressed syllable, or to the last unstressed syllable
in the absence of any stressed syllable. A formal autosegmental representation
would look like this:

in some places unfortunately

A major advantage of such autosegmental representations is that they present
various possibilities for capturing similarities between nuclear accents and pre-
nuclear accents. As was stated in the last section, a typical approach to pre-
nuclear pitch patterns within the nuclear tone approach often involves the
proliferation of many types of 'head', varying in number in different analyses at
least between three and eight. In fact it appears that, in terms of semantic effect,
the most important distinction in pre-nuclear patterns is between the presence or
absence of a high pitch accent. In an autosegmental description nearly all Highs
in pre-nuclear position can be taken as basically the same underlying tone with
varying transitions to the following pitch accent. Gussenhoven (1983b: 66) for-
mulates an optional Tone-Linking Rule which can account for three variations
on an initial High:

* *
Tone Linking T(T)T T (T = any (level) tone)

i
0

If we apply this tone-linking rule to an HL in pre-nuclear position (preceding
another HL in nuclear position), three variants are produced:
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0) «T~

He ran all the way to the station

*

HL HL

This variant has not had the tone-linking rule applied and HL is fully realised
following both accents. The first L tone occurs on the same syllable as the pre-
ceding H because of the length of voicing associated with the syllable ran,
whereas the second L is not associated with sta- along with the preceding H
because sta- has a relatively shorter period of voicing. The first L spreads to the
right because of the convention that an L will spread to the right between two
H's (as it did in HLH in the earlier examples).

(ii)

He ran all the way to the station

Here the tone-linking rule is partially applied: the L of the first HL is 'moved' to
the right: the intervening syllables then (by convention) form a straight line
between the H and the L.

(iii)

He ran all the way to the station

H(L)
! /
H(L)

Here the tone-linking rule is fully applied: the L is not only moved to the right
but deleted altogether.

There is a fourth way in which this sentence may be intoned:
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(iv) ~.V •
He ran all the way to the station

Semantically the uses and meanings associated with this sequence are more akin
to fall-rise plus fall than to fall plus fall (it is, for example, a regular variant of a
fully realised fall-rise on initial sentence adverbials and involves what has been
labelled 'intonational sandhi' in sub-section 3.2.4 above and chapter 4, sub-
section 4.3.1 below). This pattern therefore seems to be best regarded as a variant
of pre-nuclear HLH before a nuclear HL; the final H of HLH has been moved
to the right by the Tone Linking rule in the same way that the L was moved in
(ii).

The examples above show how tonal mapping rules can account for regular-
ities in tune-text associations and how optional rules can bring together sets of
variations which have something semantically in common, (i) to (iii) above have
something in common which (iv) does not share: the pre-nuclear accent is seman-
tically more subordinated to the nuclear accent in (iv) than in (i)-(iii) which
indeed one would expect if it is to be taken as a fall-rise.

The next section will present another autosegmental approach which uses two
tones (H and L) and which has become widespread in the U.S.

3.9.2 Autosegmental approaches (2)

A two-level approach to intonation, originating in Pierrehumbert
(1980/87) and carried forward in various articles since then, has become the dom-
inant representation of intonation, particularly in the U.S. This model avoids the
problems associated with the earlier four-levels approach (i.e. where one level
ends and another begins - see 3.3 above) by relating two tones, High (H) and
Low (L), to a reference level low in the pitch range. The analysis and tran-
scription conventions associated with this model have recently been codified into
a set of conventions called ToBI (Tone and Break Index) which has four tiers,
an Orthographic tier, a Break Index tier, a Tone tier, and a Miscellaneous tier
(Beckman & Ayers, 1994).

The Break Index values are only of partial relevance to intonation. The values
concern the transition from one segment to the next. At one end of the scale 0 is
used for what in earlier prosodic studies was called 'close juncture', i.e. the usual
transition between segments within words but also where words are fused (e.g.
by cliticisation, flapping, or affrication, as in haven't you (/haevntfu/)). The usual
transition between words involves 'open juncture' and this has to be marked 1 in
a ToBI transcription. At the other end of the scale 3 is used for an 'intermediate
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phrase' boundary and 4 for a full 'intonational phrase' boundary. Earlier dis-

cussion of division into intonation-groups (see 3.2 above) did not distinguish two

degrees of boundary between groups; we discuss this matter further below. (The

terms 'intonation phrase' and 'intonational phrase' are both used in the two-pitch

levels literature and are more or less synonymous with the use of the term

'intonation-group' throughout this book.) Break Index 2, not so far mentioned,

is used to label mismatches between external boundary markers and intonational

constituency, e.g. where there is a pause but the tone appears to continue, or

conversely, when there is a disjuncture that is weaker than expected at an inter-

mediate or full intonation boundary.

Two types of tone are marked on the tonal tier: those associated with pitch

accents (which are in themselves associated with syllables which are lexically

stressed - see 2.2 and 2.3 above), and those associated with intonational bound-

aries (these last two may occur on stressed or unstressed syllables). The tones

associated with intonational boundaries are the Phrasal Accents marked H" (and

also !H~, see below) and L", and the Boundary Tones (marked H% and L%,

where H% indicates a rise on or to the last syllable and L% indicates maintenance

of the level of the phrase accent). The phrasal tones occur before both interme-

diate and full intonational phrase boundaries whereas the boundary tones only

occur before a full intonational phrase boundary. The effect of this is that an

intermediate phrase boundary will only have a phrase accent at its end whereas

an intonational phrase will have a phrase accent and a boundary tone.

Additionally a H% boundary tone may optionally occur at the beginning of an

intonational phrase where the phrase begins with high unaccented syllables.

Pitch accents are limited to five types (which are said to be appropriate for

R.P., for General American, and for Australian English) as follows (where * indi-

cates a pitch accented syllable):

(i) H* a 'peak accent', where the accented syllable is in the middle or the
upper part of the speaker's pitch range;

(ii) !H* a 'stepped accent', where the accented syllable is in the middle or upper
part of the speaker's pitch range but is a step lower than a preceding H*.
(!H* is usually labelled as H+!H* although I have simplified here and in
the following exposition; !H* can also form part of L+!H* and can also
occur as the phrase accent !H~);

(iii) L* a 'low accent', where the accented syllable is in the lowest part of the
speaker's pitch range;

(iv) L*+H a 'scooped accent', where the low tone on the accented syllable is
immediately followed by a rise to the middle or upper part of the pitch
range (the H is referred to as a 'trailing tone');

(v) L+H* a 'rising peak accent', where a peak accent is immediately preceded
by a rise from the lowest part of the speaker's pitch range (the L is referred
to as a 'leading tone'). This accent differs from (iv) in that the L represents
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a dip in the unaccented syllables before the accent and the L is generally
not as low as in (iv).

Simple utterances where there is only one pitch accent are illustrated in the

following examples (in the discussion after the examples I note the equivalents in

terms of the nuclear tones presented earlier in this chapter):

(i)

(ii)

^

John didn't go

H* L"

(vi)

ohn didn't go
John didn't go

H* L"H%

(iii)

(iv)

John didn't go

L* H"

John didn't go

H* H"

(vii)

John didn't go

H* !H*LTL%

Johnny

H* "L%

John didn't go

L*+H L~L%

In (i) there is a peak accent followed by a low phrase accent and a low boundary

tone. This corresponds to a high falling nuclear tone. In (ii) a low accent is fol-

lowed by a high phrase accent and a high boundary tone which gives the final

upward kick (a phrase accent is associated with the final word in the phrase but

is assumed to spread backwards to the completion of the tone associated with the

last pitch accent). This corresponds to a low rising nuclear tone. In (iii) a peak

accent is followed by a high phrase accent which in turn is followed by a high

boundary tone which again gives the final upward kick; this corresponds to a

high-rising nuclear tone. In (iv) we have a scooped accent where a L*+H is then

followed by a low phrasal tone and a low boundary tone; this corresponds to a

rising-falling nuclear tone, (v) is similar to (i) except that we have a high

boundary tone which turns the low falling nuclear tone of (i) into a falling-rising

nuclear tone, (vi) has a peak accent followed by a stepped accent (i.e. a peak

accent which is stepped down to from the height of the previous peak accent);
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this corresponds to a low falling nuclear tone, (vii) represents a pitch pattern
which we have not as yet dealt with in this book. It is often referred to as the
'calling tone' because it is indeed one way of calling to someone (but it does have
wider usage - see section 4.4.4.3 below). It consists of two levels, one relatively
high and one around the middle of the speaker's pitch range. It is represented in
ToBI by a peak accent followed by downstepped high phrase accent.

The intermediate phrase has a phrase accent but no boundary tone and a
Break Index of 3 instead of 4 which means, for example, that the potential for
pause is less than it is at the end of a full intonation phrase boundary but that
pre-boundary lengthening will lead to sustension of the phrase accent (particu-
larly if there are no unaccented syllables following the final accented syllable). A
phrase accent may be L~ or H~ , the H~ corresponding to the mid level (although
the level may often be more accurately described as high in the pitch range) of
the nuclear tone analysis earlier in this chapter. Some examples follow:

(viii)

(ix)

(x)

\

John

H*L~

*

John

H*

•

. •

didn't go

7 H*L~L%

•

didn't go

H*

•

, did he?
:L-/L*L-H%

(xi)

• A

(xii)

John didn't go, did he?

H* H*L-/H*LTL%

John, Bill and Mary went

L*H-7L*H~7 H* L"L%

John didn't go, John
H* H*L~/L*L~H%

In (viii) the intermediate phrase (marked by a / here though not in a ToBI tran-

scription) ends in a L~. This is common at the end of an intermediate phrase on

a noun phrase subject and is an alternative to a full intonational phrase ending

in L~H% (the L~ only pattern is treated as an intonational sandhi version of fall-

rise in 4.3.1 below). A L~ is also common before a L*L~H% on the rising type

of tag question (as in (ix)) and on vocatives (as in (x)), and before a H*L"~L% on

the falling type of tag question (as in (xi)). An H~ is common on the non-final

elements of lists (as in (xii)).

Pitch accents in phrase-pre-fmal positions make use of the same inventory of

accents as those in phrase-final positions. Some examples follow:
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(xiii) # (xvi)

He didn't want her to go He didn't want her to go

H* H* H*L~L% L*+H L*+H L*H~

(xiv) # (xvii)

He didn't want her to go He didn't want her to go

H* H!* H!*L"L% L*+H L*+!H L*!H~H%

(xv) (xviii)

He didn't want her to go Where are you going?

L* L* L*ITL% L* H*L-L%

(xiii) shows a series of peak accents which drift gradually lower in accordance

with the usual declination within phrases (discussed below and in section 5.5.1).

(xiv) shows a marked stepping down of the peak accents, characteristic of the

stepped accents marked !H*. (xv) shows a series of low accents, (xvi) shows a

series of scooped accents and (xvii) shows scooped accents with downstepped

!H's.

Pitch movement between tones is accounted for by phonetic rules of interpo-

lation. Unaccented syllables between accents will sometimes take the direct route

between the two, as when, for example, an H* follows an L* as in (xviii). In other

cases they will descend towards the baseline as in the succession of H*s in (xiii).

In yet other cases the tones will spread; this applies in particular to phrase

accents, which spread leftwards to the end of the final pitch accent, as in (ii)

above where the H~ spreads leftwards, and in (v) above where the L~ spreads to

the left.

In Pierrehumbert (1980/87) declination (discussed in more detail in 4.4.4.4

below) was a phenomenon applying to each intonational phrase and was related

to the declining difference (and hence narrowing pitch range) between a slightly

declining baseline and a more steeply declining top line (baseline and top line

were themselves largely only inferrable from the height of successive H*'s and

from low unaccented syllables). In ToBI declination within intonational phrases

is not marked in any way (and indeed it is now a disputed point as to whether it

applies to any intonational phrases other than final ones). Pitch range is indicated

for each intonational phrase by marking one syllable as HiFO, the point of

highest fundamental frequency associated with a pitch accent in each interme-
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diate phrase, and this allows the pitch range of successive intonational groups to
be compared. In related work it is assumed that pitch range correlates with dis-
course topics and sub-topics. (See 3.5 above and 4.5 below).

A limited number of articles have dealt with the meanings of intonation within
the framework represented in ToBI. Some have dealt with the meanings attached
to particular sequences of pitch accent, phrase accent, and boundary tone (e.g.
L*+H L~ H% (= rise-fall-rise) and H*H"H% (= high rise)); a systematic attempt
to treat tonal meanings is made in Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg (1990). Here the
meanings of intonational contours are said to be compositional in the sense that
each tone in any sequence contributes separately to the overall meaning and the
meaning of the whole is equal to the sum of the parts; even in this article,
however, meanings are frequently attached to particular sequences of tones (see
further discussion in sub-section 4.4.3.3 below).

The tradition started by Pierrehumbert (1980/87) and recently encapsulated in
ToBI avoids many of the criticisms of previous levels analyses, the chief of which
was that in practice it was never certain where one level of height ended and
another began (see 3.3 above). It does this essentially by only having two levels
and relegating all questions of the width of contours to some separate system of
'prominence' (not actually discussed in the guidelines to ToBI but referred to in
much of the work associated with the system) and to the comparison of pitch
range in successive intonational phrases by the use of HiFO. Studies based in this
tradition have generally been formally more explicit than those based in the
nuclear tradition, e.g. the placement of tones and the rules for interpolating
between them are generally more precise and have usually been established on
the basis of both auditory and instrumental analysis (although certainly not by
instrumental means alone, as is often implied), and this system is generally more
usable for speech synthesis. But this is largely a matter of history; most of the
large-scale nuclear tone analyses were in fact done at a slightly earlier period
when easy instrumental analysis of fundamental frequency (F0) was not
available; and there is no reason in principle why contour analyses should not be
as explicit as levels analyses. It is also true that there is no real evidence that into-
national representations are cognitively stored in one way or the other. Given
these general comparisons it is still worth asking whether the type of system rep-
resented by ToBI is superior to nuclear tone analyses either in representational
structure or in the relationship of the representation to phonetic reality and to
semantics and pragmatics. Some points of comparison are:

(1) ToBI captures some sentence non-final variations better than nuclear
analyses; in particular it captures the relationship between level and non-level
contours, e.g. it relates the two alternatives of H*L~ and H*L"H% on noun-
phrase subjects as discussed with reference to figure (viii) above;
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(2) ToBI neatly captures the overall distinction between falling and rising tones
by the use of L% and H% but unfortunately final level patterns are grouped with
the falling contours by being represented by L%. This does not make sense
semantically where levels are generally alternatives to rises (as in (1) above);

(3) Meanings within ToBI-based or ToBI-like articles are explicitly or
implicitly said to be compositional although in practice meanings are often
ascribed to particular sequences (e.g. H*H~H% is talked of as 'high rise' and
meanings are ascribed to its total contour). While a compositional approach is
attractive in that it may allow for more flexibility in 'composing' complicated
amalgams of discoursal and attitudinal meanings, it has yet to be shown to be
doing so convincingly (see more discussion of meanings in this framework in
section 4.4.3.3 below);

(4) It is not altogether clear whether ToBI is meant to be phonological (i.e.
intended to capture only meaning differences) or a purely phonetic labelling
scheme (like an IPA for intonation). For example, using the compositional
approach noted under (3) (and see 4.4.3.3 below), the difference in meaning
between H* and L+H* remains somewhat fuzzy (and this is not helped by the
common difficulty in separating the form of the two). At best L+H* is said to be
more contrastive;

(5) ToBI at the moment is explicitly said in Beckman and Ayers (1994) to be
limited to descriptions of R.P., G.A., and Australian English. As such it is still
in this respect ad hoc, just as British nuclear tone analyses are. It must eventually
become a universal representational framework for intonation if it is to totally
supplant other types of intonational description (for an application of ToBI to
Italian and German, see Grice (1995) and Grice and Benzmuller (1995));

(6) Many nuclear tone analyses (although not the one followed in this book)
have the notion of 'head' which captures the fact that there are commonly
recurring sequences of identical pitch accents in pre-nuclear positions, e.g. there
may be a sequence of !H*'s (= 'stepping head') or a series of L*+H's {- 'rising
head'). The fact is that the majority of heads are of this recurrent sort but a
minority of heads involve a combination of different pitch accents. Neither
nuclear analyses with preceding heads nor ToBI-type analyses with their free
sequencing of pitch accents adequately capture this mixture;

(7) The choice of the term 'phrase accent' remains an awkward one when its
location is frequently on an unaccented syllable. Perhaps it could be argued that
the whole intermediate phrase is receiving an accent of some sort, but even this
is awkward, implying as it does that something has prominence when compared
with something else (but no one intermediate phrase stands out compared with
another). The term 'phrasal tone' would surely be a much less loaded and less
awkward alternative;
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(8) On a much more mundane level the transcription of text using H's and L's
is an altogether much more difficult affair than using the tone marks most widely
used in nuclear tone analyses, involving as it does the delicate alignment of
symbols on different lines, whereas tone marks are inserted into the orthographic
or phonetic text. Moreover the tone marks are iconic where H's and L's are not,
and *, %, and ! obviously arose purely from typographical convenience.

3.10 Summary and preview
Throughout most of this chapter I have used exemplification from

English to illustrate theoretical concepts. Comparative intonation will be dealt
with in more detail in chapter 5 but it is worth looking forward a little at this
stage and asking whether the theoretical concepts established in this chapter are
likely in any sense to be universal. In the present state of knowledge about into-
nation in different languages, any reply is to some extent speculative. Some
notion of INTONATION-GROUP is probably universal; more particularly, some of
the characteristics which delimit such groups are likely to be universal, notably
pre-boundary lengthening (mentioned in sub-section 3.2.2 above) and declination
(suggesting, for example, that low unaccented syllables will commonly be lower
at the end of a group than at the beginning), PITCH ACCENTS are a defining feature
of intonation languages. (They are also a defining feature of the so-called 'pitch
accent languages' - see chapter 1, section 1.6.) The limited evidence available sug-
gests that variations in the pitch range of intonation-groups (KEY and REGISTER)

are also universal. The concept of NUCLEUS is universally relevant in the sense
that the principal (usually the last) pitch accent together with the following
contour of an intonation-group will carry the major part of the intonational
meaning. However, the concept of nucleus is less relevant for some languages
where the last pitch accent is obligatorily attached to the last stressed syllable in
the group (whereas in English the nucleus can fall on any stressed syllable - see
chapter 4, section 4.3 and chapter 5, sub-section 5.4.2). But before dealing with
comparative intonation, we must first look at the types of meanings conveyed by
intonation. This will be the concern of the next chapter.

Sources and further reading
For the history of intonational studies in English, see Pike (1945), Crystal (1969a), Ladd

(1979b), Cruttenden (1981a, 1990a), and Faber (1987a).
For pauses at constituent boundaries, see Goldman-Eisler (1972) and Lehiste (1979); for

pauses before words of high lexical content, see Goldman-Eisler (1958); for planning

pauses, see Boomer (1965).
For syllables in 'anacrusis', see Jassem (1952).
For final syllable lengthening, see Pike (1945), Oiler (1979), Lehiste (1979), and Vaissiere

(1983). For intonational sandhi, see Trim (1959).
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For the standard exposition of pitch levels analysis, see Trager and Smith (1951). Pike
(1945) also uses pitch levels (in reverse order of numbering with 1 as highest and 4 as
lowest) but presents a semantic description in terms of glides ending at certain levels; so
it is a sort of hybrid, but more convincing than Trager and Smith (1951), which hardly
treats meaning at all. For the criticism of the four-levels approach, see Bolinger (1951)
and Lieberman (1965).

For proportions of nuclear tones in English, see Davy (1968), Gussenhoven (1986)
(reprinted in Gussenhoven, 1984) and Altenberg (1987).

For the standard treatment of pitch accents in English, see Bolinger (1958), but the expo-
sition in this book differs from his considerably, both in the number of types of pitch
accent and in their definitions.

For sequences of falls and the judgement of nucleus, see Crystal and Quirk (1964) on 'tonal
subordination', and Brown, Currie and Kenworthy (1980), who abandon the notion of
nucleus.

For a discussion of fall-rises, see Sharp (1958), Ladd (1977), and Gussenhoven (1984:
130-1).

For discussions of perceived prominence in sequences involving a descending series of
accents ending with a low-fall, see Cruttenden (1981a) and House (1983).

For key, see Brazil (1975, 1978, 1985). For register, see, for example, Brown and Levinson
(1978) on Tamil.

For 'whole tunes', see Armstrong and Ward (1926), Jones (1918), and Liberman and Sag
(1974), this last especially for the surprise/redundancy contour.

For nuclear tones (and 'heads') in English, see in particular Palmer (1922), Kingdon
(1958a), Schubiger (1958), and O'Connor and Arnold (1961, 1973).

For variations on the nuclear approach in which the nucleus becomes the 'tonic' and in
which a different system of transcription is used, see Halliday (1967, 1970) and Brazil
(1975, 1978, 1985).

For autosegmental approach (1), see Gussenhoven (1983b) and for autosegmental
approach (2), see Pierrehumbert (1980/87), Silverman et al. (1992), and Beckman and
Ayers (1994). For the application of (2) to Italian and German, see Grice (1995) and
Grice and Benzmiiller (1995).
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4
The functions of intonation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter I shall take as the starting-point the formal

framework established in chapter 3; in particular the concepts of intonation-

group, nucleus, and nuclear tone. Theoretical issues will be discussed, once again

mainly with reference to English. There will also be some semi-systematic

description of the intonational system of English, more especially that of R.P.,

although the major part of the description applies to G.A. as well. Comparison

with other dialects of English, like those in some northern British cities (which

differ considerably from R.P.), will be postponed until chapter 5, as will more

detailed consideration of languages other than English and the question of pos-

sible universals of intonation.

4.2 Intonation-groups
First to be considered is the question of intonational phrasing, or the

way in which intonation-groups align with various portions of utterances. As

speakers of English, we can if we wish give every syllable a separate intonation-

group, although even for purposes of emphasis this is rare; what we are more

likely to do in such circumstances is to begin a new intonation-group at each full-

vowelled syllable, e.g.

/de //national l/il Nation

But even this sort of phrasing is not common. Much more commonly, into-

nation-groups align with larger syntactic constituents, as in the following piece

of transcription (only nuclear tones are marked, in line with the view presented

in the last chapter, section 3.8, that pre-nuclear tunes are semantically less

important):

Most extraordinary / that Sandra Wheeler should have vasked that
/question / because a vfriend of /mine / actually suffers from a vcute
absent-/mindedness / and he went to the Moctor / the doctor Hold me
about it / he went to the \doctor / he said can you cure my absent-xmind-
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edness / and he said well when did you first xnotice it / and he said notice
\what / Let's have another xquestion/

Most commonly of all (on 40% of occasions by one count) intonation-groups

correspond with clauses (using a traditional definition of clause involving the

occurrence of a finite verb in a surface structure). The clause may be just a simple

sentence (e.g. Let's have another question in the above extract) or may be part of

a compound or a complex sentence, e.g.

He ran to the /station / and caught the x train
Because he ran to the /station / he xcaught the train

But on many occasions intonation-groups correspond with something less than

a clause. They very often correspond with adverbials which are modifying a

whole clause. Such adverbials include those labelled message-attitudinal (e.g.

unfortunately), message-likelihood (e.g. obviously), viewpoint (e.g. officially),

speaker/listener-oriented (e.g. seriously), style (e.g. briefly), validity (e.g. broadly),

contingency (e.g. nevertheless), and conjunctional (e.g. incidentally). Time and

place adverbials (particularly in clause-initial position), although by most classi-

fications not regarded as modifying a whole clause, are also frequently treated in

the same way. Here are some examples of various clause-modifying adverbials:

In xsome /cases / the inducements handed out to /industry /
Avpparently / from all the xevidence we /get/
During the last four v years / private v enterprise / in the United
vKingdom /
>Therefore / because of / this / and xother important
/ evidence /
vSeriously / it seems to vme / that the xcrucial /issue
Survprisingly / he x passed the exam
Unv fortunately/ he hadn't much experience at that sort of
thing

All these examples have the adverbial in initial position and indeed this is the

most common position for this sort of modifier, but they certainly occur in other

positions, although less commonly; and in these other positions they again have

the possibility of a separate intonation-group, e.g.

Richard has rexsigned / officially
That xnursery / inci/dentally / grows very fine toxmatoes

It should not be imagined that clause-modifying adverbials must have a separate

intonation-group; merely that they very commonly do. In very general terms, it

depends how prominent the speaker wishes the modification to be (see further

discussion in sub-section 4.3.1 below).
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One very common situation in which a clause modifier is given a separate

group is where the remainder of the clause is itself subdivided into more than one

intonation-group. Notice that this applies to the first five examples of clause

modifiers given above. The earlier text illustrates another very common type of

correlation between an intonation-group and something less than a clause: a cor-

relation with a noun-phrase subject. Here are some more examples of this:

A Nfriend of /mine / actually suffers from a xcute absentmindedness
Mr. /White / wants to /know / whether you would welcome an end to the
/myth / that private venterprise / is always evfficient / and public /own-
ership / means v inefficiency
The first man on the /moon / was Neil x Armstrong

Separate groups for subjects in this way are more typical of prepared and unpre-

pared speeches, and reading, than they are of highly interactive conversations,

although they certainly occur even in this register, e.g. in A's response below:

A. I'm picking a few vroses / for that table in the main ventrance
B. Always looks Nlovely / /that does
A. xMm. / One or two of the vbig ones / have ^dropped

Separate groups for subjects seem common under two circumstances: firstly,

where the noun-phrase subject is long, particularly where post-modification is

involved; and secondly, where the subject is 'topicalised'. The subject of a clause

is most usually the topic (or theme) of the clause, while the remainder is usually

the comment (or rheme). So when I say that the subject is 'topicalised' it means

that the topical nature of the subject is emphasised. Sometimes the purpose of

this emphasis is obviously contrastive, as in the example above about private

enterprise and public ownership .

Topicalisation also concerns other cases involving separate groups. The subject

(topic) of a clause may be recapitulated or enlarged at the end of the clause, e.g.

He behaved very Nwell / /John did

These sorts of examples frequently involve omission of the subject before the verb

and so can alternatively be regarded as 'moved' by a transformational analysis,

e.g.

Very vfattening / /biscuits / Naren't they?
(cf. Very Nfattening biscuits / xaren't they?)

The object of a clause can also be fronted and topicalised, e.g.

Well I like vher / but her vhusband /1 can't Nstand

Similarly, in passive clauses an agentive by phrase following the verb is com-

monly given a separate group, especially if post-modified, e.g.
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The murderer was x finally ar/rested / would you bolieve it /by a man
making a citizen's avrrest

Notice too that in the example about fattening biscuits above the tag at the end

of the utterance is given a separate group. Most occurrences of tags do involve

separate groups (with a choice between a rising or a falling tone - this is dealt

with in sub-section 4.4.1 below).

A number of other grammatical structures which are parenthetical in nature

commonly involve a separate intonation-group. Parenthetical clauses themselves

will, of course, generally have a separate group, e.g.

The vfact /is / and there are now books and articles xon /this / the Nfact
/is / that an increase

Other parenthetical structures commonly given separate groups are vocatives

(particularly in initial position) and nouns in apposition (including appositive

clauses as in the last example above), e.g.

v Johnny / will you just shut xup
Mr. v Green / the v butcher / 's become the new chairman of the Parent-
N Teachers Association

In the latter example, involving apposition, notice that the tone on the noun in

apposition is the same as the tone of the head noun. This is a regular instance of

tonal harmony. Besides being one type of parenthetical structure, apposition

might also be regarded as a type of structural parallelism, which is itself another

frequent source of separate group assignment, e.g.

but above >all / in formal sessions at > Downing Street / in long
private > talks / right through the > evening / lasting far into the > night /
we discussed the problem

In this example there are firstly two parallel locational phrases and then two par-

allel temporal phrases. Such parallelism is particularly characteristic of highly

rhetorical public speaking, e.g.

tonight I 'm > speaking to you / against a background of renewed
vfighting / of aerial and naval bombardments / of pitched>battles / and
murderous guerilla vwarfare / of the slaughter of brother by
vbrother /

All the examples of separate intonation-groups so far quoted have involved cases

where the group corresponded with a clause or with something less than a clause.

But in some cases an intonation-group may encompass two clauses. This is par-

ticularly likely when both clauses are short; specific cases often involve a

reporting clause followed by a reported clause or a conditioned clause followed

by a conditional clause, e.g.
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In some complex sentences involving embedding, an intonation-group boundary
may be optionally shifted around a grammatical item (see section 4.3.1 below),
particularly the verb be, cf.

What I vwant / is a chance to Hry
What I want v is / a chance to Ury

It should by now be clear that there is a good deal of flexibility in the choice
of intonational phrasing. Intonation-groups correspond with clauses more fre-
quently than with any other grammatical unit. Correspondences with units
smaller than a clause are most commonly with clause modifiers, with 'topicalised'
items, and with parenthetical remarks. This is not to say that groups may not
correspond with other units; under special conditions they may correspond with
any grammatical unit - even with syllables (as illustrated at the beginning of this
section). For example, while the noun-phrase subject of a clause is often given a
separate intonation-group, a noun-phrase object or complement very rarely
receives a separate group (unless of course it is fronted to the clause-initial
position and hence 'topicalised'). But where there is a type of structural paral-
lelism involving co-ordination, noun-phrase objects or complements may be
'remaindered' and hence receive separate group intonations, e.g.

I quite like vhim / but I vloathe / and devtest / his Nfather

What are the factors which determine the division into intonation-groups?
Firstly, there seems to be an upward length constraint of some sort: the average
seems to be about five words, with very few groups over seven words. Longer
groups are tolerated in reading than in conversational or rhetorical speech. Also,
the length constraint does not seem to be related in any simple way to breath
control, since we can produce a far longer number of syllables or words on one
breath than is ever used in intonation-groups. Secondly, there are probabilistic
correlations with syntactic units, but they are only probabilistic. The strongest
statement that can be made is that syntactic cohesion is generally stronger within
intonation-groups than across intonation-groups.

Intonation-groups have sometimes also been called sense-groups or infor-
mation-units and these labels suggest that intonation-groups are basically some
sort of unit of performance. They may represent a unit of planning for the
speaker (slips of the tongue most commonly occur within group boundaries);
they may also represent a unit of presentation by the speaker for the listener, as
if the speaker were saying to the listener: 'get this piece of processing over before
we go on'. Because there is a large amount of speaker choice involved, we may
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never be able to predict intonational phrasing; the most that can be attempted is

to put some limits on the range of speaker choice.

4.3 Nucleus placement

The previous section dealt with the division of connected speech into

intonation-groups and the probabilistic correlations with syntactic units. Each

intonation-group has by definition one nucleus (for discussion of the formal

identification of the nucleus see chapter 3, section 3.4), the nucleus being the

most prominent pitch accent in an intonation-group. Which of the syllables in a

word takes stress was discussed in detail in chapter 2, sub-section 2.2.1; this

section now discusses which word in an intonation-group (and hence which syl-

lable) takes the nucleus (and hence at what point the nuclear tone begins).

Nucleus placement is one device in language for showing FOCUS on some part

of an intonation-group and hence of a sentence. It is not the only such device

used in languages. Indeed any one language is likely to use a variety of methods

for fixing the attention of a listener on some portion of an utterance. Besides

intonational means of focussing, languages may use both lexical and gram-

matical means. Languages will naturally vary in the extent to which they use

these various means: in a tone language the intonational means of focussing is

likely to be much less used than in a non-tone language. In English the use of

nucleus placement to indicate focus is more pervasive than the use of lexical and

grammatical means. Lexical focussing in English involves the use of words like

alone, only, especially, even, and too and some of these words, as might be

expected, have a fixed relationship with nucleus placement. For example, even

regularly requires the nucleus to be on the constituent it governs, e.g.

Even JANE wouldn't be so stupid

Too, on the other hand, must take a nucleus itself, e.g.

He can do it TOO

cf. *HE can do it too

The principal grammatical means of focussing in English involve the use of

passive, cleft, and pseudo-cleft constructions and it is of course also no accident

that the items brought into focus by the use of these constructions frequently

take the nucleus, e.g.

The station was hit by a MORtar bomb
It was the DOG that died
What we want is a WIN

Nucleus placement is then the principal means of focussing in English.

Sometimes single words (or even single morphemes or single syllables) are
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brought into focus, sometimes the whole of some larger syntactic unit, e.g.

(I hope they send someone important)
Well I was TOLD / they were going to send the head of the SCHOOL

In the second intonation-group above it is not just 'school' which is in focus but
'the head of the school'. The relationship between nucleus placement and 'being
in focus' is a somewhat complex affair and is one of two particularly important
questions which have to be discussed in detail in this section. The other especially
important question which has to be discussed in detail is why we put words or
higher syntactic units into focus at all.

Firstly, the matter of the scope of focus. This question can, as it were, be
approached from either direction. We can either ask how different focussings (on
units of different sizes within one intonation-group) produce different (or the
same) nucleus placements. Or, alternatively, we can ask what unit (or units) can
be brought into focus by different nucleus placements. I shall spend most of the
following exposition on the first question, i.e. how a speaker, having decided what
is to be focussed on, is then constrained to place the nucleus in a certain place.

A basic distinction has to be made between BROAD FOCUS and NARROW FOCUS.

In broad focus the whole of the intonation-group is in focus; in narrow focus a
grammatical constituent which forms only part of the intonation-group is
brought into focus. Broad focus is related to what has often been referred to as
'normal stress'. A great deal of argument has been expended on the question of
whether there is any such thing as 'normal stress'. I shall leave discussion of the
details of this argument until later in this section; for the moment I shall assume
that there is something which other people (and myself) prefer to call broad
focus. Basically the sorts of intonation-groups which have broad focus can be
thought of as 'all-new' or 'out-of-the-blue', or said in response to 'What hap-
pened?'; although this question 'What happened?' is only relevant to narratives.
The problem for 'normal stress' really arises in those cases which must by their
nature be heavily context-bound, cannot come 'out-of-the-blue', and hence are
very unlikely to have broad focus. I shall return to this murky area when dealing
later in this section with the matter of why the whole or some part of an into-
nation-group is focussed.

4.3.1 Broad focus
Assuming that the material in an intonation-group is in broad focus,

we have to attempt to answer the question: where will the nucleus be placed in
such cases? Section 2.3 in chapter 2 introduced the distinction between words
which usually have an accent in connected speech (nouns, main verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, numerals, quantifiers, and non-personal pronouns) and those which
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most commonly occur without an accent (the remainder, e.g. articles, auxiliary

verbs, prepositions, conjunctions, personal pronouns). The distinction is some-

times labelled as between LEXICAL ITEMS (alias content words alias full words)

and GRAMMATICAL ITEMS (alias function words alias empty words). This dis-

tinction has been around for a long time and is still often assumed as a basis for

much discussion of matters of accent, rhythm, and intonation (and syntax), but

is also regularly criticised as an unsustainable grammatical and/or semantic

division. Although a lot of this criticism is no doubt just, the distinction never-

theless remains convenient as a descriptive device in intonation, simply to refer

to items typically accented, and items typically unaccented, without any implica-

tions as to any absolute syntactic or semantic division. The word 'item' is pre-

ferred to 'word5 because many of the lexical items referred to involve two or more

orthographic words, e.g. phrasal verbs and nouns like look up and fitness freak.

Assuming then that we are dealing with broad focus and that we have a basic

division between grammatical items and lexical items, the traditional rule for the

placement of the nucleus has been: the nucleus falls on the last lexical item of an

intonation-group (see earlier discussion in chapter 3, section 3.4), e.g.

John ran all the way to the STAtion
I don't know what to DO
That performance really was SUPERB

By this sort of traditional definition, it followed that any placement of the nucleus

on a grammatical item or on a non-final lexical item represented some sort of

narrow focus. Unfortunately for intonational description, things are not as

simple as this. There are quite a number of identifiable exceptions to the rule of

final lexical item for broad focus. I will exemplify these exceptions and then

evaluate modifications to the final lexical item rule in the light of these excep-

tions. I group the exceptions initially under three headings: (i) 'event' sentences;

(ii) final adverbials; (iii) adjectival wh objects.

'Event' sentences (sometimes called 'presentation' sentences) typically involve

an intransitive verb which denotes (dis)appearance or misfortune. In such sen-

tences it is commonly the subject which receives the accent though the whole sen-

tence is in broad focus, e.g.

Watch out! That CHiMney's falling down
(What happened in the afternoon?) A WIND got up

This pattern occurs most frequently in cases where the subject is not human. Its

occurrence with human subjects seems limited to verbs of (dis)appearance, e.g.

(What happened while I was out?) The MiLKman called
(What's all the fuss about?) A CRiMinaPs escaped
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cf. (Why can't I use the bathroom?) Because John's SHAving
(Why was the teacher so cross?) Because a boy SWORE

It is occasionally even possible to have nucleus placement on the subject in cases

where a transitive verb is involved, provided the semantic relationship between

the verb and its object is very close, e.g.

The TRAIN'S run off the rails

Notice that if a pronoun occurs in the subject position, the nucleus will then be

on the predicate (pronouns being grammatical items and at the same time indi-

cating that the subject is no longer part of the focus; in other words, we are here

dealing with narrow focus), e.g.

It's falling OFF

Notice also that if the predicate is adverbially modified, an alternative and very

common intonation pattern will involve two groups and hence two nuclei; cf.

The DOG'S escaped
The DOG'S unfortunately escaped
The DOG'S / unfortunately escAPED

The pattern with two nuclei is also common on that type of event sentence men-

tioned above which has a human subject, e.g.

Because the BOY / SWORE

The actual pitch pattern involved in the intonation with two groups may either

be clearly marked as such by the use of pausal and/or rhythmic and/or pitch indi-

cations at the boundary, or intonational sandhi may occur between the two

groups (see chapter 3, sub-sections 3.2.4 and 3.9.1). The two possible pitch pat-

terns are:

Thevdog's / unfortunately escaped

. 1 ..-••
The vdog's/unfortunately escaped

The second type of exception to the final lexical item rule typically involves

final adverbials. The most common type of adverbial involved is one of time, e.g.

I went to LONdon on Thursday
I'm seeing JOHN this morning
We had roast BEEF for dinner
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Adverbials in this position in sentences with broad focus do not have to be

without a nucleus but if they do have a nucleus then it has to be in addition to

the one on what precedes it, e.g.

I went to LONdon/on THURSday
I'm seeing JOHN/ this MORNing

In some sense such adverbials in final position, whether they receive a nucleus

or not, represent minor additions to the preceding part of the sentence. If they

receive no nucleus the importance of the addition is less than if they receive a

nucleus. Often such adverbials represent afterthoughts; so it is not strange that

many of the adverbials used in this way come from the class of 'sentence adver-

bials', e.g.

He didn't know how to DO it fortunately
I've found out her TELephone number incidentally
She'll SUCCEED probably
cf. *He didn't know how to do it FORTunately
Tve found out her telephone number inciDENtally
*She'll succeed PRObably

Certain other types of expression which are very similar to adverbials are also

commonly non-nuclear in final position, including vocatives and direct speech

markers, e.g.

That's my younger BRother Peter
(cf. That's my younger brother PETer)
You're a bloody iDiot he said

The third type of deviation from the final lexical item rule in broad focus sen-

tences involves adjectival wh objects. This refers to wh questions where an adjec-

tival wh word functions as the object of the verb, e.g.

What SEEDS did you use?
Which COURSE did you take?
Whose adviCE will you accept?

In these cases the nucleus falls on the object noun following the adjective. Notice

that the nucleus does not fall on the object when this is a wh pronoun or when

the verb has further complementation, e.g.

What did you DO?
Whose advice did you find most usEful?

A number of attempts have been made to explain nucleus placement in the

apparent exceptions mentioned above. Explanations have basically been of two

sorts: syntactic and semantic. One type of syntactic explanation is in terms of
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transformations and suggests that the exceptions to the rule of 'nucleus on last

lexical item' are the result of movement transformations between deep and

surface structure. So in:

What SEEDS did you use?

what seeds is the object of use and as such has been moved from the post-verbal

position and has taken its nucleus with it. Similarly in sentences (with broad

focus) like:

John has a Duty to perform

duty is again the object of the verb and similarly moved. This sort of structure is

typically contrasted with the same string of words (still with broad focus) given

the different nucleus placement in:

John has a duty to perFORM

where perform is complementing the noun duty (or, by an alternative analysis,

where duty and perform are in apposition to one another). The explanation in

terms of a movement transformation seems very reasonable in these cases; it

could even be made to account for non-nuclear final adverbials by saying they

have been moved from initial or from post-verbal position, although this seems

a rather counter-intuitive explanation when such final adverbials are typically

afterthoughts. But it certainly could not account for nucleus placement in event

sentences (e.g. Your TROUsers are smouldering) in which the subject never was to

the right of the verb, even in deep structure.

Opponents of the syntactic view of nucleus placement emphasise the semantic

or informational aspects of accenting. Bolinger (1972a) puts forward the fol-

lowing contrasting examples:

(a) The end of the chapter is reserved for various problems to comPUTerize.
(b) The end of the chapter is reserved for various PROBlems to solve.
(a) I have a point to EMphasize.
(b) I have a POINT to make.
(a) I can't finish in an hour - there are too many topics to eLUcidate.
(b) I can't finish in an hour - there are simply too many TOPICS to cover.

Bolinger's argument is that the semantically richer verbs in the (a) sentences

demand the primary accent (= nucleus). Several points can be made about these

sentences. Firstly, all the (a) examples are, I think, capable of taking the nucleus

on the noun rather than the verb. Secondly, when the verb gets the nucleus the

noun always gets an accent too (which may involve either another nucleus or a

pre-nuclear high pitch). The situation is in fact very similar to that mentioned for

event sentences (if the verb gets a nucleus, the noun usually does too); and for
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some final adverbials (if the adverbial gets a nucleus, what precedes must also).

Actually, one very likely pitch pattern is that already mentioned for event sen-

tences adverbially modified, where intonational sandhi seems to merge two

groups into one:

The vdog's,/unfortunately escaped

various Vproblems /to comxputerize

• •

Even if a type of analysis were made which did not permit intonational sandhi

(and hence the above examples had to be regarded as each consisting of one into-

nation-group), what seems obligatory in all such cases is that we have a pitch

accent on the earlier item (usually a noun); after that we may or may not have

an accent on the later item (usually a verb). Additionally, the argument con-

cerning semantic richness seems to be positively disproved by event sentences like

Your TROusers are smouldering, where smouldering is undoubtedly a semantically

rich item. It may, as Bolinger suggests, be true that ultimately nucleus placement

comes down to speaker choice, but there are too many regular correlations with

syntax to say that it is totally irrelevant.

A more promising grammatical approach (and remember that we are still

talking only of sentences with broad focus - clearly what is focussed on (and

hence what governs nucleus placement) in sentences with narrow focus will

depend in part on pragmatic contextual factors) looks for a hierarchy of

accentability within syntactic classes. Lexical items are more likely to be accented

than grammatical items but within the different classes of lexical items nouns are

certainly more accentable than the other classes. This shows up in the three types

of exception mentioned above. In event sentences the subject (and hence a noun)

is more accentable than the verb. In those event sentences where the predicate

contains a noun but still does not take the nucleus, such a noun is either part of

an adverbial (e.g. fire in Your HOUSE is on fire) or else very closely semantically

unified with the verb (e.g. rails in The TRAIN ran off the rails). In the case of many

final adverbials, it is commonly the grammatical object before the adverbial

which receives the accent. Noun preference also explains DUTY to perform,

although it does not of course explain duty to perFORM (which may be explained

either as a case of apposition demanding an accent, or as a 'double predicate').

Another type of example which suggests noun preference is:
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Dogs which chase CATS / are NORmal / dogs which CATS chase / are
ABnormal

Here the last lexical item in the first group is a noun and is nuclear whereas the

last lexical item in the third group is a verb and is non-nuclear. It is in fact no

accident that, in nuclei counts, the majority are found to fall on nouns.

4.3.2 Narrow focus

Narrow focus works in essentially the same way as broad focus

except that for various reasons some part of an intonation-group is considered

to be out of focus (because, for example, it has just been mentioned in the pre-

ceding group). That part of the intonation-group which remains in focus will, like

broad focus, most commonly have the nucleus on the final lexical item, e.g.

(Have you had a good day?)
I've had a bloody HORRible day

Here the adjectival group bloody horrible is focussed and the nucleus falls on the

stressed syllable of the last lexical item, i.e. horr-. Similarly, in the following

example the noun phrase a golden handshake is focussed and the nucleus falls on

hand-:

(What have they given Bill?)
They've given him a golden HANDshake

It is important to realise that nucleus placement alone does not necessarily

indicate the extent of the focus in the sentence. Consider alternative contexts for

the two examples just given:

(I suppose you've had a bloody lazy day?)
I've had a bloody HORRible day

Here only horrible is in focus.

(What've they done about Bill?)
They've given him a golden HANDshake

Here given (him) a golden handshake (i.e. the whole of the predicate) is in focus

rather than just the object a golden handshake. Or:

(What's new at work?)
The boss's given Bill a golden HANDshake

Here the whole sentence is in focus. What these examples demonstrate is that the

nucleus does not in itself indicate the extent of the focus; more especially, it does

not indicate how much of what precedes the nucleus is to be taken as in focus.

Sometimes the beginning of the extent of focus is indicated by a pre-nuclear pitch

accent; in the cases above this would probably involve a step-up to a higher pitch
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on the first stressed syllable within the focus, e.g. on given in the response to

What 've they done about Bill? But this is not obligatory, and this problem about

ambiguities in the extent of the focus is really only a pseudo-problem since the

context itself will usually make clear how much of what precedes the nucleus is

actually in focus.

4.3.3 New and old information
Having given some indication of what is meant by the terms broad

focus and narrow focus, it is now possible to investigate the conditions under

which various focussings are used. Before this can be done, it is necessary to talk

about the concepts of NEW and OLD information, because in many cases (though

not all) the focal part of an intonation-group can be said to involve new infor-

mation. It is in fact easier to start the discussion by considering what constitutes

old information (the term 'given' information is also extensively used in the lit-

erature). Old information is basically that information which the speaker assumes

to be already in some way in the consciousness of the listener and which is hence

not in need of highlighting. The word 'information' is used in a very general sense

to cover referents, actions and states, and even adverbial conditions on utter-

ances. The speaker makes the assumption that certain information is in the fore-

front of the listener's mind (and therefore old) in a number of fairly predictable

situations. In these situations the old information will then fall outside the focus

and hence will not contain the nucleus (resulting in a narrow focus on some

remaining part of the intonation-group). The most straightforward type of old

information involves verbatim repetition, as in one of the examples above, which

is repeated for convenience:

(Did you have a good day?)
I had a bloody HORRible day

Clearly at least 'day' is old information. A very similar situation is where what

has been said before is repeated paraphrastically, e.g.

Philip just couldn't make it work / but JOHN succeeded

In the second intonation-group succeeded is related paraphrastically to make it

work (notice that to some extent here the speaker has a choice, because he could

put the nucleus on SUCCEED, even though it is old, if he wishes to highlight the

contrast between not succeeding and succeeding). Another very similar situation

is where some information follows as a logical assumption from what has been

said before, e.g.

Philip failed his exam / so JOHN got the job

The sorts of examples mentioned so far have involved linguistically old
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information; but old information often involves nothing but the physical situ-

ation. If, for example, I produce a snake from my bag to show an audience, I

could well say That's a poisonous snake (by the time I speak the snake is old

information). Remember too that lack of a nuclear accent does not necessarily

point to old information; when talking of broad focus above, attention was

drawn to a number of instances where a linguistic item clearly constituted new

information, yet did not get a nucleus even though it was the last lexical item,

e.g. the predicate in event sentences, and some final adverbials.

4.3.3.1 Contrastivity. Old information will, then, regularly fall outside the scope

of focus, and new information will generally constitute the scope of focus. But

there are some occasions where we may wish to focus on a particular piece of

information even though it is old. This applies particularly to cases of nucleus

placement which have generally been described as 'contrastive'. 'Contrastive', like

the terms 'lexical item' and 'grammatical item' mentioned above, is a term which

most intonationists have to use but for which they find it difficult to give any

precise definition. An informal definition of 'contrastive' would refer to it as

involving comparison within a limited set. One problem concerns what consti-

tutes a 'limited set'. The most clear-cut cases involve a binary set, often a pair of

opposites, e.g.

She found it very EAsy to settle to married life / whereas he found it DIF-
Ficult

As the above example illustrates, such comparisons sometimes involve two sets

of pairs. In the above example she and he constitute the second pair (and they

could both have additional pitch accents). A contrast will often more explicitly

involve what is frequently referred to as a 'polarity contrast'. This can take two

forms: either a subject is compared to two verbs, or two subjects are compared

with respect to plus and minus values of one verb, e.g.

She was able to WALK to the top / although she couldn't RUN
She found it EAsy / although he DiDn't

But many of the sets involved in contrastive comparison are not binary.

Sometimes it is easy to see how they are nevertheless limited. The lights were RED

is clearly contrastive when talking of traffic lights. Similarly BLUE is contrastive

in It turned out the getaway car was BLUE (even though witnesses had said it was

red or black). Notice that in these last two cases, the comparisons are implicit

rather than explicit. But if we allow more than binary comparison as contrastive

and we also allow something as 'contrast' even though it is only implicit, we then

run into many difficult cases. What if I say I've got a siLver car (in a conversation
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about what colour cars people prefer)? The contrast would seem to be with all

other potential colours of cars (or perhaps the contrast is with the mundane

quality of all other colours of cars). Another, more difficult, example is:

The TUC is launching a fifty thousand pound camPAiGN / to counter what
IT calls / the Government's anti-union POLicy

It seems to be contrastive, but what exactly is the contrast with? (The

Government'? or 'many other organisations'?) I mention these difficult cases not

because I have any special solution to the problems of defining 'contrastive', but

simply to make clear that, like many other notions in intonation, we are dealing

with elusive concepts which seem to exist in speakers' and listeners' minds but

which defy stringent definition.

Information which is new and contrastive will automatically fall within the

scope of focus. If such information involves a last lexical item within the focus,

that item will receive the nucleus. In:

Jane found it EAsy to settle to married life / whereas John found it
DiFFicult

easy and difficult are new and contrastive and final in the focus and hence receive

the nucleus {to settle to married life being signalled as old information and hence

out of focus). Jane and John are also new and contrastive and within the scope

of focus but are not final lexical items within the scope of the foci and hence do

not take the nuclei. The double contrast may, however, be highlighted by

dividing the sentence into more intonation-groups:

JANE / found it EAsy to settle to married life / whereas JOHN / found it
DiFFicult

In many cases (like the example just given) a contrast is highlighted in the

speaker's mind when the first part of such a binary contrast is uttered but in other

cases a contrast may not be highlighted until the second part of the contrast, e.g.

if the above sentence was uttered as:

Jane found it EAsy to settle to married life / whereas JOHN / found it
DiFFicult

Here John is clearly indicated as contrastive whereas Jane may not have been

thought of as contrastive at the time of its utterance and hence not given a sep-

arate group (although it should be clear from the above discussion that the

speaker can still be thinking of it as contrastive even though he does not give it

a nucleus!).

This exploration of the concept 'contrastive' followed on from statements that

old information will generally fall outside the scope of focus but that there are
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some occasions when we may wish to focus on a particular piece of information

even though it is old. This applies particularly where information is old and con-

trastive, e.g.

All three of them had a GO / Only the MOTHer/ was sucCESsful

Mother is focussed even though she has previously been referred to under 'all

three'. Notice too that the second sentence could also be said with one into-

nation-group, when mother would not get a nucleus even though it might never-

theless remain within the scope of the focus suggested by the nucleus on

sucCESsful.

We therefore have to modify our statement about old information falling

outside the scope of focus by saying that old and contrastive information will fre-

quently be separately focussed. In one sample Chafe (1994: 78) found that 60%

of accented and contrastive referents were given (= old). There are two other

types of old information which involve some kind of focussing. Whereas old and

contrastive information typically involves single words (or sometimes phrases),

these two other types typically involve whole sentences, and the sentences con-

cerned - frequently elliptical - are (i) echoes and (ii) insists and counterpresup-

positionals.

4.3.3.2 Echoes, ECHOES are most commonly questions which query the whole or

some part of the previous utterance of another speaker, often with a note of

incredulity, e.g.

(I didn't go after all) You didn't GO?
(Take two hours this morning to get that overseas order ready) Two
HOURS?

(What about going to Ascot tomorrow?) Go to Ascot?

Echoes can be exclamatory rather than questioning, e.g.
(He's got a distinction) A disTiNCtion!
(Get that bit of wood for me!) Get that bit of WOOD! Just who do you think
you're talking to?

A difference is often made between echo question and echo exclamation by the

choice of tone: echo questions commonly take high-rise; echo exclamations com-

monly take rise-fall. In both cases it is obvious that the nucleus is not falling on

new information but on old information which has special importance for the

speaker. Very similar to echoes are straight requests for repeats, e.g.

(I caught a grass snake on the hill today) WHAT did you say?

Requests for repeats take high rise just like echo questions. Of course they usually

result in the original speaker repeating his utterance verbatim and, what is more,
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with exactly the same intonation pattern. Any such repetition is clearly a further

case of focus on old information. Yet another case of focus on old information,

but one which is more difficult to explain, is where a wh query is attached to a

preceding statement, e.g.

(I went home pronto) Why did you go HOME?
(We went into Manchester this morning) What did you go to MANchester
for?
(I only smoke occasionally these days) What do you SMOKE?

Notice that, in all three examples, the nucleus and hence focus falls on previously

mentioned items (old information). It is possible to put the nucleus on the new

item, the wh word, in such cases, but such a placement seems intuitively a less

likely possibility. Such examples seem similar to echo questions, although they

do not take the same tone: they most commonly take a high-fall. More generally,

this short sub-section on echoes has provided a second area where focus does not

align with new information but with various types of speaker-important old

information.

4.3.3.3 Insists. The third common type of utterance which involves a focus on

old information concerns counterpresuppositionals, which are the most common

sub-category of a larger category of INSISTS. In counterpresuppositional utter-

ances the speaker denies something which has been presupposed in the previous

speaker's utterances. The presupposition is usually in the consciousness of the

first speaker and indeed it is frequently present verbatim (hence we are dealing

with old information). Counterpresuppositionals may assert something as true

which the presupposition had assumed not to be true or vice versa. Nucleus

placement in counterpresuppositionals (and indeed in the larger category of

insists) is highly haecceitious. The nucleus is only rarely on a final noun, may fall

on the main verb, but may also fall on classes of word not usually accented at

all, in particular on auxiliary verbs, on a negator, and on a preposition immedi-

ately following copula 'be', e.g.

(What sort of b.o. powder do you use?) I don't USE b.o. powder
(Why didn't you see your supervisor?) But I DID see my supervisor
(When was Catharine of Aragon executed?) She WASn't executed
(Why are we having meat for lunch?) We're NOT having meat for lunch
(Did you meet the Ripper when you were in prison?) But I haven't been IN
prison
(He ought to be told about it) He's BEEN told about it

Some presuppositions are not present verbatim, e.g.

(Here - have an aspirin) But I'm not ILL
(Do you know of a good cure for herpes?) No, I don't, I've never HAD herpes
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Such haecceitious nucleus placement may also be used for the more general cat-

egory of insists and where no counterpresupposition is obviously present, e.g.

I put my bag in your study because there was nowhere else TO put it
(Why did you do that?) Because it's the only sensible thing TO do
They're not very expert but there are lots OF them
Please make sure you bring all your belongings WITH you

In the discussion of echoes and of insists I have so far avoided general consider-

ation of whether broad focus or narrow focus is involved. In the case of echoes,

there may be either broad focus or narrow focus and sometimes (as is commonly

the case with other types of sentence) the nucleus marking is ambiguous between

the two. In this example it seems to be broad focus which is involved:

(Get that bit of wood for me!) Get that bit of WOOD?

Whereas in the following it is clearly narrow focus which is being used:

(Take two hours off to get that overseas order ready) TWO hours?

But if the reply in the above example had been Two HOURS we could not be

certain whether broad or narrow focus is involved. In the case of insists the

problem is more difficult. In a counterpresuppositional like the following:

(What sort of b.o. powder do you use?) I don't USE b.o. powder

we seem to have narrow focus of a special sort (an insist focus which produces a

special nucleus placement) superimposed on a sentence which is otherwise out of

focus. It seems sensible to say that this sentence is out of focus (apart from the

insist) because in some cases an insist focus can actually be associated with new

information and hence can include lexical material within its scope, e.g.

I put my bag in your study / because there was nowhere else TO
put it

In this example the scope of the insist focus is because there was nowhere else to,

whereas the insist focus of / don't use b.o. powder was without scope. To con-

clude, foci which are insists involve special nucleus placements and may include

some lexical material within their scope or may be completely without scope (as

they are in the majority of counterpresuppositionals).

4.3.4 'Normal stress'
Two general restatements need to be made concerning this section 4.3:

(i) Nucleus placement is one way of indicating the focus within an intonation-
group. Nucleus placement does not, however, always indicate the full scope
of focus, which has partly to be inferred from the verbal and situational
context.
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(ii) Focus indicates the highlighting chosen by the speaker for the utterance.
Most commonly it is new information which falls within the scope of focus.
However, in a certain limited number of conditions a speaker may wish to
highlight old information.

At the beginning of section 4.3, when first introducing the notion of broad focus,

I said that it was closely related to what had previously been called 'normal

stress'. What seems to be meant by this phrase (although I myself would prefer

to stick with broad focus) is that an utterance (more specifically, in my terms, an

intonation-group) is regarded as 'all-new' or 'out-of-the-blue' or said in response

to 'What happened?', if it is at all possible to imagine it said under these condi-

tions. Under these conditions the nucleus will go on the last lexical item except

in those cases which are exceptional (e.g. event sentences and where certain

classes of adverbial are present in final position). But some sorts of sentence must

involve partly old information, e.g. cleft sentences such as:

It was JOHN who gave it to me

It was John who GAVE it to me

Both sentences involve old information: in the first gave it to me is old infor-

mation; in the second John is old information. Some sorts of sentence involve

wholly old information, e.g. echo questions like:

Two HOURS?

TWO hours?

There is no principled way of saying what 'normal stress' is in these sorts of sen-

tences where old information is involved. Of course it is possible to say what

would be normal (or at least 'most likely') if any sentence is put into an appro-

priate context. But the usual idea behind 'normal stress' has been that it is some

sort of decontextualised norm. Thus we are left with 'normal stress' meaning

'nucleus placement in all-new sentences'.

4.4 English nuclear tones

A large part of chapter 3 was concerned with deciding what sort of

units of analysis to use for the description of the meanings of tunes. Section 3.3

in chapter 3 discussed contours versus levels; section 3.4 discussed PITCH ACCENTS

and the concept of NUCLEUS; section 3.6 described the concept of NUCLEAR

TONES; section 3.7 described a taxonomy of nuclear tones for English. In this

section I shall discuss what sorts of meanings can be attached to nuclear tones

(in some cases also taking into account additional variation produced by the use

of particular pre-nuclear pitch accents). Different descriptions of intonation have

emphasised grammatical meanings, attitudinal meanings, or discoursal meanings.

Emphasising grammatical meanings suggests that there are typical tones asso-
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ciated with syntactic structures like declaratives, interrogatives, and imperatives;
and that the discoursal meanings usually associated with these structures, i.e.
statements, questions, and commands, will also have typical tones even when
they are not marked syntactically. This sort of viewpoint is not adopted in this
chapter basically because it is not difficult to find examples, at least in English,
of almost any nuclear tone combined with any syntactic type. For example, a
yes/no question like:

Are you going OUT tonight ?

can be said with any of the nuclear tones established for English in chapter 3,
section 3.7 (with the possible exception of mid-level, which only rarely occurs on
sentence-final intonation-groups). Either of the two falling tones (high-fall and
low-fall) sounds more 'business-like' (with the low-fall also sounding 'bored'), the
low-rise is more 'polite' and almost 'patronising', the high-rise is 'incredulous',
the fall-rise is 'whining', and the rise-fall 'conspiratorial'. At this point I must
remind the reader that I am in this chapter speaking principally of R.P., although
the intonation of General American is not so very different (as regards the above
discussion in particular, high-rise perhaps takes over from low-rise as the 'polite'
tone and is hence not so 'incredulous'). However, the intonation patterns of
many dialects of northern Britain are very different, particularly in the areas of
large conurbations, and this is discussed in the next chapter. But to return to the
real point of the discussion here: almost any nuclear tone can go with any syn-
tactic type. Of course this does not entirely answer the grammatical approach to
the analysis of nuclear tones: another viewpoint might be that one tone is
'unmarked' for each syntactic type, while all other tones are 'marked'. The
'unmarked' tone is then assumed to have the most neutral meaning. But the
trouble with this approach is that it is not always easy to decide what the most
neutral meaning is. It seems clear enough that either of the simple falling tones
is more neutral than any of the other tones on declaratives. So, for example, It's
a very nice Ngarden is clearly less marked than It's a very nice ygarden. But,

returning to the earlier discussion of yes/no questions illustrated by Are you going
OUT tonight?, it is not at all clear which tone should be taken as unmarked for
yes/no questions. Usually books which take a grammatical approach assume that
a simple rising tone is the 'unmarked' tone for such questions, low-rise in R.P.
and high-rise in G.A. But why should the 'polite' tone be considered more
unmarked than the 'business-like' tone? People who have actually counted the
occurrence of rises and falls on yes/no questions in English have usually found
that the occurrence of one or the other is heavily dependent on the type of situ-
ation involved; this is not surprising given the sorts of meanings they carry. The
grammatical approach to the analysis of the meanings of English nuclear tones
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is therefore difficult to sustain, although it may be a necessary simplification in
the teaching of English as a foreign language.

Other descriptions have emphasised the attitudinal aspects of meanings or the
discoursal aspects of meanings, the attitudinal approach being the older, the dis-
coursal approach being the more recent. Discoursal effects were of course very
apparent in the last section, where whether information was new or old or con-
trastive was seen to be the most obvious factor in decisions about nucleus
placement; discoursal effects will also be shown to be important in the notion of
key, the use of which is discussed later in this chapter. A discoursal approach to
the meaning of tones deals in concepts like the shared mutual knowledge of
speaker and listener(s), the desire of a speaker to dominate listener(s), and the
sort of expectations which a speaker has about a listener's reply. In practice it is
not always easy to separate such a discoursal approach to tones from an attitu-
dinal approach which involves labels like 'protesting', 'detached', 'interested',
'impressed', and 'encouraging' (notice that there are a number of emotions like
joy, anger, fear, sorrow, which are not usually associated directly with tones, but
may be indicated by a combination of factors like accent range, key, register,
overall loudness, and tempo). For example, a common type of tag question in
English is of the reversed polarity kind, i.e. if the preceding clause is positive, the
tag is negative, and vice versa. These sorts of tag can typically take a tone which
is high-falling or low-rising, e.g.

He isn't ĉoming/ vis he?
He isn't Ncoming/ /is he?

The difference in meaning between the tags with the two intonations can be
explained discoursally: while both expect the answer 'no', the falling intonation
expects that answer much more strongly than the rising intonation. The fall only
allows a slight possibility of 'yes' while the rise makes much more allowance for
such a reply. But we could also, although in this case less satisfactorily, give atti-
tudinal labels to the tones, the high-fall being 'demanding' and the low-rise
'doubtful'. In the description of the meanings of the nuclear tones of English later
in this section, I shall make use of labels which sometimes seem somewhat more
obviously discoursal, sometimes more obviously attitudinal; as far as the
meanings of nuclear tones are concerned I see no great advantage in insisting that
they are primarily one or the other.

Descriptions of the meanings of tones in English also vary in the extent to
which they deal in LOCAL meanings or in ABSTRACT meanings. For instance, if we
consider any one of the nuclear tones established for English in chapter 3, section
3.7, and describe what meanings that tone has when combined with each of the
sentence-types declarative, yes/no interrogative, question-word interrogative,
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imperative, and exclamative, we may end up describing a number of local
meanings like 'weighty', 'impatient', 'dispassionate', 'serious', and 'powerful',
which are all meanings suggested by a low-fall (with a preceding pre-nuclear high
pitch accent). But we may want to seek out the common factor in all the uses of
a particular tone and say that they are all 'referring', or involve 'contrast with a
given set', or make a selection from a contextual background which the speaker
assumes he and the listener share (these are all general meanings ascribed to the
fall-rise by different authors). The seven nuclear tones are generally reduced in
number when abstract meanmgs are ascribed - this reduction being achieved by
conflating some of the tones. Thus low-fall, high-fall, and rise-fall are conflated
as fall, differences between them being ascribed to accent range (in the case of
low-fall and high-fall, which is said to involve only a gradient meaning (see sub-
section 4.4.4.1 below), and to a specially emphatic onset rise in the case of rise-
fall. Mid-level may be analysed as a variant of low-rise (they are frequently
commutable with little semantic effect). Some analyses are thus left with four
tones to which abstract meanings are ascribed (fall, low-rise, high-rise, fall-rise).
Other analysts achieve reduction to three (by conflating low-rise and high-rise);
and even to two (by conflating low-rise, high-rise and fall-rise). The more the
number of tones is reduced, the more abstract the meanings become. In this
chapter I shall first discuss and exemplify local meanings in subsection 4.4.1 and
then go on to discuss possible conditioning factors in sub-section 4.4.2 and
abstract meanings in sub-section 4.4.3. Other features, like accent range (often
referred to as pitch range) and 'stylisation', which involve phonetic modification
of tones and to which independent meanings are sometimes attached, are dis-
cussed in sub-sections 4.4.4.1 and 4.4.4.3.

All the exposition in the preceding paragraphs has assumed that intonational
meanings are systematic, that a particular tone always has a certain abstract
meaning, and that, provided all the local conditioning factors are met (what all
these local conditioning factors are is ill-understood at present, although one
factor is clearly sentence-type), a particular tone will have a constant local
meaning. But there are also INTONATIONAL IDIOMS, which involve the yoking of
a particular lexical sequence to a particular pitch pattern. Such idioms involve
pitch patterns which do not form part of the systematically exploited tones of the
language. For example, a tune which almost all mothers use at some time or
another to their children involves a sequence of a high-level pitch plus mid-level
pitch on all gone (a similar, though not exactly equivalent, pattern is used for a
'stylised' tone mentioned in sub-section 4.4.4.3 below - see also chapter 6,
sub-section 6.1.2 for more on intonational idioms). In other cases (which I do not
wish to call idiomatic), although there is a yoking of tune and text, the tone used
is one which is exploited systematically in the language, and the yoking arises
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simply because of the unique appropriateness of one tone to a very common

lexical expression. So Would you believe it! almost always has a pattern with a

low-fall on -lieve- with a preceding high pitch on Would, e.g.

Would you believe it!

But this sequence of pre-nuclear high plus low-falling nuclear tone regularly has

a local meaning of 'weighty', particularly when co-occurring with a sentence in

the syntactic form of an interrogative, but functioning as an exclamation. So it

is only intonational idioms 'proper', i.e. those involving unusual pitch sequences,

which lie outside the central intonational system of the language.

4.4.1 Local meanings

I now turn my attention to the central intonational system, and

exemplify some of the local meanings of the seven nuclear tones of English set

up in chapter 3, section 3.7: high-fall, low-fall, rise-fall, low-rise, high-rise, fall-

rise, mid-level.

4.4.1.1 Falls. The two simple falling tones, low-fall and high-fall, were treated as

distinct nuclear tones in English in chapter 3, section 3.7, on the basis that a low-

fall typically involves a step-down from any preceding pre-nuclear syllables and

a high-fall typically involves a step-up. But this represented a bit of a simplifi-

cation. A high-fall will certainly involve a step-up but not all steps-up can be

regarded as high-falls: if, for example, the pre-nuclear syllables are on a very low

pitch, the voice cannot help but go up in pitch if it is to accommodate a fall. So

the distinction between low-fall and high-fall is only really clear-cut when pre-

ceding syllables are around the middle or high part of a speaker's range (see

further discussion in sub-section 4.4.4.1 below). Because the distinction between

high-fall and low-fall is not always clear-cut, many analysts conflate high-fall

and low-fall simply as fall; and treat the difference in the height of falls as gra-

dient and the meanings associated with them also as gradient. I shall return to

this problem of gradience in sub-section 4.4.4.1 below. For the moment the dis-

tinction in meaning between high-fall and low-fall is based on the clear-cut cases

involving steps-up and steps-down.

Both falling tones involve a sense of finality, of completeness, definiteness, and

separateness when used with declaratives; hence both tones are more common

on sentence final intonation-groups than on sentence non-final intonation-

groups. The low-fall is generally more uninterested, unexcited, and dispassionate

whereas the high-fall is more interested, more excited, more involved; cf.
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He stayed for three N hours
He 'stayed for three \hours

The presence of the high pitch accent (involving a step-up from he to stayed and

marked ') before the low fall makes the meaning more 'weighty'; whereas the

absence of such a high accent makes the high fall more 'protesting', e.g.

He stayed for three x hours

In their use with interrogatives and imperatives, the falling tones carry similar

meanings to those they carry with declaratives, although the low-fall will often

also be rather hostile. This is particularly the case with low-falls on tag response

questions, e.g.

(I've just started writing my new book) \Have you?

Clearly, in the context of the above example, interest is the expected attitude, and

lack of interest is taken as hostility. As has already been mentioned in the pre-

ceding section, falling tones on reversed polarity tag questions generally indicate

a high expectation of agreement (i.e. it is unlikely that there is any more to be

said on the matter).

The rise-fall tone can be grouped semantically with the two simple falling tones

just discussed; like them, the rise-fall involves a sense of finality, completeness,

definiteness, and separateness, particularly when used with declaratives. There

are two rather different local meanings which are additionally characteristic of

the rise-fall. The first is 'impressed', e.g.

(He got a first) ADid he! / At ACambridge, /Atoo!

With this sort of meaning, breathy voice is often also involved and the effect is

one of 'gossip', e.g.

Have you heard about A Jane? / She's A pregnant!

(This meaning of rise-fall is also produced by humming it, i.e. [Amm].) As illus-

trated by the examples above, the 'impressed' meaning is often a local meaning

of rise-fall in association with yes/no interrogatives as well as declaratives. Its

particular use with yes/no interrogatives of the response tag sort seems to

produce a sentence function of an exclamatory type; indeed the meaning is also

common with exclamations grammatically marked as such, e.g.

I enjoyed the whole concert / but what a fiAnale!
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The other local meaning commonly associated with rise-fall is 'challenging'. This

may occur with clauses of any syntactic type (whereas the 'impressed' meaning

does not seem to co-occur with wh interrogatives and imperatives), e.g.

(I don't like to keep reminding him) But you damn well A ought to!
(They're emptying the dustbins) They A always empty them on Fridays
(I couldn't find any adverbs) But there are Alots of them in the text
(I need a nice long holiday) Don't we Aall!

On the face of it, the two meanings of rise-fall appear very different; even when

a more general meaning has been ascribed to the rise-fall, such a general meaning

has seemed to reflect only one or the other of these two local meanings. The

meaning has been described as 'something sustained as overriding opposition'

(Bolinger, 1947: 136) which seems to be more akin to the 'challenging' meaning;

and as 'besides, like fall, adding information to the common ground, also

add[ing] to the speaker's own store of knowledge' (Brazil, Coulthard, and Johns,

1980: 56), which seems more akin to the 'impressed'. One of the reasons for

giving abstract meanings to tones (discussed in the next section), as opposed to

the local meanings now being discussed, should be to explain the diverse local

meanings of tones. As will be seen, the pragmatic factors which govern local

meanings are ill-understood, but in this case of the meaning of rise-fall, the

explanation seems to lie in different speaker-listener relations. The 'challenging'

as opposed to the 'impressed' meaning seems to arise where the speaker is dis-

agreeing with the listener in some way; hence the examples of the 'challenging'

meaning above are all responses, whereas the 'impressed' meaning may or may

not be a response. Another local meaning sometimes ascribed to rise-fall is

'ironic' or 'sarcastic'; but these meanings arise in a rather different way. Like

many types of humour, they depend on a mismatch, in this case between situ-

ation and linguistic expression. If you do something stupid and I say A Clever!

there is firstly a mismatch between the obvious stupidity of your action and my

use of the word clever, but the sarcasm is made even more telling by my use of

a tone which would normally indicate that I was 'impressed'.

4.4.1.2 Rises (dependent). So far I have discussed the three falling tones, low-fall,

high-fall, and rise-fall; I now turn my attention to the rising tones; low-rise, high-

rise, and fall-rise. In chapter 3, section 3.7, it was made clear that the distinction

between low-rise and high-rise is established principally on the basis of their fin-

ishing point. Mid-level also has to be grouped with the rising tones because it is

generally commutable with them in similar contexts and with similar meanings.

The first point to be made about all four tones is that they are all very common

on sentence non-final intonation-groups. This is not to say that falling tones are
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impossible in such positions but that they are altogether less common and also

that they emphasise the separateness of the information in the intonation-groups

rather than the dependency of one group (using a rising tone) on the other (using

a falling tone). Sentence non-final intonation-groups are principally of three

kinds (see above in section 4.2 of this chapter): noun-phrase subjects, adverbials,

and subordinating and coordinating clauses. In all these cases the use of a rising

tone signals dependency or non-finality. Noun-phrase subjects given a separate

group frequently have a fall-rise, particularly when the contrastive nature of the

subject is being emphasised, e.g.

Private venterprise / is always efficient / whereas public /ownership
/means inefficiency

In this example the subject of the first clause has a fall-rise signalling non-finality

and contrast whereas for the subject of the second clause the speaker chooses a

simple low-rise, which means that he chooses not to repeat the contrastivity. The

difference in usage between low-rise, high-rise, and mid-level in non-final posi-

tions is best characterised as one of style: the low-rise is the most oratorical and

is also typical of a formal reading style, the high-rise is more casual, and the mid-

level seems to carry no meaning other than that of non-finality, which is perhaps

why it alone of these three tones occurs only in non-final position. Try reading

the example above substituting firstly high-rise for the first three groups and then

mid-level for the first three groups, i.e.

Private Enterprise / is always efficient / whereas public Ownership / means
inefficiency
Private > enterprise / is always e>fficient / whereas public > ownership /
means inefficiency

The almost complete non-use of low-rise, and the increasing use of high-rise in

non-final intonation-groups may be one feature distinguishing American English

from British English; it also seems to be increasing in some types of Australian

English (whereas fall-rise seems to be on the increase in these positions in British

English).

The use of rising tones on adverbials is very similar to that on subjects, except

that, in some cases, the fall-rise is not obviously contrastive but merely specially

emphatic, cf.

Unv fortunately / their best player didn't turn xup
Un/fortunately / their best player didn't turn xup
Unfortunately / their best player didn't turn xup
Un> fortunately / their best player didn't turn xup

There are some adverbials which are exceptional in that they regularly take a

falling tone in non-final position (and, for that matter, when given a separate
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group in other positions), and there are other adverbials which may take either

a falling tone (i.e. low-fall, high-fall, or rise-fall) or a rising tone (i.e. low-rise,

high-rise, fall-rise, or mid-level). This illustrates priorities in the ORIENTATION of

the meaning of tones. Sometimes a tone may be oriented towards distinguishing

non-final from final; at other times it is oriented towards the relationship between

the information in the two groups, in this case between adverbial and main

clause. Adverbials which limit the information in the main clause take a rise,

while those that reinforce take a fall. Orientation towards the limiting/reinforcing

dimension takes priority over orientation towards finality/non-finality. Hence

reinforcing adverbials take a fall even in non-final position, e.g.

v Literally / he banged his head against the xwall
Of xcourse / if you do it vthat way / it won't xwork
Bedsides / he didn't get a high enough xmark
cf. Presumably / he thinks he xcan
v Usually / he comes on xSundays
Accivdentally / he got it xright

Some adverbials may take either a falling or a rising tone: it is as if they are only

reinforcing enough to allow the speaker the choice of letting the reinforcement

take priority, e.g.

xClearly / he's not as good as he Nthinks he is
vClearly / he's not as good as he xthinks he is
NevertheMess /1 don't think I xshall
Neverthevless / I don't think I xshall

The rule of reinforcement priority also applies in reverse in sentence-final

position. Most adverbials take a rise in final position, because most adverbials

are limiting, e.g.

I went to xLondon / on /Monday
He didn't get a high enough xmark/ un/ fortunately

Only reinforcing adverbs allow a final falling tone, e.g.

I do it xthis way / xalways
He made a xmess of it / deliberately

Some other types of expression can also take low-rise in final position: these

include verbs of speaking like answer and say and epistemic verbs like think, e.g.

You'll rue the day you xdid that / he /said
He wants to see you dexflated /1 i/magine

In the case of co-ordinate clauses, the first clause is most likely to have one of

the rising tones (or mid-level), the choice between these tones again being made
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on similar grounds to those influencing the choice for noun-phrase subjects and

for adverbials. In British English at least, low-rise and mid-level seem to be the

most common, e.g.

He took the /car / and drove to x London
He cleaned it >up / and sold it for two hundred xpounds

Use of a rise in the first of two co-ordinate clauses followed by a fall in the second

involves two (successive) aspects of a single action, whereas use of a fall in each

clause involves two distinct (and often parallel) actions, cf.

She's twenty-eight years xold / and lives in East xGrinstead
She's twenty-eight years /old / and thinking of starting a xfamily

In the case of subordinate clauses, the situation is more complex. In almost all

cases, one of the two clauses (i.e. subordinate clause or main clause) will take a

falling tone while the other takes a rising tone (i.e. only very rarely will both take

a fall or both take a rise). The rising tone will indicate non-finality and/or infor-

mational dependence, while the falling tone will indicate finality and/or informa-

tional ascendancy. In the typical case non-finality, dependence, and syntactic

subordination co-occur, e.g.

Because I hadn't had any v aspirins /1 felt a bit x better

Also very common is the case in which the subordinate clause is in second

position and in which it still takes the rise, informational dependence taking pri-

ority over finality in the choice of tone, e.g.

I feel a bit x better / when I don't take any /aspirins

It is also possible for informational dependency/ascendancy to clash with subor-

dination, e.g.

I felt a bit v better / because I hadn't taken any xaspirins

The one combination which seems unlikely is where informational dependency

clashes with both syntactic subordination and non-finality, e.g.

*Because I don't take xaspirins /1 feel a bit vbetter

It should by now also be apparent that the type of rising tone involved in

sequences of subordinate clause plus main clause, or main clause plus subor-

dinate clause, is most likely to be fall-rise in non-final position or low-rise in final

position (the same applies to adverbials given a separate intonation-group), e.g.

When you think how much is invvolved / it's not altogether xeasy
It's not altogether xeasy / when you think how much is in/volved
Last v spring / we managed to get away to x Paris
We managed to get away to xParis / last /spring
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There is no convincing explanation for the preference for fall-rise in one position

and low-rise in the other. In fact such a preference raises one of the most difficult

problems of intonational meaning: how far are tones meaningful and how far

habitual? Is it due to mere habit that different types of rise are preferred in dif-

ferent positions? Or again, if one particular speaker consistently prefers a

high-rise on co-ordinate clauses in non-final positions as opposed to the more

common low-rise of other speakers of his dialect, is this to be considered as indi-

cating that he is a 'casual' person or is it just his habit? There is no easy answer

to this question; indeed it is a question which can apply in many areas of lin-

guistics (e.g. how far does the habitual use of a certain construction like the

passive rob that construction of its impact?).

4.4.1.3 Rises (independent). We now have to consider the uses of low-rise, high-

rise, and fall-rise in those cases where their meanings do not depend so obviously

on their relationship with the tone of another intonation-group; principally, this

means independent clauses. The low-rise is probably the most difficult of the

nuclear tones to which to attach typical local meanings; part of this difficulty

exists because with this tone the presence or absence of an additional high pitch

accent before it often makes a considerable difference to the meaning. On declar-

atives, the tone always involves an element of uncertainty. With no preceding

high pitch accent, an additional meaning of'non-committal' or even 'grumbling'

is conveyed, e.g.

It's /not
He didn't help /me

This use of the tone seems to have something in common with low-fall, a feeling

of 'distance' or 'non-involvement' (and this common factor is one argument for

a feature analysis of English tones, i.e. that the feature [-flow] has a consistent

meaning). With a preceding high pitch accent, however, the additional meaning

is best described as 'soothing', 'reassuring', or even 'patronising' (it is a tone fre-

quently used by adults to very young children), e.g.

You must 'let me /help you
All you'll feel is 'one little /prick
I'll be 'back next /week

What seems to have happened here is that the uncertainty is felt by the speaker

to be in the mind of the listener (i.e. the tone is listener-oriented).

The meanings which the low-rise has with declaratives are reflected in their use

with other sentence-types. Here are some examples of the 'non-committal' usage

(i.e. without a preceding high accent):

Why /should I?
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What's it got to do with /her?
/Really!

This type of use is uncommon with imperatives and with yes/no interrogatives.

It is, however, very common with tag interrogatives where the element of uncer-

tainty is very much more apparent with low-rises than with a falling tone; cf.

He's xpassed / Wasn't he?
He's ^passed / /hasn't he?

It is also used with constant polarity tag interrogatives, often with a 'menacing'

overtone. With such tags falls are impossible; cf.

You're xgoing / /are you?
*You're xgoing / xare you?

Part of the reason for the non-occurrence of falling tones here may be that this

sort of tag is frequently used in situations where the relevant information has

already been overtly presented, or at least implied, by a previous speaker (who is

now usually the listener); a falling tone would demand agreement from the lis-

tener, but demanding agreement when the listener has already himself presented

the information is pragmatically inappropriate. An alternative explanation for

the impossibility of falls on constant polarity tags (and absolute impossibility is

a rare thing in intonation) analyses them as always non-prominent and only

occurring as tails to nuclear tones begun on the main clause. By this analysis

You 're Agoing /are you? is not to be taken as two groups but as a single unified

fall-rise nuclear tone beginning on going. Support for this analysis comes from:

(i) the fact that a pause is not usual between main clause and tag

whereas a pause is common in the case of reversed polarity tags

(ii) the 'menacing' meaning present in many constant polarity tags

comes very close to one of the common meanings of fall-rise, that of

'warning' (see below, this sub-section)

(iii) constant polarity tags also occur on the tail to a simple rise

beginning on the main clause, e.g.

You're going are you ?

This pattern is very common on sentences where the subject is elided, e.g. Watch

a lot of /television do you? Together the three arguments suggest that the fall-rise

solution to constant polarity tags is probably to be preferred.

Here are some examples of low-rise with a preceding high pitch accent on sen-

tence-types other than declaratives:
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' Why don't you do it /this way?
1 Can you /help me?
' Don't let him /bully you

The 'reassuring' meaning is generally clearly present with wh interrogatives and

imperatives, but is generally less apparent with yes/no interrogatives, where the

meaning seems to be something like 'politely interested' as compared with the

more 'brusque' use of a fall, cf.

'Are you coming to the /meeting tonight?
'Are you coming to the ^meeting tonight ?

I have already mentioned that this is an area where there are differences (not yet

fully studied) between R.P. and G.A. English. The use of low-rise on yes/no inter-

rogatives may indeed sound 'patronising', or 'ingratiating' to Americans, who are

more likely to use high-rise.

While the low-rise has a group of local meanings which are particularly dif-

ficult to summarise, the high-rise, on the other hand, involves a fairly consistent

meaning across all sentence-types. This meaning is basically that of 'echo or

repeat question' (see this chapter, sub-section 4.3.3.2 above), sometimes also

called 'contingent queries' or 'pardon questions'. Here are some examples on

various sentence-types:

(I'm taking up taxidermy this autumn) Taking up 'what?
(She passed her driving test last week) She 'passed ?
(When are you going to do it?) When am I going to 7do it?
(Are you going to let him get away with it?) Am I going to let him get
a'way with it? / Of ^course I'm not
(Make sure you get there at ten) At 'ten?

Some of these responses clearly add a note of incredulity as well as being ques-

tioning. This note is also present where high-rise is used on simple repetition

requests, e.g.

' Pardon? 'Uh? 'What?

High-rise can also be used on yes/no interrogatives which are not responses. This

use of high-rise as compared with low-rise produces a more casual air in R.P.,

e.g.

Are you 'going?
cf. Are you /going?

However, high-rise seems to be the more common pattern in many types of

American English and also in some varieties of British English (e.g. Norfolk).

The spreading use of high-rise on declaratives where no questioning seems to be

involved (so-called HRT or 'uptalk') is dealt with under 5.2 below.
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Fall-rises have been mentioned three times before in this book. In chapter 3,

sub-section 3.2.4,1 discussed sequences of two pitch accents involving a fall and

a rise which were best analysed as involving two intonation-groups with intona-

tional sandhi operating to delete the boundary marking between the two groups.

In chapter 3, section 3.7,1 noted that (even leaving aside the cases where the best

analysis is into two groups) there appear to be two very different meanings

associated with fall-rise tones. This is very clear when we consider examples of

divided fall-rises which involve a sequence of two pitch accents, where the first

accent (the fall) is nuclear because the second accent (the rise) is downgraded (see

chapter 3, section 3.4 above), e.g.

(i) (But you said she was married.)

No, I said I Hhought she was /married

(ii) (It turns out the man Julie is bringing is her husband.)

Yes, I Hhought she was /married

Of these two examples, (ii) has the meaning which listeners are more likely to

ascribe to the sentence when said in isolation. The meaning involved has an

element of 'I told you so' and is 'self-justificatory' and/or 'appealing'. Here are

some more examples with similar meanings on different sentence-types:

I Nknew she wouldn't /do it
I'm Monging to see your new /coat
Do you Nhave to be so /stubborn?
NWhen will you learn to keep your /mouth shut?
v Please sit /down

From 'appeal' it is but a short step in meaning to 'warning', which is a very

common meaning of fall-rise on both declaratives and imperatives, e.g.

You won't vlike it
Be careful you don't vfall

However, it is the meaning of the (i) sentence above which probably represents

the group of meanings most typical of fall-rise. This group of meanings can be

summed up in the word 'reservations' and includes what might be called

'emphatic contrast' and 'contradiction'. It is limited to declaratives; here are some

examples:

(When will we be seeing you?) Well /1 could come on v Saturday
I like his vwife (although I can't stand him)
(Is that part of the coast very crowded at weekends?) Well v Hastings will
be
(That was quite a good hotel really) It wasn't what you'd call vclean
(She's twenty-two, isn't she?) Twenty vnine
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A special use of fall-rise (although, as we shall see, not necessarily a special

meaning) concerns its interaction with negatives. The word on which the nucleus

falls is always included in the scope of negation but the fall-rise limits the scope

of negation so that it does not apply to the main verb (unless the main verb itself

takes the fall-rise). In the following examples the scope of negation is indicated

by the use of italics:

I'm not going to perform "^anywhere
I'm not going to perform y anywhere (= 'I'm going to perform but not in
any place')
Cheap tickets are not available to ^anyone
Cheap tickets are not available to v anyone (= 'Cheap tickets are available
but not to any person')
They don't accept xany sort ofGCSE results
They don't accept v'any sort of GCSEresults (= They accept GCSE results
but not any sort of GCSE results')
She didn 't go to the conference because she needed a x holiday
She didn 7 go to the conference because she needed a y holiday (=
'She went to the conference but not because she needed a holiday')
He wouldn't have done it if you'd xhit him (- 'He didn't do it nor would he
have done it even if you had hit him')
He would/i7 have done it if you'd yhit him (= 'He did it but he wouldn't
have done it if he had been hit')
sAll of them didn't pass the exam ( = 'None of them passed')
v All of them didn 7 pass the exam (= 'Some of them passed the exam but
not all')
He didn't get xone credit (= 'He got none')
He didn7 get vone credit (= 'He didn't get only one but lots')

Notice that the meaning of the example with the fall-rise can always be glossed

with a 'but ' I n this way these examples are not so very different from the

use of the fall-rise in a positive sentence, e.g.

I like vJohn ('but ')

In both negative and positive sentences this meaning of fall-rise can be glossed as

'reservations'. This meaning indicates that the statement is true under certain con-

ditions but not under others. In the case of the any sentences this results in a dif-

ferent meaning of any. Some grammarians have actually argued that there are two

lexical items anyx (= 'absolutely any ') and any2 (= 'any chosen at random').

If we adopt this analysis, by a process of semantic harmony, the use of a fall will

always call up anyv while the use of a fall-rise will always call up anyx I have so

far talked about two groups of meanings associated with the fall-rise: the (i)

meanings ('reservations', 'contrast', 'contradiction') and the (ii) meanings

('self-justification', 'appeal', 'warning'). Although the detailed pitch patterns
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associated with the two meanings are commonly identical, some speakers will

realise the two meanings differently when two pitch accents are involved. Let us

return to the examples which opened the discussion of fall-rise, i.e.

(i) I Hhought she was /married (but I did not know so and it turned out

she wasn't)

(ii) I Hhought she was /married (and so she was!)

Both meanings may involve the following pitch pattern:

I thought she was married

But only the (i) meaning may alternatively be realised as:

I thought she was married

In this realisation there is no second pitch accent (although marr- may carry a

tertiary stress dependent on length and loudness). Hence many analysts regard

the (i) meanings as involving a 'genuine' fall-rise and the (ii) meanings as

involving a 'fall plus rise'. Whatever we call them we are certainly justified, on

grounds of both meaning and form, in enlarging our inventory of English nuclear

tones to differentiate fall-rise (i) from fall-rise (ii).

One last type of fall-rise is worth mentioning: a 'whining' variant of high-rise

in echoes and tag responses, e.g.

(I didn't go after all) You v didn't? (or: v Didn't you?)

This type of fall-rise appears to involve a different contour from those used in

the preceding examples, cf.

(He didn't go away) He v didn't?
(He went away) He v didn't.

The main factor which distinguishes the two seems to be the depth of the trough.

This piece of evidence could be used to argue for the setting up of a further dis-

tinction of low fall-rise versus high fall-rise (although I pursue the matter no

further because the occurrence of this 'echo fall-rise' is very restricted, both in its

contexts of use, and as regards the speakers who use it, at least within R.P.).

This section has illustrated some of the typical local meanings of the nuclear

tones of R.P. and most of these meanings will also apply to American English.
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Many other dialects of English, particularly some urban dialects of north Britain,

operate with a very different set of nuclear tones, but the tones and meanings just

described will in most cases be at least receptively familiar. The tones and local

meanings exemplified in this section will hopefully give the reader some (albeit

slight) body of concrete data which will form the basis of the more theoretical

discussions in later sections of this chapter.

4.4.1.4 Tonal sequences. It is worth surveying the preceding sections on local

meanings of tones and summarising the most common tonal sequences in sen-

tences. The most common sequence is undoubtedly that of a rising tone on a

non-final group followed by a falling tone on a final group. The rising tone may

be low-rise, high-rise, fall-rise, or mid-level, and it typically occurs on an

adverbial, or a noun-phrase subject, or on a subordinate or co-ordinate clause,

e.g.

Sur>prisingly / it all worked out O.XK.
If I were vyou /1 'd get a xmove on
The /speakers / were John and Mary \ Smith
He joined the /Army / and spent all his time in x Aldershot

The second tone of this sort of sequence may be varied where the sentence itself

is not a straightforward statement (it may, for instance, be a question or an

appeal):

If I v helped you / would you try a/gain?
Of >course / he could have got a much better revsuit

A second very common sequence involves a falling tone on the first group fol-

lowed by a low-rise on the second group. The low-rise typically occurs on an

adverbial, or on a tag question of the reversed polarity kind where the listener is

given considerable latitude to disagree, e.g.

But I play vsquash / on Monday /evenings
You'd like to hear what H think / /wouldn't you?

The second tone in this type of sequence may be fall-rise when the adverbial
involves a particularly emphatic restriction, e.g.

I do it Hhat way / vusually

A third common type of sequence consists of a falling tone on the first group and

a falling tone on the second group. This is frequent on structures involving

reversed polarity tags where the speaker is demanding agreement, or on struc-

tures involving adverbials of the reinforcing type, e.g.

Ann said she'd help as much as she xcould / ^naturally
It's a bit too good to be Hrue /N isn't it ?
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These three types of sequence are the most frequent in English. This is not to say
that other sequences do not occur. Indeed if we examine enough data, we will
find almost all sequences occurring at least occasionally .

4.4.2 Conditioning factors

The preceding section 4.4.1 has surveyed various common local
meanings associated with nuclear tones in English. The meanings of any one
nuclear tone clearly vary at least slightly in different contexts; in some cases such
variation is considerable rather than slight. We must now face the question of
what actually brings about this slight or considerable variation in meaning. This
is a very ill-understood area of intonational and pragmatic study. All I am able
to do in the present state of knowledge is to summarise the factors which seem
to be relevant and recapitulate some examples of each factor at work.

The most obvious contextual factor is syntactic type. There have been
numerous examples in the preceding sections of different meanings attached to a
particular nuclear tone according to its use with various syntactic types. For
example, the meanings associated with the various rising tones when they are
used in sentence non-final intonation-groups clearly do not carry many of the
attitudinal implications which such tones carry in final intonation-groups; rather,
a meaning of 'non-finality' is apparent in them all, together with a variation in
the degree of formality associated with each tone. In sentence final intonation-
groups there is often variation in meaning which depends on whether the tone is
combined with declarative, or yes/no interrogative, or question word interrog-
ative, or imperative, or exclamative. For example, the use of a low-rise nuclear
tone (preceded by a high pitch accent) is frequently patronising with declaratives
but less obviously so with yes/no interrogatives, for which it seems in many ways
to be the most neutral tone, cf.

You mustn't let him /hassle you
Do you 'think it would /work O.K.?

It seems likely that tense also affects the interpretation of a nuclear tone. One
group of meanings associated with fall-rise was described as 'self-justificatory' or
appealing or warning. It seems to be the case that the 'self-justificatory5 meaning
is associated with a past tense whereas the other meanings are associated with
present or future tense (in the main clause), cf.

I knew you wouldn't be able to vdo it
I know you won't be able to vdo it

Where differences of meaning associated with declaratives compared with yes/no
or question word interrogatives are concerned, it is obvious that different
speaker-listener relationships are involved. Such differences in speaker-listener
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relationships may, however, show up in other intonational ways. The meaning of

a nuclear tone may turn out differently according to whether the speaker is

agreeing or disagreeing with the previous speaker (who is now the listener). For

example, the 'impressed' meaning of the rise-fall seems to arise where the speaker

is agreeing with the listener whereas the 'challenging' meaning arises where he is

disagreeing; it is as if the 'challenging' meaning is 'negative-impressed', cf.

(He got a distinction!) ADid he!
(I don't like to keep reminding him) Well, you damn well Aought to!

Speaker-listener relationships are also involved in the degree to which a speaker

matches his tone to that of a previous speaker. If a speaker uses a fall of the low

variety (which shows a lack of involvement) in response to a high-fall (which

shows involvement), the listener will interpret the tone as 'bored' and possibly

'hostile', e.g.

(I've decided to apply for the N Aston job) \Have you?

More general contextual effects may be at work in the interpretation of tonal

meaning. By these I mean the context set by the preceding utterances and by the

co-occurring physical situation. A mismatch between tone and context may rein-

force an ironical effect already present in the co-occurring grammar and lexis, e.g.

(How do you know he's reliable?) He's my xbrother / /isn't he?

Here the situation was such that the first speaker certainly knew that the person

referred to and the listener were brothers, and the second speaker certainly knew

that the first speaker knew. The words themselves were therefore ironic; but

notice that the speaker uses a low-rise on the tag, a tone which is more obviously

questioning than a fall. The use of a questioning tone where nothing is in

question strengthens the irony. A tone frequently used to reinforce irony is the

rise-fall; adjectives like brilliant, clever, splendid are frequently used with a rise-

fall to comment on a situation which is actually a disaster in the speaker's view.

The fact that tones are sometimes deliberately used in contexts where they would

be inappropriate if they were not interpreted ironically clearly implies its

opposite: that some tones are very appropriate to some contexts. This is apparent

in the fact that 'limiting' adverbs like usually and accidentally take rises whereas

'reinforcing' adverbs like frequently and deliberately take falls.

A number of potential context effects have been identified in this section:

non-final v. final; declarative v. yes/no interrogative v. wh interrogative v. imper-

ative v. exclamative; tense; agreement v. disagreement; relationship to preceding

tone; and general context, including preceding utterances and physical situation.

Lurking behind many of these particular factors is the more general one of

speaker-listener relationship. A good part of the variation in local meanings
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associated with nuclear tones may be attributable to such contextual factors and,
in particular, to speaker-listener relationships. It is, on the other hand, also pos-
sible that some of the variation may be ascribable to tonetic variation which has
not been as yet adequately described. For example, the 'menacing' overtone
which frequently accrues to the low-rise used on constant polarity tags may result
from a slight tonetic variation in the actual tone; it might, for instance, involve
a very narrow rise (this applies regardless of whether we analyse it as a separate
low-rise nuclear tone, or as the rising part of a fall-rise beginning in the preceding
main clause). We still have much to learn about the influence both of context and
of relatively fine-grained tonetic changes.

4.4.3 Abstract meanings

At the beginning of this section it was suggested that nuclear tones
have fairly abstract basic meanings which as a result of conditioning factors turn
up with a variety of local meanings. In sub-section 4.4.1 some typical local
meanings were described. In sub-section 4.4.2 some potential conditioning factors
were described. When we now come to look at abstract meanings, the problems
of description are further multiplied. Firstly, no analyst has systematically related
abstract to local meanings; rather, some have concerned themselves principally
with the description of local meanings and some with the characterisation of
abstract meanings. Therefore, when we come to look at the abstract systems pro-
posed, we will find no easy way of relating them to the local meanings described
in sub-section 4.4.1. Secondly, the inventory of seven nuclear tones which I have
used to describe the local meanings is generally reduced in number by collapsing
a number of nuclear tones under one heading. Typically, we end up with either
a simple distinction between falls and rises, or else we are presented with a
threefold distinction between falls, rises, and fall-rises. In both cases other dis-
tinctions are seen as involving more delicate divisions within these primary cate-
gories. I propose to look briefly at one representative of each of these two types
of analysis: those of Brazil (1975, 1978, 1994) and Gussenhoven (1983a, 1983b,
1984). I then look briefly at the 'compositional' approach to intonational
meaning in the current ToBI framework described in 3.9.2 above.

4.4.3.1 A two-tone approach. The basic tonal distinction in Brazil's system is
between fall and fall-rise. (References in this section are to Brazil (1975) unless
otherwise stated.) The distinction is seen as principally discoursal: the falling tone
is 'proclaiming' while the fall-rise is 'referring'. 'Fall-rise tone marks the matter
of the tone-group as part of the shared, already negotiated, common ground
occupied by the participants at a particular moment in an on-going relationship.
Choice of falling tone, by contrast, marks the matter as new' (p. 6). Intensified
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versions of the fall-rise and the fall are the simple rise (= a rise ending high) and

the rise-fall respectively. Intensification indicates 'an extra measure of

involvement on the part of the speaker' (p. 7). There is also a 'neutral' tone which

may be either level or low-rising. With this tone 'the speaker avoids making the

tone-group either proclaiming or referring The common factor seems

to be a kind of withholding or withdrawal from the interactive situation' (p. 8).

However, this tone appears only rarely in his transcriptions, and I think we are

justified in regarding Brazil's approach as essentially two-toned. The semantic

distinction between 'proclaiming' and 'referring' is obviously related to the dis-

tinction between given and new information (see this chapter, sub-section 4.3.3

above). Brazil explains the difference in a way which makes the rise of the

'referring' tone a sort of half-way house between the completely new information

of the falling tone and the completely given information of stretches of utterance

which have no pitch prominence, e.g.

/ p John I r painted the shed I (p. 22)

(/ = tone-group boundary; p = proclaiming tone; r - referring tone; italic indi-

cates tonic (= nucleus).)

This example might occur as the response to 'Who painted the shed?' Such a

reply is said by Brazil to be 'helpful' because it takes 'account of the respondent's

assessment of the state of convergence' (p. 23). The additional term 'termination'

is used to refer to the pitch level of the turning-point of the tonic (i.e. in the terms

I have used, it describes variations in accent range); for example, this takes care

of variations between a fall starting at a high pitch, at a mid pitch, and at a low

pitch. A mid termination is said to anticipate passive agreement, a high termi-

nation to invite an active response, and a low termination to close matters. This

system of termination interacts closely with the system of key (which principally

concerns the pitch of the first prominent syllable) which I shall discuss in section

4.5 below.

The basic problem with this sort of labelling of tones is that it appears to

become very much post hoc. Consider the following examples:

/ r I've come to see you / p with the rash I r I've got on my chin I p and
underneath I r which has developed I p in the past three days I r well it's
irritating / r and at work I r with the dust I r us being a clothing factory /
r well I find it's irritating / p makes me want to scratch it / (p. 7)

Brazil does say that 'the decision as to what parts of what he says can be marked

as referring rests, of course, with the speaker' (p. 7) but even so it is difficult to

see any reason why some tonics (nuclei) should be called 'referring' and others

'proclaiming' other than that the use of rises and falls requires these labels. Part
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of the problem is that any labels for abstract meanings are likely to appear post

hoc in the absence of a detailed working out of their relationship to local

meanings. Another part of the problem lies in Brazil's choice of the labels 'pro-

claiming' and 'referring' which are heavily discourse-oriented, when, as we have

seen, at least some part of the local meanings of almost all tones is attitudinal.

This can clearly be seen if we return to the first example quoted:

Ip John I r painted the shed I (p. 22)

The p (fall) on John 'proclaims' him as new, whereas the 'referring' r (fall-rise)

on shed indicates 'the respondent's assessment of the state of convergence'. But

the fall-rise actually conveys much more than this here. It says: 'As to who

painted the shed, it was John. But in my view there is something else which has

happened, which is of more importance, and which I would have expected you

to ask about.' It carries one of the typical local meanings of fall-rise, i.e. 'reser-

vations'. It could of course be argued that all the attitudinal meanings arise from

conditioning factors, but without a systematic illustration of this position, less

theoretically-biased labels for abstract meanings would be more appropriate.

4.4.3.2 A three-tone approach. Gussenhoven (page references following are to

(1983a)) has a basic threefold distinction of tone: fall, fall-rise, and rise (note that

this is not so very different from Brazil who, in addition to the proclaiming fall

and the referring fall-rise, has, in theory if not much in practice, a 'neutral' tone

(level or low-rise)). The linguistic material which is placed in focus (and thus indi-

cated by one of the tones) is seen as 'the speaker's declared contribution to the

conversation', while that which is out of focus 'constitutes his cognitive starting-

point' (p. 383). In-focus material is termed the 'variable' and out-of-focus

material is termed the 'background'. Choice of nuclear tone is seen as the choice

of a different 'manipulation' of the variable with respect to the background. Thus

Gussenhoven, like Brazil, also sees the meanings of the tones as mainly dis-

coursal; nevertheless, he uses a less loaded set of labels. A fall is said to involve

'V-addition'. Its meaning is paraphrased as: 'I want you to know that from now

on I consider [this material] to be part of our Background' (p. 384). A fall-rise

involves 'V-selection' and can be paraphrased as: 'I want you to take note of the

fact that this material is part of our Background' (p. 384). A rise involves 'V-rel-

evance testing' and can be paraphrased as: 'I will leave it up to you to determine

whether we should establish this Variable as being part of the Background' (p.

384). Gussenhoven illustrates the meanings of the three tones by reference to the

following examples:

The Nhouse is on fire
The v house is on fire
The 'house is on fire?
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Variation in the height and complexity of tones is produced by pitch range (=

accent range), which operates in gradient fashion (see sub-section 4.4.4.1 below);

and by a feature of 'delay', which operates on the three tones to produce rise-

fall, rise-fall-rise, and delayed rise (see Gussenhoven (1983b) and further dis-

cussion in 4.4.4.2 below). Tones can also be either 'speaker-serving' or

'hearer-serving' and this produces considerable variations in local meanings; cf.

Of Ncourse / he's an ^expert (I remember now)
7See / he's an xexpert (Now you must believe me)

It is still difficult to see how certain uses of the tones fit into the system. For

example, how exactly do we deal with the requirement of a fall on always but a

rise or a fall-rise on usually! In what sense is always an addition but usually a

selection?

This sort of difficulty applies to any characterisation of the abstract meanings

of intonation. One way of dealing with such problems is to regard tones as having

differences of ORIENTATION. The application of tones to always and usually may

be regarded as a lexical orientation, whereby the fall involves an absolute mod-

ifier but fall-rise a selective modifier. This does not of course explain the potential

alternative of simple rise on usually (I cannot see how 'V-relevance testing' is

involved). Other orientations (and these are discussed by Gussenhoven himself in

1983b) may apply to:

(i) sentence non-final intonation-groups (remember how the local meanings of
tones were very different in non-final groups as compared with final and
independent groups)

(ii) conversation initiators. Compare the following initiations:

vMary (the speaker reactivates the conversation)
vMary (the speaker demands a conversation)
/ Mary (the speaker wonders if a conversation can begin)

(iii) interrogative structures. Here the orientation of the tones is transferred to
the potential answer of the hearer. A fall invites the listener to add a
variable to the background, whereas a fall-rise invites the listener to recall
something from the background, cf.

What did you do Mast year?
What did you do vlast year?

This last example raises an altogether different problem which must at least be

mentioned before finishing this discussion of abstract meanings. On both

question word interrogatives like the one above and on yes/no interrogatives,

some dialects of English (for example, the North-West Midlands accent of

Staffordshire, West Derbyshire, Cheshire, and South Manchester) use fall-rises
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on interrogatives very frequently, while R.P. uses them relatively infrequently.
What does this tell us about the abstract meanings (and their different orienta-
tions) when compared across different dialects? It is highly unlikely that speakers
from one dialect recall material from the background more frequently than those
from another dialect. It is too easy to answer simply by saying that dialects have
different 'systems'. The North-West Midlands area referred to uses a set of
nuclear tones which is not substantially different from that of R.P.; the difference
between the two is principally that certain tones are used consistently more fre-
quently in certain contexts. The local uses and meanings of tones are not only a
product of abstract meaning plus orientation (and any further conditioning
factors not covered by orientation) but also seem to involve some purely habitual
influences. It becomes a habit, for example, to use a fall-rise on interrogatives,
and when this happens some of the meaning of the fall-rise is lost. This sort of
process must in some way be involved in intonational change. To some extent it
calls into doubt the hypothesis that abstract meaning plus orientation plus addi-
tional contextual factors can account for all intonational usage and meaning. Of
course the problem should not only face the intonationist but also the gram-
marian, as I have already suggested in sub-section 4.4.1.2 above (does the for-
mality of the English passive disappear if the construction is used excessively?).
The question of dialectal variation is returned to in chapter 5, section 5.3.

4.4.3.3 A compositional approach. Section 3.9 above outlined the two-levels
approach represented in much American work on intonation in the last two
decades and codified in the ToBI guidelines. The interpretation of intonational
meaning in that approach is generally claimed to be compositional. Thus the
pitch accents (H*, L*, L*+H, L+H* in ToBI, and, in the version for which most
of the discussion has taken place, H*+L and H+L* - although these are replaced
by !H* in ToBI), the phrase accents (realised by H~ and L~ phrasal tones), and
the boundary tones (H% and L%) are said to contribute separately to the prag-
matic interpretation of utterances. The only systematic attempt to describe
meanings in this way is in Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990) (henceforth
P&H), and what follows (including some of the examples) is based primarily on
that article. Tonal meanings are said to concern the relationship between the
propositional content of utterances and the mutual belief of the participants in
the conversation. More precisely they concern the speaker's beliefs about what is
mutually believed by speaker and hearer: for some tones the speaker has the
intention to add to what the hearer believes and for others he has no such
intention. Pitch accents are said to convey information about referents, modifiers,
and predicates and about various relationships between them which are specified
by lexical items. Phrase accents convey the degree of relatedness between inter-
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mediate phrases and boundary tones contribute information about the rela-

tionship between intonational phrases.

Pitch accents in general mark salience. H* marks new information; more

specifically the speaker indicates that 'the instantiation of the open expression by

the accented item should be added to the hearer's mutual belief space' (p. 289).

L* marks items intended to be salient but not to form part of what the speaker

is predicating in the utterance; more specifically it indicates that 'these items are

not to be instantiated in the open expression which is to be added to the hearer's

mutual beliefs' (p. 291). L*+H and L+H* 'are employed by the speaker to convey

the salience of some scale linking the accented item to other items salient in the

speaker's mutual beliefs' (p. 294). (Ward & Hirschberg (1985) suggest that the

use of L+H* implies a commitment to the pragmatic relevance of the scale,

whereas L*+H does not.) H*+L and H+L* are said by P&H to 'indicate that

support for the open expression's instantiation with the accented items should be

inferable by the hearer, from his representation of the mutual beliefs' (p. 297).

Glossing this, these sequences seem to mean that the speaker is asserting some-

thing which the hearer might have expected him to assert. But the examples of

these sequences are not altogether convincing (indeed P&H admit themselves that

H+L* is rare and difficult to interpret) and in any case these sequences have been

dropped in ToBI, the present 'standard' exposition of this system - see 3.9.2

above. I therefore do not discuss these sequences further in this section.

The basic meanings of the tones will of course all surface as part of a com-

posite meaning when combined in utterances with a phrasal tone and a boundary

tone. Some combinations involving the various pitch accents are (the location of

the pitch accents in the examples is indicated by small capitals):

(i) H*L"L% The contour of unmarked declaratives.

He didn't EAT it.

(ii) H*H H% Presenting information and simultaneously questioning it.

(To a receptionist) I'm the enginEER?

(iii) L*H~H% The canonical tone of yes/no interrogatives.

Has he gone awAY?

(iv) L*L"H% Asking about something the hearer ought to know.

I don't eat PORK.

(v) L*+HLH% Uncertainty about a scale.

He's a good BADminton player (Ward and Hirschberg, 1985:750)

The H~ phrasal tone indicates that an intermediate phrase is to be taken as

forming part of an interpretive unit with the following intermediate phrase;

whereas the L~ phrasal tone emphasises the separation of an intermediate phrase

from a subsequent phrase. P&H (p. 302) use a two-element list to illustrate this:
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(vi) Do you want apple juice or orange juice?

H* H"/ H* L"L%

(vi') Do you want apple juice or orange juice?

H* L-/ H* L-L%

They suggest that the H~ in (vi) makes 'apple juice' and 'orange juice' into an

entity whereas the L~ in (vi') emphasises the separate status of the apple juice and

thus does not evoke a larger interpretive entity. They also suggest (p. 304) that

choice of phrase accent can distinguish between the interpretation of 'and' as

simple conjunction (L~) or as implicational conjunction (H~):

(vii) George ate chicken soup and got sick.

H* H* H*L-/ H* H*L-L%

(vii') George ate chicken soup and got sick.

H* H* H*H-/ H* H*L-L%

In (vii') the implication is that the soup caused the sickness.

It is proposed by P&H that an H% indicates that an intonational phrase is to

be interpreted with reference to a following intonational phrase whereas L% is

unspecified for directionality. They give the following examples (p. 305):

(viii) (a) My new car manual is almost unreadable.

(b) It's quite annoying.

H*LH%

(c) I spent two hours figuring out how to use the jack,

(viii') (a) My new car manual is almost unreadable.

(b) It's quite annoying.

H* L-L%

(c) I spent two hours figuring out how to use the jack.

where (viii) is 'forward-looking' and where (viii') can be either 'forward-looking'

or 'backward-looking'. This explains why H% is canonical for yes/no questions,

where the forward reference of an H% is cross-speaker:

(ix) (a) Do you know how much it costs?

H*L-H%

(b) I think it costs five pounds.

Returning to examples (i)-(v) above, of pitch accent, phrase accent, and

boundary tone, I will now attempt to decompose the meanings of the sequences

of tones in the various examples. The H* pitch accent in (i) and (ii) marks

information to be added to the hearer's mutual beliefs, the L* in (iii) and (iv)

indicates that information is not so to be added. The L*+H in (iv) indicates
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uncertainty about a scale (the scale being the scale of excellence at various games).
It is not clear what contribution the phrase accents in (i)-(v) make. An H" phrase
accent is said to show a link to another intermediate phrase while an L~ does not;
but in intonational phrases which consist of only one intermediate phrase, what
is the function of the phrase accent? In an example like (v) it is clearly contributing
something since in purely tonal terms it is not redundant (i.e. if the L~ were not
present there would be no dip in pitch). The contribution of the boundary tones
in (i)-(v) is more straightforward: the L% in (i) indicates that there is no necessary
link to a following intonational phrase, whereas in (ii)-(v) H% indicates such a
link. In (ii) the speaker questions whether the information he is giving is already
in the hearer's mutual belief system; in (iii) H% simply asks for an answer; in (iv)
the H% looks for confirmation that the hearer already knows what the speaker is
asking; in (v) a further response is expected from the hearer.

In (vi) and (vi') and in (vii) and (vii') H* presents new information in both
intermediate phrases, the H~ phrasal tone emphasises the link with the following
intermediate phrase while the L~ does not and the L% boundary tone indicates
the absence of any specified link to the following intonational phrase. In
(viii) and (viii') the H* indicates new information, the L~ is problematical as in
(i)-(v) above and the forward linkage is provided by the H%. (ix) is the same as
(viii).

The decompositional approach to intonational meaning is obviously repre-
sented only in a programmatic way in P&H. The digest has been given here so
that readers have an idea of the general approach. It is also true that every
approach to intonational meaning which attempts to extract abstract meaning
constants is beset with a host of problems. Some of the problems arising for this
model are:

(1) As already noted earlier in this section, it is not clear what the
function of the phrase accents is in cases where they are followed by
boundary tones.

(2) The 'canonical' pattern for yes/no interrogatives involves an H%
boundary tone; but how are those cases in which a yes/no interrog-
ative has a L% boundary tone (which are actually the norm in
certain types of interaction) accounted for? Is it claimed that there is
no intonational marking of interrogation in such cases?

(3) Question word questions {who, what, where etc.) most
commonly have a L% boundary tone, yet they obviously expect a
following intonational phrase in the form of an answer from the
hearer. Is it claimed, as in (2), that interrogation is not intonationally
marked in such cases?
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(4) The scalar meaning attached to L*+H seems to depend as much on
the following L~ as on the pitch accent. L*+H H~ is not a pattern
which is discussed at all (which suggests that an L~ is a necessary
adjunct to an L*+H).

(5) The problem under (4) is an example of a more general problem
(touched on in 3.9 above) that meanings are easier to give to
sequences of tones than to the decomposed parts (e.g. it is easier to
discuss H*H"H% ('high-rise') than to discuss the contribution of the
parts).

(6) The scope of pitch accents has nowhere been discussed even in
general terms, e.g. the scope of the new information indicated by H*
is not clear.

In conclusion it appears that, while decomposing contours into sequences of pre-
cisely-aligned static tones may simplify speech synthesis, meanings are probably
still more easily assigned to overall contours

4.4.4 Tonal features

In sub-section 4.4.3 we saw that the number of tones is severely
reduced when systems of abstract meanings are set up. In order to achieve this
reduction, some tones are seen as basic, while other tones are seen as variants of
these basic tones. Such variants can be related to the basic tones by means of
TONAL FEATURES. Approaches to tonal features are of two types. The first type
merely decomposes and cross-classifies, and can be illustrated from Vanderslice
and Ladefoged (1972). Their features apply to syllables and a rough gloss on the
features is as follows:

[+accent], referring to the presence of a pitch accent
[+intonation], referring to the presence of a nuclear accent
[+cadence], referring to the presence of a falling tone
[+endglide], referring to the presence of a rising tone
[+emphasis], referring to the presence of a widened pitch range

The validity of this type of feature analysis obviously stands or falls by the degree
to which it covers a pre-established set of tones. In this case the features
[+cadence] [+endglide] jointly define a fall-rise, but the authors admit that the
features do not cover rise-fall (although one could define it [-cadence]
[-endglide]). This type of intonational feature analysis is clearly similar to dis-
tinctive feature analysis in segmental phonology; the features are meaningless in
themselves, and only a particular combination of features (or a particular
sequence of combinations of features) has meaning. It is a relatively straight-
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forward affair to devise such a set of features to cross-classify tones. But there is

another type of approach to tonal features which is more difficult and more

important: this seeks to identify features which have a relatively constant

meaning or which contribute a relatively constant meaningful part of nuclear

tones. Features of this type have been proposed to account for variation in four

major areas: (i) accent range (often just referred to as pitch range); (ii) the rela-

tionship of the so-called 'complex' tones like fall-rise and rise-fall to simple tones

like rise and fall; (iii) the occurrence of 'stylised' tones involving sequences of

levels; and (iv) the occurrence of 'downstep' whereby a series of high pitched

accents is successively lowered. I deal with these four areas in the next four sub-

sections.

4.4.4.1 Accent range, ACCENT RANGE refers to the width and height of a nuclear

tone. In the case of falling tones in English, it principally involves variations in the

height of the starting-point above the baseline, e.g. i compared with % ; in

the case of rising tones in English, it principally involves variations in the height

of the finishing-point above the baseline, e.g. «; on the one hand, compared with

J and +* on the other. Many analysts have argued that the difference in

meaning between the higher falls and rises on the one hand, and the lower falls and

rises on the other, is of a gradient kind, i.e. any height of fall or rise may occur

from the highest to the lowest, and, moreover, the presence or absence of some

factor of meaning is directly proportional to the height of the tone. This factor of

meaning may be loosely glossed as 'involvement', the higher starts of the falls and

the higher ends of the rises being more involved, cf.

Yes

Yes

Yes

\

Yes

• /

Yes

Yes

J

Yes

Yes

J
When various heights of falls and rises are presented on isolated words like this,

it is difficult to quarrel with this approach. Nevertheless, many systematic expo-

sitions of English intonation have typically made distinctions between high-fall

and low-fall and between high-rise and low-rise (some have even added a third

type of fall or rise, while others have made distinctions among falls but not

among rises). The reasons for this are twofold: firstly, it is difficult to incorporate

gradient distinctions into linguistic analysis, which has traditionally couched its

descriptions in terms of contrasts; secondly, an 'all-or-none' contrast (which is
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the term generally used as the opposite of gradient) seems to be present when a

typical pre-nuclear onset of mid-high syllables is present; cf.

What

•

What

•

What

•

do

•

do

•

do

•

What do

• •

you

•

you

•

you

•

you

•

think

•

think

•

think

think

•

you're

•

you're

•

you're

•

you're

•

doing?

doing?

doing?

, /

doing?

J
The all-or-none contrast depends on whether the starting-point of the fall, or the

finishing-point of the rise, is higher or lower than the preceding syllables, i.e. the

apparent contrast arises from the relationship of the nuclear tone to what pre-

cedes. But despite the fact that I introduced distinctions between high-fall and

low-fall and between high-rise and low-rise when discussing the local meanings

of nuclear tones in section 4.1 above, I think these contrasts are indeed more

apparent than real and are principally a pedagogic way of dealing with dif-

ficult-to-handie gradient differences. One piece of evidence supporting this view

comes from the fact that the starting-point of a fall and the finishing-point of a

rise can be at the same level as the preceding syllables, and it is impossible in such

cases to say whether such a fall or such a rise is nearer the lower or the higher

variety. Compare the following examples with the preceding set:

What

•

What

•

do

•

do

•

you

•

you

•

think

•

think

•

you're

•

you're

•

doing?

doing?

J
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Thus, theoretically, differences of accent range appear to operate in a gradient

fashion (even though for practical descriptive purposes it may be convenient to

divide up the range to produce apparently discontinuous differences like those

between high-fall and low-fall and between low-rise and high-rise). In transcrip-

tions based on the ToBI approach (see 3.9.2 and 4.4.3.3 above) all such differ-

ences are ascribed to a separate phonological system of 'prominence', reserving

the analysis in terms of H's and L's purely for the shapes of contours. While this

approach can be theoretically justified, it nevertheless leaves the problem of what

type of analysis to use for such variations in prominence.

4.4.4.2 Complexity. In the discussion of some of the proposed systems of abstract

meanings for tones in sub-section 4.4.3 above, one approach mentioned was that

of Gussenhoven (1983a, 1983b), which sets up a basic threefold distinction

between fall, fall-rise, and rise. A tonal feature of 'delay' is then said to produce

rise-fall, rise-fall-rise, and delayed rise. So the beginning-point of the major

movement of the tone is delayed, producing variations on the basic tones in the

following way: *\ -• £\; \j - • £ \ ; and my - • % * . The mean-

ing of the modification 'delay' is glossed by Gussenhoven as: This manipulation

is very non-routine, very significant.' Certainly the 'impressed' meaning of rise-

fall discussed in sub-section 4.4.1.1 can be seen in this way when compared with

the simple sense of completeness carried by a non-delayed falling tone. A rise-

fall-rise (which has not previously been discussed as an independent tone) also

seems clearly to be a variant of fall-rise; in fact it seems to add the meaning of

rise-fall to that of fall-rise; cf.

I can do it to v morrow
I can do it to/vmorrow

Here the sense of contrast presented by the fall-rise is added to by some such

meaning as: 'and you ought to be impressed by this fact' (i.e. something like a

listener-serving use of the rise-fall). The relationship between fall-rise and rise-

fall-rise could therefore also be regarded as a 'non-routine, very significant' mod-

ification. A delayed rise, also, has not been discussed before, nor does it appear

in any of the better-known descriptions of English intonation, but cf.

Have you received any / letters today?
Have you received any_/letters today?

Whatever the exact meaning associated with the second example, it certainly does

not appear to me to be 'non-routine, very significant'; if anything, it sounds

'bored' because the range of the delayed rise is usually low and narrow. Hence the

argument for a consistent meaning ascribable to the feature 'delay' is weakened.
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Brazil (1975) has a basic division between the 'proclaiming' fall and the
'referring' fall-rise (in theory he does, like Gussenhoven, have a third tone, low-
rise, which is said to be neutral between the two, but this is only briefly discussed
and appears very rarely in his texts; indeed the rises which he terms low-rises
must be very narrow rises if they appear as rarely as they do in his transcrip-
tions). Brazil has 'intensified' variants of his two basic tones: rise-fall and rise (the
latter must of course exclude the low-rise just discussed). Intensification is said
to indicate 'an extra measure of involvement on the part of the speaker' (1975:
7). In the case of the basic fall-rise and its 'intensified' variant simple rise, fall-rise
is said to refer to vividly present background material while the rise refers 'to
matter which, while deemed to be present in the area of convergence, has need
of re-activation' (1978: 48); rise is also said to be sometimes used to achieve social
dominance. Without going into local comparisons in the use of these tones, it can
be seen from the table that Brazil's grouping of tones is somewhat different from
Gussenhoven's. While falls and rise-falls are grouped similarly in both analyses,
rises and fall-rises are grouped differently, being basically treated as part of the
same group of tones by Brazil but not by Gussenhoven. Here we are faced of
course with the sort of problem which has arisen many times before: intonational
meanings are so nebulous that it is not easy to prove purely on the basis of
meaning that one sort of grouping is better than another. Notice also that the
tonetic modifications involved in Brazil's two intensified tones are not the same
(indeed they are exactly opposite: FR —> R but F -» RF) and hence the
advantage of describing a semantic modification as associated with a consistent
pitch feature is lost.

1
2
3

Brazil (1975,

Basic

fall
fall-rise
low risea

1978, 1994)

Intensified

rise-fall
rise

Gussenhoven

Basic

fall
fall-rise
rise

(1983a, 1983b)

Delay

rise-fall
rise-fall-rise
delayed rise

a Strictly speaking, this is regarded by Brazil as 'no tone' rather than a third tone.

An alternative way of grouping tones together, so as to be able to ascribe
abstract meanings to such groups and then add semantic modifications by way
of intonational features, is to consider the commutation possibilities of the tones.
While it is generally a truism that almost any tone can be used in any context,
there are nevertheless occasional contexts where there are limitations. One such
context already mentioned is that where sentence adverbials and adverbials of
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time and place are given separate intonation-groups. The majority of such adver-

bials used in this way take some sort of rising tone, but a small group of heavily

reinforcing adverbials take some sort of fall. The evidence from such adverbials

suggests that all tones with a final falling movement be placed in one group and

those with a final rising movement in another. A simple fall or a rise-fall can be

used on the final adverbial in the first example below, while a simple rise or a

fall-rise or a rise-fall-rise can be used on the final adverbial in the second:

When I'm in v London /1 visit my ^mother / Nalways
When I'm in v London /1 visit my ^mother / /usually

Within the two groups, of falls on the one hand and rises on the other, there is

as yet no principled way of saying that one tone is semantically more basic than

the others in the same group. Indeed, there is as much reason for saying that the

tonetically complex tones rise-fall and fall-rise (and rise-fall-rise as well) are

intensified versions of fall and rise (and hence keeping a consistent functional and
formal tonetic feature of COMPLEXITY) as for Brazil's system involving opposite

tonetic modifications. All systems seem to agree that rise-fall is indeed a complex

version of fall; and, considering the second example above, a fall-rise on usually

certainly seems more emphatic than the simple rise. So, in the present state of

knowledge, I prefer to keep a twofold division between falls and rises and to

regard rise-falls and fall-rises (and rise-fall-rises) as COMPLEX. This analysis comes

close to Brazil's although, as already mentioned in 4.4.3.1 above, the labels which

he uses, 'proclaiming' fall and 'referring' rise, seem if anything too concrete as

abstract meaning labels, more vague labels like CLOSED and OPEN being more

appropriate to cover the range of local meanings described for falls and rises in

sub-section 4.4.1 above. But it must be reiterated that the study of the rela-

tionship between local and abstract meanings (and hence also feature relation-

ships like those within rises and falls) has only recently begun and nothing

approaching a definitive exposition can be made.

4.4.4.3 Stylisation. The third tonal feature to be discussed in this section is that

of STYLISATION (the term derives from Ladd (1978) although so-called 'call con-

tours' were discussed in the literature long before that). Stylisation involves the

use of levels rather than glides and Ladd (1978: 520) glosses the meaning as

'What is signalled is the implication that the message is in some sense pre-

dictable, part of a stereotyped exchange or announcement. "Nothing you

couldn't have anticipated" it says.' The levels involved in the stylisation of tones

are either a sequence of pitches corresponding to the two ends of the related

gliding tone or else a simple level corresponding only to the end pitch of the

related gliding tone. The best-known example of stylisation involves a sequence
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of two levels with the second lower than the first by approximately the musical

interval of a minor third. These two pitches correspond approximately to the

beginning and endpoint of a fall-rise, and both the sequence of levels and the fall-

rise are commonly used as 'call contours'; hence this sequence is said to be a

stylised version of fall-rise. Here are some examples:

Good =morning
=Mary
Anyone =there?
Come and =get it!

This stylised tone does not necessarily have to be a call, however: it can often be

'teasing', e.g.

=Boring
You've got a hole in your "tights!
I don't think it's going to =work

One of the seven nuclear tones discussed in the sub-section on local meanings in

4.4.1 was mid-level, and it was also noted there that mid-level and low-rise were

often commutable in sentence non-final intonation groups. Ladd (1978) suggests

that the relationship between the two is one of stylisation and also suggests a

similar relationship between high-rise and high-level. Compare the following

examples:

As I was passing the /jewellers / the aMarm bell went off
As I was passing the >jewellers / the aMarm bell went off (mid-level)
Where are you /going?
Where are you > going? (mid-level)
Is that acceptable?
Is that acceptable? (high-level)

However, the relationships of stylisation between low-rise and mid-level and

between high-rise and high-level are very much less easy to support semantically

than that between fall-rise and the sequences of two levels discussed above. For

example, the high-rise on a declarative form has the effect of turning statement

into question, whereas high-level does not have such an effect, cf.

He 'didn't?
He > didn't (high-level)

Nevertheless, level tones do, at least in English, generally seem to have some

common element of meaning that makes the concept of stylisation a useful one.

4.4.4.4 Declination and downstep. The concept of declination is one which has

been much discussed in the literature, particularly in the literature based in exper-
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imental phonetics. Declination refers to the fact that the pitch of the voice is most
commonly lower at the end of a sentence than it is at the beginning. It has often
been suggested that declination operates at both ends of the pitch range. The evi-
dence for baseline declination derives principally from the fact that unaccented
syllables at the beginning of a sentence are often at a higher level than unaccented
syllables at the end of a sentence; other than this, the evidence is only indirect,
i.e. that the best computation of 'top line declination' is based on the assumption
of an also declining baseline. Top line declination' refers to the fact that a series
of high peaks which are judged by listeners to be of equal prominence are
actually found by experiment to decline in absolute pitch. Some analysts judge
declination to be a feature of sentences; others judge it to be a feature of into-
nation-groups. There seems to be some truth in both positions: certainly the
baseline is very likely to be 'reset' at the beginning of each intonation-group
(remember this was one of the criteria for an intonation-group boundary in
chapter 3, sub-section 3.2.2), yet it is also true that final unaccented syllables are
commonly even lower in a sentence final intonation-group than in a sentence
non-final intonation-group. Furthermore, the peaks of a sentence final into-
nation-group are often on average lower than those of a preceding sentence non-
final intonation-group (there is further discussion of this under KEY in the next
section). So declination seems to be operating at two levels; within intonation-
groups but, at a higher level, across intonation-groups which are within the same
sentence. There is in addition some suggestion that it may be operating at an even
higher level to produce 'paratones' in speech (particularly in read speech) akin to
paragraphs in written language.

The concept of declination (or 'downdrift' as it is sometimes called) has been
criticised as being purely an artefact of the specially wooden style in which infor-
mants tend to read sentences when asked to do so in decontextualised experi-
mental conditions. Acoustic measurements of peaks in naturalistic, particularly
conversational, speech have found little evidence for declination. However, this
sort of argument, that declination only occurs in fairly 'mechanical' reading
styles, is in one way an argument for the usefulness of the concept. If we do speak
in a way giving equal weight to each part of an intonation-group (and hence
sounding mechanical), then declination will occur. This mechanical style is
therefore a useful reference-point for comparison with all those non-mechanical
styles where textual and situational effects intrude. There remains a difficult the-
oretical and empirical problem concerning declination in English. There are
clearly two typical types of sequences of high-pitched accents in English, one in
which all the accents are on the same pitch and another in which the accents form
a descending series, e.g.
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I don't like drinking too much whisky

I don't like drinking too much whisky

It is not clear whether the first example above, which often occurs with slight
downdrift of the successive accents, is to be taken as the 'unmarked' form with

declination, with the second example representing a descent beyond normal decli-

nation; or whether the second example is in fact itself the pattern representing

normal declination (with the first example representing a special case of main-

tained high-level). In other words, are declination (or downdrift) and something

often called DOWNSTEP to be taken as two different phenomena in English? The

semantics of the two examples above suggests that the second example is in fact

more emphatic. This is generally the case with this pattern; hence it is better taken

as a 'marked' pattern than as a pattern involving simple declination. It is repre-

sented in ToBI, the current dominant approach (see 3.9.2 above), by !H.

The conclusion of the last paragraph suggests that we should in English have

a further tonal feature of DOWNSTEP, which may apply to any series of

high-pitched accents (strictly speaking, to the peaks of high-pitched accents, since

it may apply to rise-falls as well). In the second example above, it applied only

to the series of pre-nuclear accents, but it may also apply to a nuclear accent fol-

lowing such a series, e.g.

I don't like drinking too much whisky

The series of high-pitched accents with downstep may be level, as in the previous

examples, or they may be falling (particularly before a fall-rise nuclear tone), e.g.

I'm not going to let him do that

A series of low-pitched accents in English may, conversely, be subject to a feature

of UPSTEP. Sequences of this sort are less common than the descending series;

probably the most frequent type is one where the top-ends of a series of rises are

upstepped, e.g.
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It's not as long as it should be

The general concept of declination is one which has been investigated in many

languages and is returned to in chapter 5, sub-section 5.5.1. Although less well

documented, the features downstep and upstep seem likely to be relevant to the

description of series of accents in many languages (the feature downstep was

actually first used to describe a contrast between a high tone and a downstepped

high tone in African tone languages).

4.5 Key and register

In chapter 3, section 3.5, the concepts of KEY and REGISTER were

introduced. Key was said to involve the width of the pitch range over whole into-

nation-groups. This variation in pitch range width is produced principally by

varying the overall height of a series of high-pitched syllables (i.e. raising of the

'top line'); in other words, extra width for key variation is obtained by upward

stretching rather than by any change in low-pitched syllables. Of course, in very

short intonation-groups (in particular those with only one pitch accent) it is in

theory not always clear whether we are dealing with variation in accent range (as

in 4.4.4.1 above) or in key (moreover both involve gradient features). In practice,

however, short intonation-groups of this sort are most common in response utter-

ances, whereas key is particularly used to link together in various ways successive

intonation-groups from the same speaker. When there is more than one pitch

accent present in an intonation-group, key is typically set by the height of the

first high accent (sometimes referred to as the 'onset'). The most consistently

remarked use of key is to indicate the beginning and end of a topic: high key indi-

cates the beginning of a new topic and low key indicates the end of a topic. One

example is where someone is giving reasons for a course of action, e.g.

It would not be easy to Nfind such people / 'nor would it be easy to
instruct them correctly / and moreover their success rate would be Mow

(Here ' indicates high-level syllables, i.e. high 'onsets', and the level of these high

syllables is slightly lower in each successive group.) Key is commonly used in this

way in reading and unscripted commentaries (e.g. by radio newsreaders and com-

mentators) and the sections which correspond to topics, and which are delimited

by high key and low key, are sometimes referred to as 'paratones'. Another very

common use of low key is for parentheticals, e.g.

Well I saw xJim the other /day // incidentally / he's just got Nmarried
again // and vhe said

(Here double slashes indicate the boundaries of the parenthetic remark.)
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REGISTER differences, as opposed to key differences, involve a raising of the

baseline; in other words, the range itself within which a speaker is operating is

raised, as shown in the following diagrams:

Low key High key High key and register

Because speakers normally use only the bottom third of their potential pitch

range in speech, there is not much scope for lowering the register we use. Hence

the 'normal' register used by speakers is low, and high registers are generally

marked in some way. Raising our intonational register involves an overall

increase in fundamental frequency, and because one physical factor involved in

such an increase is additional tension in the vocal cords, it is often suggested that

a high register is used under any condition of emotional tension or stress. There

may be some truth in this as a general tendency but, nevertheless, use of high reg-

ister does appear to become conventionalised in some cultures. In English and in

many other languages it seems that use of a high register is in some way asso-

ciated with social or emotional deference. It has been suggested, for example, that

some women put on a 'little girl voice' if they wish to indicate a subservient or

'helpless' role. Brown and Levinson (1978) report deferential uses of high register

from Tamil and Tzeltal: it is used when social politeness is called for, when sons

speak to fathers, and when those of low caste speak to those of high caste.

Key and register difference have been the subjects of many instrumental studies

concerned with the communication of emotional states. However, the way in

which the two dimensions of variation have generally been measured has not kept

them clearly apart. Certainly, key has been measured by computing the interval

between some sort of average of high-pitched syllables and a similar average for

low-pitched ones, but register has generally been measured by taking an average

overall fundamental frequency (many studies actually refer in fact only to 'pitch

range' and 'pitch level'). Since a wide key usually involves stretching at the top end

of the pitch range, this will itself produce a higher average fundamental frequency,

even though the baseline remains unaltered. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that

studies of vocal indicators of emotional states tend to report wide key and high

register as co-occurring; and narrow key and low register as co-occurring. Among

those emotions reported as having wide key and high register are joy, anger, fear,

and surprise; among those reported as having narrow key and low register are

boredom and sorrow. From what I have argued above about such studies it seems

that these differences are principally ascribable to key rather than to register.
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4.6 Summary
At the end of the previous chapter I recapitulated the theoretical

constructs which had been established. It is now worth reviewing these, noting
where they have been refined and what sorts of functions have been associated
with the constructs, particularly in English. We have seen how INTONATION-

GROUPS generally correlate with major syntactic constituents, although a good
deal of choice is available to speakers concerning which constituents intonation-
groups should correspond with. Hence we cannot say that syntactic constituency
completely predicts intonation-group boundaries: it merely indicates probabilistic
tendencies within the choices available, NUCLEUS PLACEMENT indicates the scope
of the FOCUS within an intonation-group, though not unambiguously; it merely
constrains the range of possibilities. The scope of focus itself is governed by con-
siderations of NEW and OLD information, and contrastivity; while a special type
of focus applies to ECHOES and INSISTS.

LOCAL meanings of NUCLEAR TONES in English have been outlined, as have
common sequences of nuclear tones: some of the conditioning factors which
account for the variation in local meanings were discussed. Approaches to the
setting up of ABSTRACT meanings for nuclear tones were illustrated. Some TONAL

FEATURES which might be extracted from all nuclear tones and given a meaning
component of their own were presented: these features were ACCENT RANGE,

COMPLEXITY, STYLISATION, and DOWNSTEP (this last being discussed with ref-
erence to the related DECLINATION tendency). Finally KEY and REGISTER, which
are overall features of intonation-groups, were discussed.

Virtually all this chapter has involved a detailed discussion of theoretical issues
with reference to English only; in the case of local meanings, a considerable
amount of descriptive detail of English was presented. This concentration on
English reflects our present state of knowledge; descriptions and theoretical dis-
cussions of intonation in other languages have much less weight of analysis and
scholarship behind them. Nevertheless, in the next chapter, I shall attempt to
widen the discussion to include intonational variation in English dialects, the
intonation of languages other than English, intonational acquisition and change,
and possible intonation universals.

Sources and further reading
For intonational phrasing, see Halliday (1967) and Crystal (1975).
For statistics on correlations between intonation-groups, nucleus placement, and syntax,

see Quirk et al. (1964), Crystal (1969a), and Altenberg (1987, 1990).
For the intonation of adverbials, see Allerton and Cruttenden (1974, 1976, 1978). For the

intonation of too and either, see Thompson (1981).
For broad focus v. narrow focus, see Ladd (1978a), Gussenhoven (1983a), and Faber

(1987b).
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For the distinction between lexical items and grammatical items, see Crystal (1975).
For event sentences, see Gueron (1980), Allerton and Cruttenden (1979), Fuchs (1980) and

Gussenhoven (1983a).

For final adverbials, see Allerton and Cruttenden (1976, 1978). For expressions in final
position, see Bing (1978b). For the intonation of wh objects, see Ladd (1978a). For dis-
cussion of syntactic v. semantic views of nucleus placement see Bresnan (1971), Lakoff
(1972), Berman and Szamosi (1972), Bolinger (1972a), and Schmerling (1974, 1976).

For discussion of nucleus placement in structures of the duty to perform type, see Newman
(1946) and Stockwell (1972); and the six items in the previous set of references.

For nouns as more accentable than verbs, see Ladd (1979a) and Bing (1979a); for noun v.
verb accenting in relative clauses, see Garro and Parker (1982). For statistics on correla-
tions between nuclei and grammatical classes, see Quirk et al. (1964) and Altenberg (1987).

For new and old (or 'given') information, see Halliday (1967), Chafe (1974, 1994), Halliday
and Hasan (1976), Huckin (1977), Lehman (1977), Firbas (1980), Prince (1981),
Nooteboom and Terken (1982), Brown (1983), Brown and Yule (1983), Gussenhoven
(1986) (reprinted in Gussenhoven, 1984) and Cruttenden (1994).

For a discussion of 'contrastive', see Chafe (1976, 1994) and Taglicht (1982).

For a classification of echoes, see Quirk et al. (1972: section 7.80).
For discussion of counterpresuppositionals, see Dik (1980), Taglicht (1982), Gussenhoven

(1983a), and Bolinger (1985). For more general discussion of insists and, in particular,
the accenting of prepositions, see Cruttenden and Faber (1991).

For a discussion of 'normal stress', see Schmerling (1974, 1976).

For the use of unmarked tones defined in grammatical terms, see Halliday (1967) and
Crystal (1975).

For the discoursal approach to the meanings of tones, see Brazil (1975, 1978, 1994), Brazil,
Coulthard and Johns (1980), and Sinclair and Brazil (1982).

For the attitudinal approach to the meanings of tones, see Kingdon (1958a), Schubiger
(1958), and O'Connor and Arnold (1961, 1973).

For emotional markers in intonation, see Fonagy (1978).
For the frequency of various tones with yes/no questions, see Fries (1964) and Lee (1980).
The local meanings suggested by a low-fall are from O'Connor and Arnold (1973). The

abstract meanings suggested for fall-rise are from Brazil (1975), Ladd (1977), and
Gussenhoven (1983b).

For intonational idioms and other yoked expressions, see Bolinger (1986) chapter 2.
For reduced sets of nuclear tones, see Ladd (1980) (four), Gussenhoven (1983b) (three) and

Brazil (1975, 1978) (two).
For local meanings, see in particular O'Connor and Arnold (1961, 1973). See also Kingdon

(1958a), Schubiger (1958), and Halliday (1967). For American English see in particular
Pike (1945) although Pike's meanings vary considerably in their degree of abstraction,
and he does not use a notion of nucleus; instead, all pitch accents, final or non-final, are
said to initiate certain patterns, to which fairly general meanings are attached.

For the intonation of adverbials, see Allerton and Cruttenden (1974, 1976, 1978) and
Cruttenden (1981a). For other expressions taking low-rise in final position, see Bing
(1979b). For the treatment of the low-rise of constant polarity tags as a tail to an overall
fall-rise, see Gussenhoven (1986) (reprinted in Gussenhoven, 1984).

For high-rise in Australian English, see McGregor (1980), Allan (1984), and Guy and
Vonwiller (1984).
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For the interaction between intonation and negatives, see Palmer (1922), Lee (1956),
Halliday (1967), Jackendoff (1972), Liberman and Sag (1974), Ladd (1977), Bing (1980),
and Cruttenden (1984). For various approaches to the analysis of any (including the
two-any approach) see Taglicht (1984).

For the use of fall-rise on sentences of the / thought type, see Nash and Mulac (1980)
and Oakeshott-Taylor (1984).

For sequences of tones in sentences, see Trim (1959), O'Connor and Arnold (1973), and
Fox (1973).

For discussion of conditioning factors, see Crystal (1975).
Brazil's system of tones is expounded in Brazil (1975, 1978, 1985, 1994), in Brazil,

Coulthard and Johns (1980), and in Sinclair and Brazil (1982).
Gussenhoven's system of tones is expounded in Gussenhoven (1983b) and, more briefly, in

Gussenhoven (1983a).

Gussenhoven's use of the term 'variable' is taken from its use in generative studies of focus
in which the main presupposition of an utterance is said to be derived by placing the
focus on a variable. (See Chomsky (1971), Jackendoff (1972), Akmaijan (1979), Wilson
and Sperber (1979), and Smith and Wilson (1979).)

For the decompositional approach to intonational meaning, see Hirschberg and Ward
(1992, 1995), Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg (1990), and Ward and Pierrehumbert (1989).

For another approach to the relationship between local and abstract meanings, see Pakosz
(1982).

For gradient meanings in intonation, see Bolinger (1958) and (1961), Trim (1970), and
Bailey (1978).

For a description of a 'narrow' rise which seems to be equivalent to Gussenhoven's
'delayed' rise, see Lewis (1977).

For a case for a simple division into falls and rises, see Cruttenden (1981b).
For an overall feature approach to intonation, but one which is closely tied to syntax, see

Hirst (1977).
For a general feature approach to tones, see Ladd (1983).
For stylisation, see Pike (1945: 71), who referred to a 'spoken chant [whose] meaning is of

a CALL, often with WARNING by or to children', Fox (1969, 1970), Crystal (1969b), Lewis
(1970), Gibbon (1976, forthcoming), who reports the more extensive use of 'call con-
tours' in German, Ladd (1978), and Gussenhoven (1983b).

For declination in English, see Cooper and Sorensen (1977), Pierrehumbert (1979),
Sorensen and Cooper (1980), Liberman and Pierrehumbert (1982), and Ladd (1984). For
a criticism of declination as an experimental artefact, see Umeda (1982). For the corre-
lation between declination and intonation-groups, see Schuetze-Coburn, Shapley, and
Weber (1991).

For downstep in African tone language, see Fromkin (1972) and Welmers (1973).
For the discoursal functions of key, see Lehiste (1975, 1979), Brazil (1975, 1978), Brown,

Currie and Kenworthy (1980), and Yule (1980). For high register as social deference, see
Brown and Levinson (1978). For vocal indicators of emotional states, see Fairbanks and
Pronovost (1939), Williams and Stevens (1972), Fonagy (1978), and Scherer (1981).
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5
Comparative intonation

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I shall consider various aspects of intonational variation, namely,
aspects of sociolinguistic (including dialectal) variation, cross-linguistic differ-
ences and similarities in intonation, and intonation acquisition and change.
Regrettably, however, in many of the areas covered, our knowledge of basic
descriptive facts is either minimal or disputed.

5.2 Style, class, and sex
It seems probable that all languages and dialects involve at least

some intonational variation in all three areas (style, class, and sex), although the
amount of published systematic and reliable information is small. Clearly, in all
languages there will be varying styles of intonation appropriate to different situ-
ations. In the description of the local meanings of nuclear tones in chapter 4,
sub-section 4.4.1 above, occasional reference was made to such stylistic variation.
For example, it was noted that, of the four tones which are most typical of sen-
tence non-final intonation-groups in English (low-rise, high-rise, fall-rise, and
mid-level), two (low-rise and fall-rise) were more typical of formal styles. Of the
two informal styles, high-rise is the particularly 'casual' one whereas mid-level,
while being a common non-final tone in conversation, is also common in the
speeches of politicians who pride themselves on possessing the common touch.
The two more formal sentence non-final tones, low-rise and fall-rise, are partic-
ularly common in reading. Indeed the intonation of reading, as might be
expected, exhibits other features of a formal style, e.g. intonation-groups are
more clearly delineated (partly because there are fewer false starts and hesita-
tions), and are generally longer. Conversation, on the other hand, is the
archetypal informal style, which, besides using the informal non-final tones, will
involve a very high proportion of short intonation-groups and, moreover, a high
proportion of cases of one intonation-group per (short) sentence (many such
short sentences are of course response utterances). So sentence non-final
intonation-groups constitute only a small proportion of the total number of
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intonation-groups. Hence it is not surprising that there are a high number of
falling tones in conversation, since falls are the most common and attitudinally
most neutral tones of independent clauses. So far I have mentioned variation in
intonation-groupings and in choice of tone, but variations in nucleus placement
may also be characteristic of the difference between two styles. Contrastive focus
early in an intonation-group seems to be more common in conversation than in
reading, probably because the latter makes more use of grammatical variations
involving changes of word-order and constructions like clefting to achieve similar
effects. Another type of variation across different styles is in the use made of key
(see 4.5 above). For example, sports commentators use key to link long passages
together, usually ending with a very wide fall. Listen, for example, to any radio
commentary on a horse race or a soccer game (in, for example, the U.K., or the
U.S., Italy, or Argentina). This is different to news-reading on television and
radio where a new topic begins with a high key and low key signals the end of a
topic.

Although there has in recent years been an ever-growing number of studies of
the relationship between language and social class, intonation has only figured in
this growth to a very limited extent and only a few topics have been reported in
any detail. The one notable exception concerns an increased use of the high rising
tone (now often referred to as 'uptalk'). Remember that this tone, as described
in section 4.4.1. above, is particularly used for echoes or repeat questions like
You're going afway?in response to I'm going asway. The speaker is checking that
he has heard correctly (and hence such questions are sometimes called 'pardon
questions'). This high rise was also said to be used in sentence non-final positions
where it had a particularly 'casual' effect. An innovative use of high-rise brings
together these two meanings in a new way so that it is used in sentence-final
position to mean 'I'm being deliberately non-assertive and checking that you are
following me.' So, for example, in response to an inquiry about what someone
was doing at the weekend one informant said I'm going to 'Dorset, to Lulworth
'Cove where the speaker had no reason whatsoever to imagine that his listener
knew anything about his movements or that he even knew the places, and was
merely checking that the listener was following him. The new usage of this tone
(henceforth referred to as HRT) lies principally in the fact that it is presenting
new information. Only a small amount of usage of HRT in this way can mark
out the speaker very noticeably for the listener (conversational samples show
speakers using it anything from 1.6% to 13.2%).

HRT was reported firstly from Australia, then from New Zealand and North
America, and recently from England. The reports from Australia are principally
from Sydney and to a lesser extent from Melbourne. Two large-scale studies
(McGregor, 1980; and Guy et al, 1986) showed younger people, particularly
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teenagers and even more particularly teenagers in state schools, using it more
frequently than adults; working-class speakers using it more frequently than
middle-class speakers; and female speakers using it more frequently than male
speakers. The reports from New Zealand (Britain, 1992; and Britain and
Newman, 1992) show much the same results, and bring out more strongly the
additional fact that HRT is specially common in narratives, where HRTs often
occur in series and in the climactic part of the narration. Cruttenden (1995) sum-
marises similar findings from North America.

The earliest reports (from Australia and North America) of HRT are from the
late seventies, although clearly the extent of usage has grown very considerably
in these areas since then. Very recently (1995) it has spread to Britain: most, but
by no means, of the informal reports of its use are from London (I myself have
recorded a number of conversations where it is used). Many people suggest that
its spread is due to the influence of Australian 'soaps' on television, although this
must remain purely speculative, since we have no studies showing whether it is
prevalent in such series. The more frequent use of HRT by working-class
speakers does not seem to hold in London, where above all it seems to be typical
of the speech of what might be called 'New Yuppies'.

There has been a great deal of discussion about the precise significance of
HRT. As stated above, the meaning most commonly attributed to it is an
extension of the traditional meaning associated with high rise, that of 'checking'.
Guy and Vonwiller (1984), while accepting this meaning as the main ingredient
of the tone, found other significance being attached to it when they played
recordings of HRT-users to various groups of Australians. Listeners correctly
judged HRT-users as likely to be younger and in low-status employment. But
listeners also judged HRT-users to be more uncertain (even though speakers are
presenting new information about which there can be no doubt), and more
'yielding', which seems to mean deferential (even though the tone is reported as
very common among teenage peer groups). The conclusion can only be that there
is a mismatch between the context of use of the tone (both textual and situa-
tional) and the stereotypical judgement about HRT-users. Listeners also judged
HRT-users to be more friendly and more attentive and this may represent more
closely the intended meaning of the speakers themselves; in more general terms
the use of HRT seems to mean that the speaker is emphasising the co-operative
element in conversation.

The finding (albeit slight and inconsistent) was mentioned above that females
used HRT more than males. Greater use of rises among American females is
reported by Brend (1975), who also reports their use of wider key. Girls are often
said to use a more 'expressive' intonation than boys, who 'play it cool';
'expressive' intonation refers to the two factors of more rises and wider key. The
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fundamental frequency of women's voices is, of course, physiologically condi-
tioned to be higher than men's (its progression through life also seems to be dif-
ferent: the fundamental frequency of females generally continues to lower with
age, whereas the fundamental frequency of males generally lowers until approx-
imately the age of 60 and then rises again). But there are a number of pieces of
evidence which suggest that the differences between the mean fundamental
frequency of groups of females and that of groups of males is often greater than
would be predicted simply by comparison of the size and length of the larynx
and the vocal cords. Among many groups there may thus be a tendency for
females to exaggerate their femininity and/or males to exaggerate their mas-
culinity. But some people may actually take a decision to reverse this tendency:
many American women consciously adopt low-pitched voices. It is also true that
stereotyped ideas about the differences between men and women can lead to a
general overestimation of those differences. One study by Edelsky (1979) had
interviewers ask men and women a number of simple questions like 'what is your
favourite colour?' and found very few intonational differences between the men
and women; but when replies were played back to listeners, rises, whether used
by men or by women, were commonly judged more feminine. (Compare this with
the judgements about high-rise mentioned above.)

5.3 Dialectal variation

There is no book or article which includes any detailed comparison
of the intonation of various English dialects: all that is available at present is a
number of sketchy articles, and paragraphs in books and articles which are only
suggestive. The brief survey which follows can therefore only be regarded as pro-
grammatic. Only salient features of the intonation of some dialects are pointed
out: no attempt is made, given the present state of knowledge, to make a sys-
tematic point-by-point comparison. The difficulties involved in making such a
comparison are immense. In comparing the consonants and vowels of two
dialects, we have one stable criterion: are two sounds in contrast in a particular
dialect (i.e. do they make a difference of meaning, or at least hold the potential
for doing so)? This gives us an inventory of phonemes in each dialect, from
which all types of comparison follow: is the inventory of phonemes the same in
one dialect as in another, is their distribution in words the same, and how does
the phonetic quality of each phoneme compare? But we have no such stable cri-
terion in any comparison of intonation across dialects; it is merely a glib remark
to say that we must start by asking the same question as in segmental compar-
isons (i.e. what intonations are in contrast within one dialect?), since, as should
be very apparent by now, intonational meanings are nebulous things involving
all sorts of fairly arbitrary decisions like 'Is the difference of meaning of the "all-
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or-none" or of the "gradient" kind?' (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4.1 above).

Ideally, a comparison would deal with the basic tones of each dialect together

with their abstract meanings (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.3) and would also

compare the use and meanings of various tonal features like downstep, accent

range, stylisation, and so on (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4). The comparison

would go on to compare variations in the local meanings produced in each

dialect. But since most of these concepts are still at a formative stage even in the

description of standard dialects, it is impossible to use them systematically in

dialectal comparison.

In chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.1,1 discussed the difficulty of sustaining a gram-

matical approach to the description of the nuclear tones of English: almost any

tone can occur with any sentence-type or construction and in addition it is not

always clear which tone should be taken as neutral or 'unmarked' for each sen-

tence-type (e.g. why has the 'polite' low-rise or high-rise usually been taken as

unmarked for yes/no questions rather than the 'business-like' high-fall?).

However, we are forced to settle for a somewhat unsatisfactory grammatical

approach of this kind when we compare dialects, for two reasons:

(a) a grammatical framework is the only agreed framework in which to anchor
our comparison (i.e. analysts do generally agree on what constitutes a
declarative, a yes/no interrogative, a question word interrogative, an
imperative, a noun-phrase subject, and so on);

(b) almost all the limited number of dialectal descriptions available have used
this sort of framework.

So in the dialectal comparison which follows I shall talk about the typical tones

associated with declaratives, sentence non-final intonation-groups, and so on. In

other words, we are keeping our dialectal comparison at the level of the local

meanings of tones, using one of the strong conditioning factors (see chapter 4,

sub-section 4.4.2), that of co-occurring grammatical type, as the framework. The

presumption of this section so far has been that the most important variable

involved in intonation across dialects is that of nuclear tone. Typical patterns of

pre-nuclear accents are also likely to vary (although these are even less well doc-

umented). Variations of intonation-groupings and nucleus placements condi-

tioned by dialect are apparently minimal (but see the discussion of Caribbean

English below) whereas differences of key (= pitch range width) are much more

common. There are many other potential prosodic differences between dialects

which await further study: for instance, how far does length supplement the pitch

prominence of the nucleus (e.g. the vowel of the nuclear syllable is even more

elongated in Glaswegian English than it is in other dialects)? How far does

loudness supplement the nucleus and at precisely what point in the nuclear syl-

lable is the peak of loudness reached? Do some dialects prefer a glide on the
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nuclear syllable while others prefer a jump between the nuclear syllable and the

syllable following it if there is one? (For example, it is sometimes said that British

English prefers glides while American English prefers jumps, although I know of

no experimental support for this.)

5.3.1 British English
Undoubtedly the most noticeable variation within British English is

the more extensive use of rising tones in many northern cities. This phenomenon

is reported for Birmingham, Liverpool, Glasgow, Belfast, and Tyneside, and

something very similar is reported for Welsh English. It is not reported for rural

areas of England or Scotland, nor does it occur in Edinburgh. It was suggested

in the first edition of this book that the existence of these similar intonational

systems could be attributed to either direct Irish influence or indirect Irish

influence via Scottish English since all the areas were either in Ireland or had

experienced immigration from either Ireland or Scotland (Knowles (1975) had

previously suggested this specifically for Liverpool). However clear evidence has

since been supplied to me that this could not possibly have been the case in

Newcastle. The number of Irish or Scots in Newcastle has never been very high

and was virtually nil before 1830, whereas the Tyneside Tone' involving a rising

pitch had been commented upon as early as 1789. So the intonational similarity

between these dialects is either accidental (which seems unlikely) or we are

dealing with a case of urban spread similar to that mentioned for HRT in 5.2

above.

The basic phenomenon being discussed was referred to above as a greater use

of rising tones. This is somewhat of an oversimplification since four varieties of

tone are involved:

(i) a rising glide on the nuclear syllable or a jump-up between the nuclear
syllable and the following unaccented syllable ('rise')

(ii) a jump-up on the unaccented syllable following the nucleus and the main-
tenance of this level on succeeding unaccented syllables ('rise-plateau')

(iii) a jump-up on the unaccented syllable following the nucleus and the main-
tenance of this level on succeeding unaccented syllables, except that the
last one or two syllables may decline slightly ('rise-plateau-slump')

(iv) a rise-fall in which the voice reaches the baseline and which is accom-
plished without any plateau between rise and fall ('rise-fall')

Generally there is an increase in the occurrence of all such varieties in the dialects

mentioned, although each dialect has a preference for one variety. Glasgow

appears to prefer type (i), the 'rise' (with considerable lengthening of the nuclear

syllable); whereas Welsh English prefers type (iv), the rise-fall. However, types

(ii) and (iii) appear to predominate in Belfast, Liverpool, Tyneside, and
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Birmingham (I am of course speaking principally of 'broad' dialect speakers in

the areas concerned; there will be many speakers in those areas who use Received

Intonation or some form of hybrid or who are bi-intonational). In Belfast, for

example, rise-plateau and rise-plateau-slump are the two most common tones on

declarative sentences, e.g.

I think it's all his own songs on it

It's a double album

Rise-fall occurs less frequently and seems to function as a more emphatic tone,

often involving narrow focus, e.g.

I was disappointed the Halle didn't do any more

The tones used in sentence non-final intonation-groups in Belfast English are not

so obviously different from final intonation-groups as they are in R.P., while

both yes/no and question word interrogatives involve a higher pitch but usually

no difference of tone. Simple falling tones are almost entirely limited to excla-

mations. The intonation of Liverpool (reported in detail in Knowles (1974) and

more briefly in Knowles (1978)) is in many ways similar to that of Belfast. Rise-

plateau, rise-plateau-slump, and rise-fall all occur, e.g.

Everton

•

He's got

They're

used to

•

be the best team

• •

some animals

•

usually

•
•

• *\

everywhere

•
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Another tone, so far undiscussed, is also common in Liverpool. It involves a high
peak on the nucleus followed by a jump-down and then a spreading at the lower
level, either by the elongation of a syllable or by the maintenance of the same
pitch on succeeding unaccented syllables ('fall-plateau'), e.g.

When we got to the ground

Is it usually so easy?

Did you go to the new supermarket?

This tone is common on non-final groups (which also commonly have mid-level)
and on yes/no interrogatives (which may also take a high-level, which is rather
like the high-rise of R.P. without the final upward kick - see chapter 3, section
3.7; and which, as another alternative, may take a high-fall-rise as discussed in
chapter 4 at the very end of sub-section 4.4.1.3). Knowles (1974) argues, I think
convincingly, that such fall-plateaus are to be viewed as narrow fall-rises, and
ultimately as rising tones; while rise-plateaus and rise-plateau-slumps are to be
viewed as narrow rise-falls, and ultimately as falling tones. Certainly this is the
way speakers of other dialects interpret the tones (although often attributing to
them a variety of attitudinal implications) and certainly the distribution of
the tones according to sentence-type suggests this solution. Rise-plateaus and
rise-plateau-slumps occur on unmarked declaratives and on question word
interrogatives in Liverpool, where R.P. commonly has a simple falling tone;
fall-plateaus, on the other hand, occur on non-final groups and on yes/no inter-
rogatives, where fall-rises or simple rises are common in R.P. So, although at the
beginning of this section I suggested that rises were generally heard as more
common in many areas of northern Britain, it now becomes apparent that such
rises are really in some sense falls! With increased knowledge of dialectal into-
nation we may be able to write generative rules to explain this sort of variation
by the use of features like delayed peak (= rise-fall), peak spreading (= rise-
plateau), and valley spreading (= fall-plateau). Rules of this sort have already
been used to explain dialectal variation in the patterns associated with the lexical
tones of Swedish, whereby the same basic tone (functionally defined as occurring
in the same set of words) occurs in tonetically very different forms.
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The use of rise-falls, rise-plateaus, and related patterns is then a feature of a
number of urban areas in the north and west of the British Isles. In other areas
at least the tonal inventory seems similar to R.P. Thus the few studies done on
the intonation of rural dialects of England report little difference from R.P. apart
from the isolated report of an occasional different tonal usage (e.g. a high-rise -
involving a step-up in pitch to the nucleus - is preferred to low-rise for yes/no
interrogatives in Norfolk), and there are also isolated reports that some dialects
use a narrower pitch range (involving both accent range and key) than R.P., e.g.
Liverpool, Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire. For Scotland, apart from Glasgow, a
typical sentence, either declarative or interrogative, will involve a sequence of
falling tones, e.g.

I don't agree with that

V
Variations in the height of the peak may arise when a new topic is introduced,
raising the first peak; or when there is a narrow focus, often for contrast, on one
of the words containing an accented syllable; or when the last peak is raised to
indicate a question. Rises of any sort are rare (although they do sometimes occur
on tentative questions and on echo questions) and fall-rises non-existent. The
outstanding feature of this type of intonation is that the basic intonation pattern
is subject to very little change due to grammatical, attitudinal, or discoursal
reasons; there appears, for example, to be only slight downgrading of peaks
because of the occurrence of old information. This sort of intonational system is
reported for areas as far apart as Edinburgh, Thurso, Ayr, and Paisley.

5.3.2 Variation in English dialects outside Britain
Once again, detailed information concerning intonational variation

in dialects outside Britain is slight, but what information there is suggests that
variation within the U.S. and Canada is much less than it is within Britain; that
differences between the intonation of American English on the one hand and that
of R.P. on the other are themselves less than variation within Britain; and that
the position as regards Australia and New Zealand is much the same. What this
means is that nowhere is the difference in tonal inventory as great as that between
R.P. and Belfast or Liverpool, and that intonational differences which do exist
concern principally differences in the use of similar tones. The collection of con-
siderable amounts of data will be necessary before such differences are clearly
apparent and it is not therefore surprising that little information is available.
General American clearly makes use more of high-rise than of low-rise in yes/no
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questions and the use of high-rise on declaratives is increasing as part of the HRT
phenomenon discussed in 5.2. In addition to the more common use of high-rise,
Americans also appear to use a high-fall-rise more commonly than R.P. speakers,
and, at least to British ears, this also contributes to the effect of casualness. The
tone is frequently used in answers to questions:

A. Did he pass the exam?
B. He certainly vdid

It is often said that the intonation of Black American English is very different
from that of General American, but once again reports which substantiate this
are almost non-existent: it is nevertheless reported that it uses more rises, a wider
key, and a higher register (including much use of falsetto).

The image of Australians among other English speakers is often one of
aggression, and my own informal observations of middle-aged and older
Australians once led me to believe that this was, at least in part, due to a greater
use of falls than in other dialects, particularly on sentence non-final intonation-
groups. However, among younger Australians (as among younger Americans)
and particularly among teenagers this observation has rapidly become incorrect
because of the increasing use of HRT as mentioned in 5.2. One of the effects of
the use of this tone is to give their speech a far less assertive effect.

Finally, some brief discussion is needed of Caribbean English and of Indian
English. Although the status of the language is somewhat different in each case
(Caribbean English is usually an LI while Indian English is an L2), the problems
in analysing the intonation of the two areas are very similar. In both cases,
speakers use a rhythm which is considerably different from other types of
English, because it makes very much less use of reduced syllables; in both cases
speakers have many words which differ from other dialects in their stress pat-
terns; in both cases it is said that nucleus placement is not as moveable as it is in
other dialects, that it is generally fixed on the last stress, and that hence, like
Edinburgh English mentioned above, there is no de-accenting for old infor-
mation; and that contrast is indicated by pitch height rather than by using a dif-
ferent nucleus placement or a different nuclear tone. Furthermore it is reported
for both areas that the most common nuclear tone is a rise-fall (and hence Indian
English is often reported as sounding like Welsh English). Wells (1982) reports
on the difficulty of deciding whether Jamaican Creole is using a different stress
pattern or whether it just gives the impression of a different word-stress because
of the use of a rise-fall. The example he gives is of / was going into the kitchen,
where /ki-/ has a mid pitch and /-tfin/ a fall from high to low. Wells' conclusion
is that rise-fall rather than changed word-stress is the correct solution in this case,
but others have reported new lexical contrasts based on word-stress arising in
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Caribbean English, e.g. brother (sibling) v. brother (monk). Like Black American
English, West Indian English is also reported as using a wide key.

This brief exploration of dialectal variation in intonation has been almost
entirely limited to English. Such variation is even less documented for other lan-
guages than it is for English (although there has been some study of dialectal
variation in the tones of tone languages and considerable study of the variation
in word-tones in those languages which make only a limited use of tone, like
Swedish and Norwegian). But a number of the variables which have been men-
tioned in dialectal variation, like differences of key, restrictions on nucleus
movement, differences in tonal inventory versus differences in the use of tones,
will re-appear in the following sections, which go on to discuss intonational dif-
ferences and similarities across languages.

5.4 Cross-linguistic comparisons

In this section I attempt to identify some of the dimensions of vari-
ation in intonation between languages; in the next section I attempt the converse
and discuss some possible universals of intonation. As usual (I tire of saying it
and no doubt the reader tires of reading it, but it has to be said) there are many
difficulties - many more, for example, than there are in making segmental com-
parisons. There are indeed many mentions of intonation in written grammars of
languages; but these are, on the vast majority of occasions, superficial, often
simply saying, for example, that statements have a falling tune and questions a
rising tune. Description of a tune as rising can hide a multitude of possible vari-
ations within the tune, e.g. where does it rise: at the beginning, at the end, from
beginning to end, or in some other way? Thus, for example, in Atayal, a language
of Taiwan, it is said that: Towards the end of a sentence there are two relevant
intonation patterns, one containing a high pitch element which expresses
question "?" or emotion "!", and one which does not contain such a relevant high
pitch element. If the last syllable of the sentence is a final particle, the high pitch
is usually on the syllable preceding the particle' (Egerod, 1966: 130). But what
presents even more difficulty is that there is no agreed theoretical framework
within which descriptions are couched. The majority see intonation as directly
governed by grammar: they talk of the intonation of sentences, not intonation-
groups; they talk of the tunes of statements and questions; and the relationships
between intonation and accent are rarely stated in any detail. Even where detailed
models have been set up, as is the case for some European languages (e.g. for
Swedish and Dutch), the models are often very different from the nuclear tone
approach which has been the cornerstone of this book (see sub-section 5.4.3
below for comparisons); and hence even in these cases comparisons are often
difficult. Nevertheless, some attempt must be made to look at variation across
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languages, and in the following sub-sections I shall consider variation in

intonation-groupings, variations in nucleus placement (these two very briefly)

and variations in tone (this in rather more detail). At the beginning of the con-

sideration of tone, I shall digress for one sub-section to show what two

highly-regarded alternative models of intonation look like. The variations

discussed by no means cover all potential variation. For example, I have no com-

parative data with which to discuss in any detail variations in key and register.

It is occasionally suggested that some languages use a narrow key (e.g. Danish)

or that they use a high register (e.g. many varieties of Chinese) or that variation

in key and register according to sex and style is greater in some languages than

in others (e.g. it has been suggested that the difference in register between

Japanese men and women is greater than it is in English). But most such

suggestions are not much more than anecdotal. A further difficulty with studying

comparative intonation across languages is that a non-native speaker of a

particular language, even one with phonetic training and a good ear for pitch, is

almost always unaware of many of the nuances of meaning, and often even of

the correctness, of intonation patterns. Therefore we are almost entirely

dependent on native speakers for our descriptive data on intonation.

5.4.1 Comparative intonation-groupings

Information on intonation-groupings is entirely limited to European

languages and almost entirely to Indo-European languages. Hence information

is also limited to languages of similar grammatical structure. In this sort of

limited comparison it is, nevertheless, immediately striking how much similarity

is reported across languages. The most frequent correspondence of intonation-

groups is undoubtedly with clauses, but similar correspondences with gram-

matical structures smaller than the clause are regularly reported. Four such

structures in particular can be identified where many European languages are

similar to English and to each other:

(i) Non-pronominal subjects:
French: Pour les Anglais / le sens de l'humour / c.a les aide a
Italian: II primo uomo sulla luna / era Neil Armstrong
Hungarian: A baratom fia / megnostilt (Varga, 1984: 136)
Portuguese: O homem da gabardine branca / e o lider da manif

(ii) Recapitulated subjects:
German: Sie kam heute an / die Brigitte
Portuguese: Ela comeu / a galinha
French: Ou est-ce-qu'il est suppose habiter a Paris / Wayne?

(iii) Initial and final adverbials:
Portuguese: Ele n£o respondeu / claramente
German: In Koln / gibt es eine schone Kathedrale
French: Tandis qu'en France / c'est tres rare
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(iv) Non-defining structures in medial position:
French: L'homme / desole / a parle a la foule
French: Le general / Jacques Massu / a ecrit un livre
Portuguese: O meu irmao / em Lisboa / tern um novo emprego

Another typical usage in many European languages is that of a low level pitch

for 'parentheticals' in final position (such 'parentheticals' are often separated

from what precedes by a pause, but whether such sequences are to be analysed

as separate intonation-groups or not is problematic; see chapter 3, sub-section

3.2.4). One structure which commonly has this low level pitch in European lan-

guages is the reporting clause:

Hungarian: '£s ha nem?'/kerdezte (Varga, 1984: 133)
French: 'Qui est la?'/demande-t-elle
English: 'Where are you going?'/he said
Portuguese: 'Vou-me embora'/disse ele

Many of the examples above have concerned French, and although in French

and English potential intonation-groupings are apparently much the same,

studies of French actually show that the number of words in intonation-groups

in French is on average smaller than in English, i.e. French intonation-groups are

shorter than in English. This suggests that while the options open to speakers of

two languages may be the same, the actual use made of the options may be dif-

ferent. French appears to make more use of the options involving short into-

nation-groups than does English. This is related to the fact that French does not

have the mobile nucleus characteristic of English (see following sub-section) nor

the same potential for pre-nuclear accents, and hence is forced to introduce extra

intonation-groups for the purpose of highlighting. So the following example is

not untypical (where the nucleus is on the final syllable in each group, the non-

final groups ending on a mid or high level, the final group ending with a fall):

II est parti / hier soir / avec sa famille / dans le train / de Manchester / a
Londres

5.4.2 Comparative nucleus placement

Nucleus placement is only one means whereby languages put syn-

tactic constituents into focus. Morphosyntactic means include word-order,

clefting, and emphatic or topic markers in the form of words or bound mor-

phemes. Sometimes nucleus placement operates in conjunction with one or more

of the morphosyntactic means, and in such cases it is not always easy to decide

which is primary. Usually word-order change and the use of clefting are taken to

be primary because they are more widely used. A full typology of focus would

therefore be based at least as much on considerations of word-order and clefting
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as on nucleus placement. This is not the place for such a full typology, but clearly

such considerations cannot be completely excluded. In particular, word-order

will have to be brought into all discussions of nucleus movement.

Nucleus placement involving broad focus on declarative sentences in SVO

languages appears regularly to fall on the object, producing the same sort of

ambiguity between broad focus and narrow focus on the object as in English.

There are sometimes reports that broad focus will involve nucleus placement on

the subject in SVO languages but there are always doubts about the interpretation

of such reports. One such language is Finnish where one report categorically

states that neutral intonation has 'stress' on the leftmost constituent (Heringer

and Wolontis, 1972) but this is contradicted by another report which says that

the prominent syllable in non-contrastive utterances comes at the end (Iivonen,

1978). In this particular case one misleading factor may be that many Finnish

intonation patterns have their highest pitch at the beginning of the intonation-

group and moreover word-stress falls on the first syllable. Broad focus involving

the nucleus on the subject in SVO languages remains doubtful. In SOV languages,

broad focus seems to fall most usually on the object again, as in Turkish, e.g.

Dim sokakta AhmeD'i gordiim
'Yesterday in the street Ahmed I saw'
Erkekten kahveYi aldi
'From the boy coffee he bought'

But things are not quite what they appear to be at first sight. It would be more

correct to say that the nucleus falls on a pre-verbal nominal, e.g.

Elmalan bir GOCU6A verdik
'The apples to a child we gave'

A similar situation is often said to apply in Hungarian, although there are further

qualifications. If the pre-verbal nominal is actually a pronominal the nucleus may

go on the verb (although of course in this case it could be said that broad focus

is not involved because the pronominal refers to old information). Moreover, the

sorts of locationals which we saw occurring in various positions before the verb

in the Turkish examples above may occur in post-verbal position in Hungarian

and are then likely to take the nucleus when verb and locational are in focus, e.g.

(Mit csinalnak a gyerekek?
'What are doing the children?')
A gyerekek jatszanak a KERtben
'The children are playing in the garden' (Varga, 1984: 139)

All that can be stated with certainty regarding nucleus placement in broad focus

sentences is that there is undoubtedly a tendency to prefer nouns to verbs as loca-
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tions for the nucleus. Notice the following examples from German (and compare

chapter 4, sub-section 4.3.1 above):

Wach AUF! Das HAUS brennt
Es war ihm SCHLECHT / weil er zuviel BIER getrunken hatte

There is probably also a tendency to prefer the nucleus on the final noun. Strictly

speaking, one should say noun-phrase, since the nucleus may usually fall on the

adjective in languages where adjectives regularly follow the nouns they modify

(e.g. French). It should also be made clear that the preceding statements apply

only to broad focus declaratives. In many languages the nucleus may fall on the

verb in questions (e.g. Rumanian).

When we come to consider narrow focus we find that many languages are like

English in allowing the nucleus to move up and down an intonation-group

according to the demands of contrast and of new and old information. For

example, nucleus placement in German and Russian seems to respond to the

demands of new and old information in a way almost identical to English. In

these languages an early nucleus placement results in the downgrading of later

accents to dependence on length and/or loudness alone. (This does not apply in

languages like Swedish which make a limited use of lexical tone, and where

prominences produced by these tones occur even in post-focus positions.) As

mentioned above, such languages will, like English, have a potential ambiguity

related to nucleus placement on the final noun, which may indicate narrow focus

on the noun or broad focus on the whole intonation-group. The ambiguity is

usually resolved by giving extra height to a nuclear tone to signal narrow focus

on a final noun. But at least one SVO language uses another device to signal

narrow focus on a final noun: Polish may move the nuclear tone from the usually

stressed syllable of the noun, the penultimate, to the first syllable of the noun, cf.

WaznoSc'ckommunikacji samochoDOwej
The importance of travelling by car'

(Nucleus on the penultimate in this example is ambiguous between broad and

narrow focus.)

Waznos'c kommunikacji SAmochodowej (Dogil, 1980: 225)

(Nucleus on the initial syllable of the last word indicates narrow focus on that

word.)

Other languages do not necessarily have the potential for nucleus movement

that English does. In those languages where the nucleus has a fixed position in

intonation-groups (and by fixed position is usually meant the last stressed syl-

lable of the last noun), early prominences in the sentence may be achieved by
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breaking the sentence into a series of short intonation-groups. This was exem-

plified for French at the end of the preceding sections; it also applies to

Portuguese, cf.

He spoke to Madalena
Eu faLEi / com a MadaLEna

The only exceptions to the rule of final nucleus placement in both French and

Portuguese involve the sort of adverbials and 'parentheticals' mentioned in the

preceding section, e.g. reporting clauses, vocatives, and adverbials of time and

place. These adverbials and 'parentheticals' do not take the nucleus when in final

position, e.g.

Je vais a PaRis le lundi

However, French and Portuguese differ from each other in that Portuguese uses

word-order variation much more than French as an alternative to nucleus

movement, cf.

eu prefiro que ela VENha
eu prefiro que venha Ela

Word-order variation is the most common alternative to nucleus movement used

in languages. Indeed, as already stated at the beginning of this section, it may be

regarded as the more basic device, certainly on grounds of frequency: additionally,

it is almost always the case that languages which use nucleus movement also use

word-order variation, even if only infrequently (like English), whereas the reverse

is not true. Italian and Spanish are two languages which rely on simple word-order

variation and, to a lesser extent, on clefting for narrow focus; cf.

John arrives on Monday Giovanni arrivera lunedi
JOHN arrives on Monday Lunedi arrivera Giovanni
Charles knows Robert Carlos conoce a Roberto
CHARLES knows Robert Es Carlos el que conoce a Roberto
Charles KNOWS Robert Carlos conoce si a Roberto
Charles knows Robert Es a Roberto al que conoce Carlos

Other languages use word-order variation as their main device for narrow focus

but still use nucleus placement as a secondary device. Such a language is Finnish.

The least marked word-order is SVO and the nucleus falls on the object under

broad focus conditions. If narrow focus is required on the verb or the object, it

is moved to sentence-initial position, e.g.

Otto LOVES Karen Loi Otto Kaarinaa
Otto loves KAREN Kaarinaa Otto loi

(Heringer and Wolontis, 1972: 153)
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If narrow focus is required on the subject, then the nucleus is moved to the

subject (compare the clefting of Spanish and Italian above), e.g.

OTto loves Karen OTto loi Kaarinaa

(It will be remembered from earlier in this section that there is some dispute

about nucleus placement under broad focus in Finnish. Those who regard the

subject as taking the nucleus under broad focus go on to say that it takes 'heavy

stress' under narrow focus conditions.)

Finally it must be noted that pressure to keep the nucleus (i.e. the last pitch

accent) at the end of intonation-groups (or, more precisely, on the last lexical

items of intonation-groups) can even result in the accenting of old information

(this is referred to as RE-ACCENTING). This is particularly true of the Romance

languages. One study (Cruttenden, in press) of twelve European languages found

that French and Spanish had the highest incidence of re-accenting and English

and German the lowest. A typical example of re-accenting is:

El resulTAdo cero a cero con Brasil no es un mal resulTAdo
The result nil-nil against Brazil is not a bad result'

(Ortiz-Lira, 1995: 192)

One of the other languages which has a high incidence of re-accenting is Swedish,

where this seems to be due to the presence of the word-accents mentioned in 1.6.

5.4.3 Comparative tone: alternative models

The model of intonation within which most of the information in

this book has been presented has involved the concepts of intonation-group,

nucleus, and nuclear tones. Historically there have been two alternative

approaches to the analysis of English intonation: the older British 'whole tune'

approach, which describes the overall tunes associated with sentences or in some

cases with clauses within sentences (and which does not therefore have a concept

of nucleus and nuclear tone); and the (post 1945) American approach involving

pitch levels and terminal junctures (see discussion in chapter 3, sections 3.3 and

3.9.2 above). In fact the pitch levels approach is not as different from the one

that I have been using as might at first glance appear; sequences of levels are

fairly easily translatable into contours or vice versa. In this section I want briefly

to look at two models of intonation developed specifically for European lan-

guages, one for Swedish and one for Dutch. The model developed for Swedish is

closer to a 'whole tune' approach, whereas that developed for Dutch involves

sequences of tonal elements but does not identify anything like a nuclear tone.

The model developed for Swedish is principally associated with Garding and

has been reported in a number of articles (e.g. Garding, 1983). It is based on

acoustic analysis and synthesis. Four lines are used to generate the overall pitch
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pattern of a sentence: the two outermost lines representing the floor and the

ceiling of a speaker's normal pitch range and the two innermost lines representing

the basic tune of the sentence, e.g.

Onto this grid are projected Highs and Lows associated with word accents,

phrase accents, sentence accents, and boundaries. In Swedish, phrase and sen-

tence accents are High-Low, word accents are High (differences in the two lexical

tones being represented by a difference in the timing of the High), and bound-

aries are Low (Swedish has a Low phrase-boundary even in sentence-medial

position). All Highs and Lows are on the inner lines except the sentence accent

(the nearest approach to nucleus) which is on the ceiling (= the outer top line).

Here is an example from Garding (1983: 18):

Hz
200

100

-

• 2;6A ~

4

• 6B
• — •

-6A- -- _6A

3

1
f

*6A~

. -

- »•

3
». _

i •~~~~«-^
z;3

ma dam ma Rjan mal laRme; haRen mandu liin fRon ma dRiid
'Madam Marianne Mallarme has a mandolin from Madrid'

(In this example 2 = phrase and sentence boundaries; 3 = phrase and sentence

accents; 4 = word accents; 6A and 6B = contextual modifications involving a

preparatory Low before a High and the assimilatory raising of a Low between

two Highs.) In this system, modifications for intonational meaning include con-

trastive accent, which involves widening the range between the outer lines; and

changing the tune represented by the inner lines, cf.

Statement Question without inversion

n —
\

V
Notice that the second example also involves the optional use of a final rise.

Rules like those given here have been used to synthesise natural sounding

Swedish sentences. The main problem associated with this model is that, when
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analysing sentences with varying discoursal and attitudinal effects, there seems to
be no principled way of limiting the number of different grids necessary to model
all the sentences. As usual with instrumental research in intonation, the phonetic
details are very explicit and workable on 'neutral' declarative (and possibly inter-
rogative) sentences, but there is no systematic study of relationships between
forms and meanings in 'non-neutral' sentences. The basic difference between this
sort of model and the nuclear tone model is that here accents supposedly ride on
a previously allocated whole tune or 'grid', whereas in a nuclear tone model the
accents themselves actually build the overall tune (the so-called 'Contour
Interaction' and 'Tone Sequence' theories of Ladd (1981)). I remain sceptical that
systematic meaning differences can be more easily plotted against overall tunes
than against nuclear tones together with pre-nuclear modifications.

In the model developed over many years for Dutch (see in particular Collier
and t'Hart, 1981; and t'Hart, Collier, and Cohen, 1990) the methodology of
'close-copy stylisation' was developed and the same method was later used for
developing similar models for English (de Pijper, 1983, Sanders, 1996) and
Russian (Ode, 1989). The model is based instrumentally and starts from funda-
mental frequency traces of natural speech and then progressively smoothes out
the smaller movements of the trace until a series of straight lines is produced. The
revised straight-line pattern or 'stylisation' is then synthesised and played to lis-
teners who judge whether it is in some sense the same as the original. The pro-
duction of the stylisation is a two-stage process. The first stage produces
'perceptual equality' in which the synthesised stylised version is judged to be
auditorily indistinguishable from its resynthesised original. At this stage almost
all segmental perturbations (e.g. the effect of voiced and voiceless consonants)
are eliminated. The second stage produces 'perceptual equivalence'; this stage
reduces the patterns to linguistic equivalence, which is reflected in the fact that
perceptual equality is judged by both native and non-native listeners whereas
'perceptual equivalence' is judged only by native listeners. After taking averages
from different speakers the straight lines for each pitch movement are eventually
specified using only three parameters: (i) position in the syllable where they begin,
(ii) duration of pitch movement and (iii) size of pitch movement. The intona-
tional patterns of the language can then be specified as various sequences of dif-
ferent straight-line movements (called 'blocks' in earlier work).

Each movement involves a type of fall or a type of rise. In Dutch there are five
types of fall and five types of rise. Some movements are obligatorily associated
with accented syllables, some are not; some movements begin early in syllables,
some late in syllables. I will firstly describe the principal types of fall and rise and
then give some examples to illustrate the movements in sequence in sentences.
Type 1 Rise is an 'early rise' in which the high pitch is reached at the beginning
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of the vowel; it is similar to what has been referred to as a 'step-up' in chapter

3, section 3.4, above. Type 2 Rise is a 'late rise' in which the rise does not begin

until late in the syllable; it is similar to what has been referred to in this book as

a low-rise or a full-rise. Type 4 Rise (the numbering is as in Collier and 't Hart

(1981), Type 3 Rise not being described here) is simply the transitional rise

between two falls, i.e. N > > ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ \ - Type A Fall is a rapid fall from high to

low, similar to what I have previously called a high-fall. Type B Fall is the same

as A except that it is inaudible, i.e. it is only inferable from what precedes and

follows (see, for instance, the first example below). Type D Fall is the transition

between two rises, i.e. / A ^ " ^ , ' . Type E Fall is a fall which does not reach

the baseline. All these types of rises and falls can be seen in the following

examples from Collier and 't Hart (1981):

Zaterdag . . . even kijken . . . nee ik heb nog niks
10 0 B 1 0 A 0 l&A 0 l&A 0 l&A

'Saturday . . . let me just check . . . no I have nothing on yet'

Ik eet vrijwel altijd in de mensa
1 0 0 0 E 0 0 O A O
'I almost always eat in the cafeteria'

Kook jij eigenlijk vaak zelf?
0 1 D D D D a

'Do you actually often cook yourself?'

O zo kan ik het ook
l&A l&A 4 4 4 5&A
'Oh I can also manage that myself

Notice that a Type 5 Rise is used in the last example: this seems to occur almost

always between a Type 4 Rise and a Type A Fall; Ladd (1983a) suggests that it

represents a 'raised peak'. Notice also that where syllables have no pitch

movement they are marked with a 0. The term 'hat pattern' is used to describe a

rising movement followed by a falling one and has been subsequently widely used

to describe similar patterns in languages other than Dutch. The pattern l&A as

in the first and fourth examples above is described as a 'pointed hat'; if the dip

between O and zo in the last example was not present and was replaced by a high
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plateau the pattern would be referred to as a 'flat hat'.
In 't Hart, Collier, and Cohen (1990) the sequencing of movements in overall

contours is explored by grouping pitch movements into melodic families. This is
done by first grouping movements into 'pitch configurations' (e.g. 1A, IB,
3C etc). Configurations are then classified into prefixes, roots, and suffixes,
which are themselves grouped into lawful 'pitch contours' (e.g. 1B+1A+2, where
IB is a prefix, 1A a root, and 2 a suffix). Finally contours are grouped into 'into-
nation patterns' on the basis of cluster analysis, i.e. which contours native
speakers group together as similar. We are given a detailed grammar of the lawful
pitch contours but are told little about the final intonation patterns and their
functions except that there are six such patterns in Dutch, such patterns being
based on common root configurations.

Like the Garding model developed for Swedish, this model, developed princi-
pally from work on Dutch, is based on acoustic analysis and synthesis and is
capable of synthesising natural-sounding Dutch intonations; it is, in other words,
phonetically explicit. The authors themselves claim that phonetic explicitness is
of primary importance compared with the functional aspects (which have been
emphasised throughout this book). It is not surprising therefore that criticisms of
the model principally concern functional aspects. A Type B Fall (the inaudible
one) seems to cry out for an analysis into intonation-groups; as regards meaning
this Type B Fall has nothing in common with a Type A Fall, when it might be
expected that all falls would have some general meaning in common. Similarly a
Type 1 Rise (early in the syllable) seems to represent a rise to a high accent
whereas a Type 2 Rise (late in the syllable) is a rise from an accented syllable and
these have little in common functionally. Moreover the reduction of two pointed
hats to a flat hat suggests that the plateau following a Type 1 Rise, and the Type
A Fall, are functionally similar, and hence that the Type 1 Rise is more properly
described as a high accent which is related to other falling accents. More gen-
erally a description of Dutch (or any other language) needs an attempt to relate
the formal aspects of intonation to their functions before it can be properly eval-
uated. Nevertheless this model is extremely valuable in its pioneering work on a
methodology for sorting the relevant from the irrelevant in fundamental fre-
quency traces.

Both the models mentioned here (i.e. those developed for Swedish and for
Dutch) involve ascribing differences of tune to differences of 'phasing' or 'timing'
of highs and lows relative to accented syllables. This sort of explanation of tonal
differences stems originally from studies of lexical tone in Norwegian and
Swedish. It is being increasingly used in the description of intonation; besides the
models here, a difference of phase occurs as [+delay] in Gussenhoven's system
for English (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4.2 above) and as [+delayed peak] in
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Ladd (1983). In both these cases, it is used to explain a rise-fall as compared with
a rise. It was also used for German by Isacenko and Schadlich (1966) who use
the terms 'pre-ictic' and 'post-ictic' to explain differences within rises and within
falls thus:

Rises Falls
Pre-ictic die | Kinder der | Kinder

Post-ictic die Kir} der der Kin | der

The use of any device in intonational description, including 'phase', is justified if
it leads to simpler functional generalisations. In the case of the model for Dutch
above, it does not seem to me that it does. In the case of the Isacenko and
Schadlich model, on the other hand, it seems to be the case that functional gen-
eralisations are at least maintained: a pre-ictic rise is 'progredient' (i.e. indicating
more to come), while a post-ictic rise is 'interrogative' (i.e. indicating more to
come, but from a different speaker); whereas both types of fall are terminal.
Whether such a treatment is in any way superior to a description in terms of high-
rise versus low-rise and high-fall versus low-fall has, however, not been shown.

5.4.4 Comparative tone: basic typology
The two alternative models discussed in the previous sub-section

involved two descriptive procedures which have not been used in the basic theo-
retical exposition in this book: that of whole tunes, as in Garding's grids, and
that of 'phase', as in Collier and 't Hart's various types of falls and rises, and in
the way Garding's lexical tones ride on the sentence 'grids'. In the sections which
follow the comparisons will nevertheless remain within the nuclear tone
approach. There are basically two reasons for this. One is pragmatic: it is difficult
enough finding sufficiently detailed data to compare pitch movements following
just the last pitch accent, let alone basing a comparison on the patterns of pitch
movement borne on a sequence of pitch accents. The other is theoretical: I
remain convinced that the final pitch movement following the nucleus is the most
important pitch movement in an intonation-group and, moreover, that on this
basis one may make wider and more valuable functional generalisations, as dis-
cussed concerning the Dutch model in the previous sub-section. Such considera-
tions certainly support a nuclear tone rather than a whole tune approach. The
question of 'phase' is a little more difficult to dismiss. It may turn out that some
of the differences in nuclear tone types can be ascribed to differences of 'phase'
(e.g. that rise-fall is really a delayed fall); it certainly seems that this method can
lead to greater generalisation in certain areas (e.g. rise-fall has semantic similar-
ities with simple fall) and a good case for this approach has been made in Ladd
(1983). However, I shall not make use of phase features in the comparative typo-
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logical sections which follow because I view the breaking down of tones into
phase features as rather like the breaking down of phonological segments into
distinctive features. Distinctive feature comparisons across languages could not
really have been carried out without previous typological comparisons of the
phonological segments of languages. The typological comparison of tones which
follows is on speculative enough ground without carrying speculation one stage
further into intonational features.

Ideally, comparison of tones would be divided up along lines similar to those
followed for the comparison of segments across dialects and across languages. It
would be nice to be able to divide our comparison into inventory, realisation, and
usage. Inventory would involve the number and type of tones in each language;
realisation would involve the exact contour associated with each tone (e.g. does
a rise-fall start lower/higher or finish lower/higher in one language than in
another?) and usage would compare the different (or same) meanings associated
with similar tones across languages. This sort of framework does lie behind the
descriptions in the following sections but it is a framework which is difficult to
sustain in any precise way, because all sorts of, at present unanswerable,
problems are raised. For instance, it is difficult to decide when we are dealing
with two different tones and when with two different realisations of the same
tone (i.e. when is a difference of inventory as opposed to a difference of reali-
sation involved?). One answer might be that only different (sequences of) pitch
directions count as different tones with respect to the inventory; by such a cri-
terion only rise, fall, fall-rise, rise-fall, rise-fall-rise, fall-rise-fall, count as different
tones, the remaining differences being differences of realisation. This is certainly
the most obvious workable criterion but considerable problems still remain, e.g.
how do we equate level tones across languages? And can we really equate tones
of the same contour but very different beginnings or endpoints, e.g. two rise-falls
like / and \ ? (It may be that in this case we should treat these two tones as
different for the purposes of inventory comparison, because one ends on the
baseline and one does not.) I have at the moment no precise solutions to these
problems. Indeed, as the reader will discover in the next section, there is as yet
no developed procedure in intonational typology. Regarding the comparison of
uses of tones in various languages, I can only repeat what was said at the
beginning of section 5.3 above (on dialectal variation). An ideal comparison
would compare the abstract meanings associated with each tone, but, for prac-
tical reasons, we are forced to anchor our comparisons in grammatical sentence-
types. Most individual descriptions of the intonation of particular languages talk
of the typical tones associated with declaratives, yes/no interrogatives, and so on.
One of the questions one would always like to have asked the writer is 'How
typical?' i.e. how much variation does the word 'typical' conceal? This raises a
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further question regarding the comparison between English (where much detailed
work has been done) and other languages; is the amount of potential tonal vari-
ation in English (conditioned by discoursal and attitudinal factors) typical or not
of languages in general? Or, putting the question the other way round, are tones
much more conditioned by syntax in other languages than they are in English?
One does not really know the answer to these questions: one does not really know
whether the lack of apparent and reported variation in many languages is due to
the analyst or to the languages concerned.

With all these various 'hedges' in mind, we can now go ahead and compare the
intonations associated with various sentence-types across languages. I take a
'sentence-type' to involve a pairing of a typical use with a typical syntactic form
in a language. So, for example, in English a yes/no question is typically associated
with inversion of subject and verb. The five main sentence-types of similar use
which can be identified across languages are: statement, yes/no question, question
word question, command, and exclamation. The syntactic form associated with
each sentence-type I call declarative, yes/no interrogative, question word in-
terrogative, imperative, and exclamative. Of course a pairing may not be main-
tained on all occasions, e.g. a sentence in the syntactic form of a yes/no
interrogative in English will sometimes function as an exclamation, e.g. Am I
mad! Intonation may play a part in indicating a non-basic use of a particular syn-
tactic form, e.g. Am I mad! is limited intonationally if it is to be taken as an excla-
mation. Another common change brought about by intonation involves the
syntactic form of a declarative being turned into a yes/no question by the use of
a particular tone (usually high-rise in English); indeed in some languages syn-
tactic marking of yes/no questions may be absent and intonation is the only
formal way of marking a yes/no question (of course to some extent interpretation
of an utterance as a question is always dependent on context as well). A similar
change which is very common in languages involves the softening of an imper-
ative to a request by the use of some sort of rising tone. I shall now compare the
intonation of the major sentence-types in detail.

5.4.4.1 Declaratives. Hermann (1942), Bolinger (1978), and Hirst and Di Cristo
(forthcoming) are the only existing surveys of intonation across languages. In a
consideration of 57 non-tone languages Bolinger finds 38 to have a 'terminal fall'
at the end of a declarative, with the implication in most cases that the terminal
fall begins on the last pitch accent. The list includes such widely diverse languages
as Polish, Kunimaipa, Maya, Tamil, and Yurok. Moreover, of the remaining 19
it is not the case that they are reported as necessarily having a terminal rise or
the absence of a fall; simply that the reports on the languages concerned are not
altogether clear. A few languages are reported as not having a fall at the end of
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a sentence but a fall at the end of a 'discourse' or 'turn'. In Chamorro (Topping,
1969: 71) 'most terminal contours (except discourse-final) are marked by rising
pitch'. Reports of this sort which suggest a rise as the unmarked tone for declar-
atives are rare although there are suggestions that the Extremadura Tucuman
dialects of Spanish and the Corfu dialect of Greek end with a final raised pitch.
Something of the sort has been reported for some British urban dialects in
sub-section 5.3.1 of this chapter (although the evidence now being surveyed sug-
gests even more strongly that such rise-plateaus should be analysed as 'deep'
falls). I know of only one report in which it is suggested that the semantics of fall
and rise are reversed: Swadesh (1946: 317) states: 'Chitimacha contrasts with
English and other European languages in using a rising intonation for statement
and a falling one for interrogation.' Since the population of the tribe was only
60 or so in 1946, and since only one person was reported as speaking the lan-
guage, we should not pin too much theoretical significance on this statement! It
is undoubtedly true that it is a nearly absolute linguistic universal that unmarked
declaratives have a final falling pitch. What is more, this final falling pitch will
reach the speaker's baseline or, putting it another way, will at least reach the
bottom end of his normal pitch range; additionally, the final falling pitch is often
reported as reaching the level of creaky voice (e.g. in Castilian Spanish).

Of course there remains considerable variation in the type of fall involved. Some
languages may have a preference for a step-up followed by wide fall while others
may prefer a step-down followed by a narrow fall; still others may allow both with
approximately equal likelihood. English falls into the third category; cf.

We had a very nice xholiday

We had a very nice xholiday

In chapter 3, section 3.7, this was described as the difference between high-fall
and low-fall. Bolinger's (1978) survey suggests that the following prefer high-fall
(or in his terms an Accent A): Cayuvava, Chuave, Cora, French, Hawaiian,
Papago, Russian, Seri, Tamil, Waltmanjari, and Yurok, although this list must
not be taken too seriously; in French, for example, the step-down and low-fall is
probably at least as frequent as the high-fall. Indeed a number of Romance lan-
guages seem to prefer the low-fall, for instance Spanish (particularly the Castilian
variety), Italian, and Portuguese, e.g.
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No hablo espaxflol 'I don't speak Spanish'

Credo che sia il \mio 'I believe that it's mine'

Ela casou com o \Joao 'She married John'

In some other languages the typical type of fall seems to be a rise-fall, e.g. in

Welsh, Hindi, and Copenhagen Danish.

While a terminal fall is reported as the unmarked pattern for declarative sen-

tences in most languages, there are often remarks in individual descriptions to

the effect that 'statements with implications' may produce different tones on a

declarative sentence. On an uncertain statement like Je ne sais pas a French

speaker may use a rise; Kunimaipa has a rise for 'politeness', Thai a rise for 'sur-

prise' or 'doubt', and in Western Desert a rise 'reveals the speaker's recognition

of the person addressed'. Von Essen (1956) reports the use of a

Hoflichkeitsmelodie involving a rise on declaratives in German, e.g.

Ich mochte zehn Liter Benzin 'I want ten litres of petrol'

' •

One of the most frequent tones used in English to convey 'implications' is the

fall-rise and this seems almost idiosyncratic to English in that, although simple

rises are frequently reported in other languages as being used for implicational

meanings on declaratives, fall-rise is rarely reported. Implications conveyed by

the use of fall-rise and indeed by other tones in English may be conveyed by the

use of special particles or by variations in word-order in other languages, cf.

English and German:

She's very v pretty (but )
Sie ist zwar schon (aber )

You 'mustn't be a/fraid
Sie dtirfen sich doch nicht furchten

You're very A lucky
Du hast ja Gliick gehabt
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and English and Spanish:

It's not v my book
Ese libro no es mio

All the preceding examples in this section have discussed sentence-final falls on

declaratives but , of course, many sentences are divided up into more than one

intonat ion-group, a non-final intonation-group corresponding with a non-final

clause or with syntactic constituents such as subject, displaced object, sentence

adverbial (see this chapter, sub-section 5.4.1 above), or with the non-final items

in lists. English generally has some sort of level or rising nuclear tone in such

groups (rising, of course, includes falling-rising). Other languages seem to prefer

one of these two possibilities or a third possibility of a non-low fall (i.e. a fall

which does no t reach the baseline). A level tone is one possibility in Venetian and

in Tagalog, e.g.

Para sa bun>so / ang maxnika The doll is for the baby'

~~~ • [ T o r the baby / the doll']

* ' ' * - - (Bowen, 1969: 45)

A rise is one possibility in German and Dutch. The most common type of rise

used in non-final positions in languages is a high-rise (reported for French,

Greek, Portuguese, Russian, and Rumanian) , but notice that in the following

example from Dutch a fall-rise is used:

Navtuurlijk / maar het is niet erg netjes

. * „ . - -A A
'Naturally, but it's not altogether clear'

(Collier and 't Hart, 1981: 76)

A non-low fall is reported to occur in Persian, in Swahili, and in Italian, e.g.

Delle arancie / delle mele / e delle banane

'Some oranges, some apples, and some bananas'

In Danish non-final groups are reported to show a slightly declining pattern (see

4.4.4.4 and 5.5.1 below) intermediate between the declination used on declara-

tives and its complete suspension on yes/no interrogatives.

Although a non-low level, a rise, or a non-low fall (all really various types of

non-low) are generally reported for non-final groups, there is the occasional ref-
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erence (e.g. in Swahili) to the optional possibility of a fall to low in non-final

groups. This is of course a possibility in English, although unusual except on

reinforcing adverbs like literally (see chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.1.2), and it seems

likely that most languages have the possibility of using a 'final-sounding' tone in

sentence non-final positions to emphasise the 'separateness' of each component

intonation-group, much as in English we can, exceptionally, give a falling tone

to each item in a list. In many languages a non-final intonation-group may

involve an adverbial phrase; in English an adverbial phrase may also occur with

a separate intonation-group in final position, usually involving a rising tone (as

in non-final positions, there are certain exceptions to this involving strongly rein-

forcing adverbs, which take a fall), e.g.

I went to xLondon / on /Sunday

But this sort of occurrence, involving a 'minor' rise at the end of a sentence fol-

lowing an earlier fall does not appear to be a common one in languages. For

some languages it is actually reported as virtually impossible, e.g. German:

*Ich ging nach NLondon / am /Sonntag

A rise does not occur on adverbials in this position in German; an adverbial must

either occur as the 'tail' to the preceding fall, or else it must take an independent

fall of its own, e.g.

Ich ging nach v London am Sonntag
Ich ging nach x London / am x Sonntag

(A final rise of this sort is reported as possible in some German dialects when the

time adverbial precedes the place adverbial, e.g.

Ich ging am ^Sonntag / nach /London.)

5.4.4.2 Yes/no interrogatives. Interrogatives fall basically into two major classes:

yes/no interrogatives and question word interrogatives. Question word interroga-

tives ask for information in a more general way whereas yes/no interrogatives ask

for an opinion about the truth of a proposition. Yes/no interrogatives may be

grammatically marked in languages in various ways: by the use of a special par-

ticle or enclitic (as in Russian and Latin), by the use of a special verb morphology

(as in Greenlandic), or by the use of a special word-order (as in English). In

addition most languages are reported as having some sort of intonational marking

of interrogatives. In some languages the only way of formally differentiating

yes/no questions from statements is by intonation (e.g. in Portuguese, Jacaltec,

and Modern Greek); a convenient label for a question marked as such in this way

only is to call it a 'declarative question', since the morphology and syntax are basi-
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cally unchanged from the form of the declarative. While the declarative question

is the only way of marking yes/no questions in some languages, it is frequently

an alternative option even in those languages which do mark yes/no questions

by morphology or syntax. In some of these languages it appears to be a real

alternative option, i.e. the declarative question can be used on unmarked yes/no

questions (e.g. in Russian), while in other languages (e.g. Hungarian, German,

Finnish, and English) it is most commonly used only for echo questions, e.g.

(A. He passed his exam) B. He passed his e'xam?
(A. Sie ist tot) B. Sie ist 'tot?

In fact this type of echoic intonation, usually high-rise (but note the rise-fall for

Hungarian), can typically be superimposed on any sentence-type, e.g.

(A. Where are you going?) B. Where am I 'going?
(A. Are you happy?) B. Am I happy?
(A. Mekkora?) B. AMekkora?

'How big is it?' (Hungarian)

The intonation of yes/no questions, whether co-occurring with morphological/

syntactical marking or not, is almost invariably reported as having either a

'terminal rise' or in some way a higher pitch than the corresponding statement

pattern. Bolinger (1978) surveyed a sample of 36 non-tone languages and

reported all except 4 as having a rise or a higher pitch for questions. Ultan (1978),

in a sample of 53 languages, found 71% reported as having a terminal rise, 34%

reported as having a higher pitch somewhere, 5.7% as having a fall or rise, and

5.7% as having a fall only. 5.7% in absolute terms meant three languages: Fanti,

Grebo, and Chitimacha, of which the first two are tone languages, leaving the

last as the only clear exception. This reference to Chitimacha has already been

mentioned in the last section on declaratives; it is in Swadesh (1946), is very brief,

and may not tell the whole story.

Even in tone languages a terminal rise is usual in yes/no questions (although it

is not of course associated with a 'nucleus')- For example, Miller and Tench

(1981) report for Hausa that, whereas a statement will have a falling glide added

to a terminal high tone, a yes/no question will have a final jump to an extra high

level, whether the terminal tone is high or low. But there are some apparent

exceptions to this (reported in Williamson, 1979) where a final low tone is added

as a marker of yes/no questions. Such a low tone seems usually to arise where

historically yes/no questions were marked by a segmental particle which was itself

low-toned; subsequently the particle was lost but the tone of the particle

remained. This is the case, for example, in Degema, which has lost its question

particle but adds a final low tone, whereas Engenni, a language closely related to

Degema, retains a question particle having low tone.
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Although a very large number of non-tone languages are reported as having a
final rise for yes/no questions, what remains uncertain is just how many of these
languages have a fall as an alternative, since descriptions very rarely mention
alternative intonations for a particular sentence-type. From many of the brief
descriptions of English in pedagogic textbooks, it might be imagined that only a
rising tone occurred on yes/no questions, whereas this is clearly not the case.

Some languages have a preference for a low-rise on yes/no questions (i.e. where
the rise does not go higher than approximately mid pitch) while others prefer a
high-rise (i.e. where the rise ends at the upper limit of the speaker's pitch). The
low-rise typically involves a step-down with the end pitch of the rise not reaching
the level of any preceding syllables, e.g. +• , whereas the high-rise may or
may not involve a step-down but will certainly end higher than any preceding syl-
lables, e.g. J or *? . Among those which prefer a low-rise are
Chrau and Tagalog, whereas among those which prefer a high-rise are
Portuguese, Sa'ban, and Azerbaijani.

In the surveys of Bolinger (1978) and Ultan (1978) mentioned above, the alter-
native to a final rise on yes/no questions was reported to be a 'higher pitch some-
where'. This phrase sometimes means the 'suspension of declination'. Decimation
was considered with respect to English in chapter 4, sub-section 4.4.4.4; it is
further discussed as a possible universal in sub-section 5.5.1 below. For the
moment all that has to be remembered is that there is at least a tendency for high-
peaked accents of equal perceptual prominence to decline in real terms within one
intonation-group (and possibly a similar phenomenon across intonation-groups).
Thus the declination effect shows up in one way as: *\ *\ *i *\ . Declination is
reported as typical of declarative sentences in many languages. But it is also
frequently reported that declination may be suspended in yes/no interrogatives,
e.g. in Danish and Swedish. In Copenhagen Danish the typical pitch accent is
rising-falling: Thorsen (1983) shows how in a statement the beginning-points of
a series of accents will typically decline, e.g.

whereas in a yes/no question which is unmarked syntactically (i.e. a 'declarative
question') declination will not occur, e.g.

In those cases where a yes/no question is marked syntactically by inversion or
interrogative particle, declination is shown to be present but not to the same
degree as in declaratives.
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Another type of pitch pattern which represents a 'higher pitch somewhere'
involves giving extra height to the nucleus of yes/no questions. In many East
European languages this extra height goes together with a rising-falling nuclear
tone. Some variety of rise-fall for yes/no questions occurs in Russian, Czech,
Serbo-Croat, Hungarian, and Roumanian. The rise-fall is commonly reduced to
a simple high-rise if the nucleus occurs on the last syllable of the intonation-
group. In the case of Russian and Czech a high-rise is said to be an alternative
(related to age or dialect) in all cases. In Russian neither of the two possibilities
for yes/no questions (rise-fall or high-rise) is commonly used if the interrogative
particle li is present, but they must occur if // is not present (i.e. when we are
dealing with a declarative question), e.g.

ee zovut Natasa?
ee aoByT HaTauia?
'her call-they Natasha?' = 'Is she called Natasha?'

Igor' poet?

Hropb noe'T?

'Igor sings?' = 'Is Igor singing?'

ego zovut Boris?

ero aoByT BopHC?

'him call-they Boris?' = 'Is he called Boris?'

Notice that the first two examples have rise-fall because the nucleus is on a non-
final syllable, whereas the last example has a high-rise because the nucleus falls
on the last syllable. Some varieties of Italian (see Grice and Savino, 1995) have
a type of fall with a preceding dip (which cannot be analysed as a nuclear rise-
fall because the dip occurs before the nuclear syllable - in a levels type of analysis
it is analysed as L+H*). This dip is generally the only factor distinguishing yes/no
questions from statements and commands.

A special type of yes/no question is the biased question, i.e. the yes/no question
which is biased towards the expectation of either a yes or a no answer. This type
of question is often indicated by some sort of tag at the end of a sentence. The
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tag may be of a fixed type involving a negative particle like French n'est-ce pas
or Portuguese ndo e, a positive particle like Rotuman ne or an interjection like
Hausa ko\ or the tag may be sensitive to the syntax of the preceding main clause
as in English (although this is relatively rare in languages). For both types of tag,
some sort of rising tone or higher pitch is favourite, just as it is for yes/no ques-
tions generally. Ultan (1978) reports 25 out of 29 languages in his sample as
having a rising tone or higher pitch on their tags. English, of course, has a dis-
tinction between a falling toned tag (demanding confirmation) and a rising toned
tag (which, while still biased, leaves the matter somewhat more open to dis-
agreement). This sort of distinction is not to my knowledge reported for any
other language, although some languages, e.g. Portuguese and German, seem to
convey a similar difference by the use of high-rise (more demanding) versus low-
rise (more open).

5.4.4.3 Question word interrogatives. The number of question words available
varies from language to language (but the equivalent of who and what seem to
be always present). The question word is most frequently in initial position
although in a few languages it is in the normal position for a constituent of the
type it represents; sometimes inversion and/or a special morphology is involved.
Ultan (1978), in a sample of 53 languages, found a preference for falls in 52.1%
and a preference for a rise or a higher pitch in 47.9% of them. (He gives no infor-
mation on how a fall starting higher than in declaratives was classified, i.e. there
is a potential problem about deciding what precisely is meant by the distinction
between fall and higher pitch.) Languages preferring a fall include Portuguese,
French, and Tagalog; languages preferring a rise include Diola and Telugu.
Bolinger (1978) says that of 17 reports on the intonation of question word inter-
rogatives in different languages, all but 3 were said to have the same tune as
declaratives. What is clear from both surveys is that falls are the dominant
pattern for question word interrogatives in contrast to the rises associated with
yes/no questions. Those languages which have a fall on question word interrog-
atives frequently have the same tune as for declaratives except that the initial
question word is very often given a specially high pitch. This applies to Russian,
Chrau, and Azerbaijani.

Although falls may be the dominant pattern for question word interrogatives,
another feature of this sentence-type is that there are far more languages reported
to have both fall and rise available for it than is the case for yes/no interroga-
tives. In his sample, Ultan (1978) found falls also available in 62% of those lan-
guages which had a rise as the dominant type; and, although he gives no
information on the converse, it is undoubtedly true that languages preferring a
fall do often have a rise available as an alternative, e.g. Norwegian, German, and
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Venetian. The meaning of the alternative employing the rise is frequently glossed
in a similar way to that suggested for Norwegian: 'show[ing] interest, sympathy,
kindness, patience, or liveliness' (Vanvik, 1966).

5.4.4.4 Imperatives and exclamatives. Imperatives may be marked in languages
by the use of sentential or verbal particles or clitics; in addition an afflxless verb
stem is often used, commonly without a subject. Exclamatives may sometimes be
marked by an exclamatory particle but are often identical in syntactic form to
declaratives or interrogatives (e.g. You're so persuasive! and Am I ^pleased!). In
fact an exclamatory function is easier to identify than an exclamative form: basi-
cally, exclamations are expressive while statements are informative.

There are no surveys available concerning the intonation of these two sen-
tence-types; there is generally some mention of the intonation of imperatives in
individual language descriptions but there are only occasional mentions of excla-
matives. In all the language descriptions I have checked, the preferred tune for
imperatives is said to be equivalent or very similar to that used on declaratives;
this of course means that a falling tone is the regularly reported pattern, e.g. in
German, French, Italian, Norwegian, Russian, and Tagalog. But in almost all the
descriptions of the intonation of imperatives, it is also reported that the
command function of the imperative can be softened to a request by changing
the intonation (sometimes along with the use of a softening particle), which
usually means changing to the typical intonation of yes/no questions, i.e.
changing from a fall to a rise. Some sort of rise for requests as opposed to fall
for strong commands is reported, for example, for Norwegian, Russian, and
Tagalog. Finally, reports on the intonation of exclamatives are rare but those
reports which I have been able to find (e.g. French and Italian) suggest that the
tune used is regularly the same as that used for declaratives.

5.4.4.5 Pre-nuclear accents. A series of pre-nuclear accents will frequently be of
the same sort (and hence in British nuclear tone analyses a number of types of
'head' are identified, each type involving a series of similar pitch accents). Series
of rising accents are the most common and occur in Brazilian Portuguese, Dutch,
Finnish, French, Greek, Italian, and Russian. The less common series, that
involving a series of falling accents, is common in Hungarian, Spanish, and in
Scottish English. When there is only one accent preceding the nucleus, a high-
pitched accent (without a fall) and following falling nuclear tone produces what
is known as the 'hat pattern' (i.e. f \ ) (see section 5.4.3 above) common
in Dutch, German, and English (especially R.P.). Where more than one accent
precedes the nucleus a variant on this sort of inter-accent high level is produced
which involves a series of steps (i.e. *"*"*-^ ). This is usually said to be the most
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common multi-accent series in R.P. and seems also to occur in Rumanian. This
brief survey obviously only scratches the surface of the actual variation in pre-
nuclear pitch patterns and we know virtually nothing about the uses of various
alternatives where these can occur in the same language or dialect.

5.4.4.6 Stereotyped patterns and chants. Under 4.4.4.3 a tonal feature called styli-
sation was discussed which involved the use of levels rather than glides to give a
stylised or stereotyped meaning. In English the best-known example was said to
be a sequence of two levels where the second level was lower than the first by a
musical interval of a minor third and one common use of this sequence was as a
call contour. A very similar sequence is used in French and German with
meanings which are similar (e.g. French e'est ~ma mere, 'bientot, e'est ~des
vdches - notice that the tone begins on the penultimate syllable, whereas the
final syllable is the one normally receiving the accent). But this sequence is only
one of many that are used in languages. Use of such stereotyped patterns is
reported by Hirst and Di Cristo (forthcoming) for Dutch, Japanese, Rumanian,
and Thai (as well as English, French, and German). These stereotyped patterns
are in the nature of chants and are particularly common in children's talk. They
can involve quite a long sequence of levels and often have a meaning limited to
a very specific situation. Gibbon (forthcoming) reports the melody and function
of the rhyming taunt 'Angsthase, Pfeffernase, Morgen kommt der Osterhase'
whose meaning he glosses idiomatically as similar to the English children's chant
'Cowardy cowardy custard, can't eat bread and mustard!' (described in Opie and
Opie, 1959: 185). Another one common in English is notated in Pike (1945: 35)
(I have converted to interlinear transcription from Pike's level notation):

Susie is a tattle tale

Pike glosses the meaning of this as one of childhood triumph which can be
'gentle, a sheer effervescence of joy, or maliciously taunting'.

5.5 Intonational univcrsals
A number of universals suggest themselves concerning the use of

pitch in languages: intonation-groupings as a marker of major syntactic con-
stituents (see sub-section 5.4.1 above); nucleus placement as a form of focussing
attention (although there are considerable restrictions on this in some languages
- see sub-section 5.4.2 above); and the use of variation in key for discourse-
linking and the use of high register for deference. However, the evidence for these
universals is slight: the very limited amount of evidence available does support
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such putative universals, and at the same time there is no negative evidence. But
there are two areas in which there is more substantial evidence for universals:
declination and tone.

5.5.1 Declination

Earlier discussion of declination occurred in chapter 4, sub-section
4.4.4.4 above. Declination is the phenomenon whereby pitch (strictly speaking,
fundamental frequency) is on average lower at the end of an intonation-group
than at the beginning. Remember that most of the evidence comes from sentences
which are said specially for the purposes of experiments and which have been
subjected to precise acoustic measurement. Such conditions are of course
unnatural and may lead to particularly 'wooden' intonation patterns. However,
as was pointed out in 4.4.4.4 above, this may actually be an asset, since they may
represent neutral intonation patterns from which more expressive intonations in
natural conversation may deviate. The declination which occurs in such neutral
sentences is represented by a slightly declining baseline and a more steeply
declining top line, thus producing a narrowing of pitch range as the intonation-
group progresses. The baseline and the top line are then 'reset5 at the beginning
of the next group; the top line may not, however, be reset to the same level as at
the beginning of the previous group because intonation-groups may themselves
be linked together by key (although some have claimed that inter-intonation-
group declination does not exist, the only variations being raising at the
beginning of a new topic and lowering at the end of a topic). Declination within
intonation-groups has been reported for many languages, including Danish,
Italian, and Japanese. Moreover, suspension of declination in yes/no questions is
reported for some languages, including Danish and Russian; in Danish also a
slight suspension of declination is reported for non-final groups, intermediate
between that on declaratives and its complete suspension on interrogatives. But
this is a weak universal, i.e. if suspension of decimation does occur, it will be used
to mark yes/no questions, but there are some languages in which such suspension
does not seem to occur, e.g. English.

The explanation for declination has often been related to the decline in trans-
glottal pressure as the speaker uses up the breath in his lungs. A more recent
explanation suggests that an upward change of pitch involves a physical
adjustment which is more difficult than a downward change of pitch, the evidence
being that a rise takes longer to achieve than a fall of a similar interval in fun-
damental frequency. It has also been shown that listeners actually perceive a
declining series of peaks as being of the same height. None of these explanations
seems incompatible with any of the others.
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5.5.2 Tonal universals

The tonal usages described in sub-sections 5.4.4.1 to 5.4.4.4 above

clearly exhibit near-universal differences between the use of falling tones on the

one hand and the use of rising tones on the other:

Falling Rising

Neutral statement Implicational or tentative statement
Sentence-final Sentence non-final
Neutral question word question Sympathetic question word question
Command Request

Two more differences can be added from English: reinforcing adverbs (like fre-

quently) take a fall, whereas limiting adverbs (like usually) take a rise; question

tags demanding agreement take a fall whereas tags which are more open to dis-

agreement take a rise. Neither of these divisions is confirmed from other lan-

guages but neither are they discontinued. The group of meanings associated with

falls on the one hand clearly has something in common which is not shared by

the group of meanings associated with rises on the other; there appear to be

metaphorical links between the meanings of each group. But it is not easy to put

a cover label on each group of meanings. The meanings associated with falling

intonations are generally assertive and non-continuative; I suggest the label

CLOSED as a cover term for such meanings. Similarly, the meanings associated

with rising intonations are in general non-assertive and continuative and the

cover term OPEN is suggested.

Closed falls and open rises represent, of course, no more than a strong

universal tendency in languages and, as we have seen in several areas of cross-

linguistic comparison, the distinction between fall and rise is sometimes replaced

by the distinction between low and high. A fall to low for sentence final groups

is sometimes opposed to a fall to mid for sentence non-final groups; a simple fall

for statements is sometimes opposed to a rise-fall for yes/no questions, where the

rise-fall involves a higher pitch than the simple fall.

Although we may say that there are near-universal links between closed

meanings and falls (or lower tones), and between open meanings and rises (or

higher tones), this is of course in no sense to say that there are no differences in

the exact realisation of the falls and rises of different languages. One difference

concerns whether languages use COMPRESSION or TRUNCATION. Sometimes a fall

or a rise has to occur on a very short voiced segment. If, for example, a pitch

contour occurs on the word ship, it has only the short vowel and no voiced con-

sonants on which to be completed. In such circumstances either the rate of fun-

damental frequency change could be much steeper while the full width of the

contour was kept, or the rate of fundamental frequency change could remain the

same and the contour be truncated so that, for example, a fall only reached to
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mid pitch rather than low pitch. In fact English adopts the former option, i.e. it
compresses. Danish is a language which appears regularly to truncate, while
German truncates its falls and compresses its rises.

Not only do the falls and rises vary in the way that they are realised in lan-
guages but there will be preferences for tones in certain positions in one language
which are not even allowed in another language: English, for example, allows a
rise in subsidiary intonation-groups in final position (consisting of adverbials,
comment clauses, vocatives, and the like) which is clearly not usually permissible
in German and probably not in most other languages. There are too certain areas
which are particularly susceptible to the idiosyncratic use of tones. Greetings,
farewells, and social formulae are one such area: the conventional way of
intoning the equivalent of Good morning will vary from one language to another;
moreover variation within one language in such areas will be sensitive to very
subtle social conventions.

But the undeniable links between open meanings and rises, and between closed
meanings and falls, remain. Although intonational changes may take place (see
next section), changes never continue far enough to make intonation as arbitrary
as segmental morphemes. Bolinger (1978: 510-11) summarises the position thus:
' we can think of an intonational core, an innate pattern , from
which speakers and cultures may depart, but to which some force is always
pushing them back. [There is] some kind of regeneration from below, a tendency
perhaps for an inherent drive to reassert itself whenever dialect mixture or any
other iconoclastic force opens the way.'

5.6 Intonational change

Because of the availability of audio-recording machines, it has in the
last fifty years become possible for work to begin in this area, and it is likely to
be a fascinating area of research. Two potential areas of intonational change can
be identified: (a) linguistic interference and (b) de-attituding. Linguistic inter-
ference applies here as it does on other levels of language. The rise-plateau (-
slump) pattern which was described as typical of many northern British cities
(sub-section 5.3.1 above) may be related to Celtic in some way since its incidence
corresponds almost entirely to areas of Irish settlement. The characteristics of
Mexican Spanish intonation are often reported to be of Amerindian origin, and
are often called the 'Indian whine'; its most noticeable pattern is described by
Kingdon (1958a) as featuring an early high-fall followed by a final high level, e.g.

Nos vexemos ma>fiana
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This sort of intonation is not uncommon on non-final groups in English, e.g.

On my xway to the > station /

It looks on the face of it as if a level nucleus, which generally belongs in lan-
guages with the rises as a tone conveying open meanings, has in Mexican Spanish
become the norm on unmarked declaratives. I return to this problem below.

The second type of intonational change is de-attituding. Basically, what
happens with this sort of change is that a particular intonation which is attitudi-
nally marked becomes very frequent (at first in the speech of certain groups) and
as its frequency increases (and as it spreads to other groups) it loses its attitu-
dinal connotation. Fonagy (1979) describes how the interrogative intonation in
Hungarian (this is one of the eastern European languages which has rise-fall)
began to be used with imperatives about fifty years ago. At first it was used by
particular groups, in particular tram drivers and shop assistants, and it was evi-
dently used as a polite imperative. Next its use began to become fashionable
among some groups of young people; the older use of fall for the imperative is
now considered excessively aggressive. In section 5.5 above I discussed the
spreading use of high-rising tones on sentence-final declaratives. This tone has
always been part of most systems of English intonation when used with a
'checking' meaning on sentence-final groups ('Did I hear you correctly?') and as
indicating a casual meaning on sentence non-final groups. Its extended use on
sentence-final groups (still with the checking meaning but perhaps indicating a
strongly co-operative attitude on the part of the speaker) has now become
common in Australia and New Zealand, in North America, and, more recently
and less commonly, in Britain. It appears originally to have been a working-class
phenomenon in Australia, but is not now such in Britain. It is always more fre-
quent among younger speakers of the language. It has been documented as a lin-
guistic change in progress (Britain, 1992).

The two types of change or change-in-progress mentioned in the last paragraph
both involved the spreading of a rising or rising-falling tone normally associated
with open meanings to a use normally associated with closed meanings and hence
with a falling tone. This sort of change seems the most common. The reverse, i.e.
the occurrence of falls in uses normally associated with rises, is not documented,
although it is not difficult to imagine situations in which it might arise. In
English, for example, certain situations regularly involve a fall on yes/no ques-
tions; Fries (1964) remarked upon its regular use in a TV game in which contes-
tants were only allowed to answer yes or no and in which the interviewer was
trying to hustle the contestants into quick answers. Such a situation might easily
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start a fashion where falls predominate in many or most uses of yes/no questions.
What predictably will not occur are changes which lead to the complete inter-

change of falls and rises. This is where the theme of 'regeneration from below'
applies (which was mentioned in the last section). There seems to be some sort
of physiological force at work which maintains falling tones as basic for closed
meanings and rising tones as basic for open meanings. What exactly this physi-
ological force is, is not clear; one explanation is that an increase in tension (and
hence in pitch) is always involved if in some way 'more is expected' whereas a
decrease in tension (and hence a lowering of pitch) signifies that we are in some
way 'through' or 'finished'. In the light of this physiological force, one might ask
what can be predicted as the outcome of the spreading use of the high rise men-
tioned above. There are at least two possible outcomes: (i) it might become estab-
lished as an unmarked tone for declaratives in some systems of English
intonation, or (ii) 'regeneration from below' might force the extended use of this
tone to retreat and hence it would be but a passing fashion, much as was the use
of [eu] as the realisation of the diphthong /au/ in R.P. in the nineteen-fifties. My
guess would be the latter.

5.7 Intonation acquisition

Four periods are identifiable in the early vocal development of
infants. The crying period lasts from birth until approximately three months;
during this period most vocal output consists of crying although there are some
labial and glottal sounds connected with bodily functions, principally sucking
and straining. The babbling period lasts from approximately three months to one
year; during this period a child begins to play with sounds purely for pleasure
and there occurs an increasing range of sounds and sequences of sounds. The
one-word period lasts from approximately one year up to one year nine months;
during this period a child has for some months only a small number of words
but in the last months the number of single words increases substantially. Around
one year nine months a child begins to use two-word sentences and the two-word
period lasts for approximately three months. There is of course some overlap of
the principal features associated with each period: crying continues in the bab-
bling period; babbling continues alongside first words; and single word utterances
continue into the two-word period.

During the babbling period children often show considerable mimicry of adult
pitch patterns. Imitation of this sort is reported as early as eight months. A com-
monly imitated intonation of English is the pattern used by mothers on all gone
involving a sequence of high-level and mid-level, e.g. *""•— . An imitation like
this may be performed on any sequence of segments which is typical of the child's
babbling at the time. Late in the babbling period and continuing into the residual
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babbling in the one-word period a child may actually produce whole sentence

intonations, e.g.

ga gi ba ba ba la li

This is sometimes called 'jargon intonation'. Other children show a special use of

pitch during the early one-word period, each word being yoked to a particular

pitch pattern. Halliday (1975) reports on such a child, who, for instance, had the

following three words (among many others) at the age of one year:

[na] (with mid-fall) 'Give me that.'
[a:] (with high rise-fall) 'Yes, I want what you have

just offered.'
[gwvi] (with low-fall) 'I'm sleepy.'

Using pitch patterns in this way a child seems to be hypothesising that English

is a tone language.

The uses of pitch in mimicry, in jargon intonation, and as if learning a tone

language, do not, however, appear to be the genesis of intonation. The genesis

of intonation lies in the ability to contrast a fall and a rise on one syllable or

spread at most over two syllables. Some reports have suggested that this contrast

is sometimes present in the babbling period. For many children (although again

not necessarily all) it is certainly present during the one-word period. The

meanings ascribed to the two tones are almost always said to be falls for deictics

and rises for requests. In fact the falling tone is usually the more frequent tone

and some children even in the one-word period use only falls. It is commonly the

case that the residual babbling of the one-word period will display a wider variety

of pitch patterns than the first words.

The detailed order of acquisition of tones and the order of acquisition of the

local meanings associated with each tone have yet to be plotted in detail (if

indeed there is any fixed order - there are probably just strong tendencies, as in

the order of acquisition of segmental phonemes). Some of the meanings reported

for rises during the one-word and two-word periods are counting, echoing,

listing, questioning, attention-getting, and various formulae learnt from parents,

e.g. thank you, bye-bye and there you are. The distinction between high and low

varieties of falls and rises will follow fairly rapidly once a body of such local

meanings is established: for example, high-rise may be used for echoes and

attention-getting, while low-rise continues for the other meanings mentioned

above, and high-fall will be distinguished from low-fall as the more emphatic

tone carrying meanings like surprise and insistence. At the two-word stage there
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may be some uses of fall-rise, possibly for warning or contrast, e.g. That not
vyours. In this section I have so far talked about the acquisition of English tones

but there is no reason to believe that the acquisition of intonation in other lan-

guages is substantially different. Differences do of course have to be acquired:

the detailed realisations of falls and rises peculiar to one language may show up

very early in a child's speech (and even in babbling, where their presence may be

a prime factor in the recognition of a particular child's linguistic background);

additionally, there will later be different local meanings to be acquired in every

language.

Once a child has developed two-word sentences, he can then vary the nucleus

placement. Early in the two-word stage nucleus placement is often linked to sen-

tence-type. So possessives will regularly have the nucleus on the possessor, e.g.

DADdy garden, while locatives will regularly have the nucleus on the locative, e.g.

Daddy GARden. By the time a child is producing three- and four-word sentences,

he is also stringing sentences together, and at the very beginning of doing this,

he seems, like adults, to be able to vary the nucleus to take account of old infor-

mation.

Although some uses of intonation develop early, it should be clear by now that

claims that children learn the intonation of their language before they learn any

words are overstatements. Indeed studies of intonation comprehension show

clearly that children at the age of ten are not able to use intonational meaning in

the way that adults do. For example, in reading football results, the intonation

of B.B.C. radio newsreaders gives some clues to the second score before it

actually occurs, e.g.

Liverpool vtwo / Manchester Ignited

where a score of two for Manchester United also is a certainty because the

nucleus has been moved on to the team, suggesting that the score will be old

information, i.e. the same as for the first team. Adult English speakers are able

to guess the second score in such cases almost without fail; whereas ten-year-olds

still find the task more difficult than adults do, although easier than seven-year-

olds find it. Two other examples of intonations where ten-year-olds show a lesser

degree of comprehension than adults are illustrated on the following:

She dressed and fed the xbaby. (One intonation-group indicating that the
baby was dressed as opposed to two intonation-groups which would
indicate that the verb was intransitive)
It's a very nice v garden (but )

So certainty of judgement about the local meanings associated with intonation

patterns is still being developed at least at the age of ten.
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Finally in this section let us return to the early stages of intonation acquisition
and ask a question which has often been asked: how much of intonation is
innate? Falls seem to predominate at the one-word stage while rises are learnt for
special meanings; this, together with the evidence from tonal universals in
sub-section 5.5.2 above, suggests that there is undoubtedly an innate substratum
to intonation: falls for closed meanings and rises for open meanings. But of
course a child still has to learn the fine details of the types of fall and rise involved
in a particular language. Moreover he has also to learn the conventional overlay
involved in a lot of local meanings and the conventional use of tones indicating
certain attitudes, e.g. a certain culture may find it appropriate to be tentative in
certain circumstances, whereas another might find such a usage hypocritical (for
example, speakers of Scottish English say they find low-rise on imperatives hypo-
critical). So the answer to the question at the beginning of this paragraph is that
the foundations of intonation are innate, but many of the details are conven-
tional.

5.8 Summary

In this chapter I first surveyed what we know about social and
dialectal variation in intonation. Although the majority of English dialects share
a very similar intonational system, the intonation associated with some of the
larger cities of northern Britain (and that of Indian and Caribbean English) was
shown to be very different from that of R.P. and G.A.

Language-universal tendencies are apparent in intonation-groupings and in
nucleus placement, and in the tones used with various sentence-types. Indeed the
evidence suggests that all aspects of intonational meaning are based on a uni-
versal and innate foundation. Finally some facts of intonation acquisition and
change were presented, and related to the innate foundation.

Sources and further reading
For intonation and style, see Crystal and Davy (1969).
For use of HRT see McGregor (1980), Allan (1984), Guy and Vonwiller (1984), Horvath

(1985), Guy et al. (1986), Britain (1992), Britain and Newman (1992), and Cruttenden
(1994).

For intonation and sex, see Key (1972), Brend (1975), and McConnell-Ginet (1978).
For the relationship between fundamental frequency and age, see Oates and Dacakis

(1983).
For the relationship between larynx size and fundamental frequency in men and women,

see Sachs, Lieberman, and Erickson (1973).
For intonational stereotyping, see Edelsky (1979).
For intonation in British dialects, see Jarman and Cruttenden (1976) for Belfast; McElholm

(1986) for Derry; Knowles (1974, 1978) for Liverpool; Pellowe and Jones (1978) for
Tyneside; Wilde (1938), and Wells and Local (1993) for Birmingham; Haldenby (1959)
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for Lincolnshire; Brown, Currie, and Kenworthy (1980) for Edinburgh, Glasgow, and
Thurso; Jones (1956) for Welsh English; Bilton (1982) for Hull; McClure (1980) for Ayr,
Paisley, and West Kilbride; and Rohrer (1952) for six rural English dialects.

For dialectal variation in the realisation of the Swedish word accents, see Garding (1977a);

and for Norwegian see Fintoft, Mjaavatn, Mollergard, and Ulseth (1978).
For the intonation of American English, see Pike (1945); for Black American English, see

Tarone (1976); for Australian English, see Mitchell and Delbridge (1965), Burgess
(1973), and the references under HRT above.

For the intonation of men and women in Japanese, see Loveday (1981).
For comparative intonation-groupings and comparative focus, see Agard and di Pietro

(1965) and Nespor and Vogel (1983) for Italian; Fox (1982, 1984) and Fuchs (1984) for
German; Varga (1984) for Hungarian; Cunningham (1983) and Ortiz-Lira (1995) for
Spanish; Heringer and Wolontis (1972) and Iivonen (1978) for Finnish; Dogil (1980) for

Polish; and Kenning (1979) for French.
For re-accenting in European languages, see Cruttenden (in press).
For the model of intonation developed in Sweden, see Garding (1979, 1981, 1983).
For the model of intonation developed in the Netherlands, see 't Hart and Cohen (1973),

't Hart and Collier (1975, 1978), Collier and 't Hart (1981), and 't Hart, Collier, and
Cohen (1990).

For a detailed survey of sentence-type across languages, see Sadock and Zwicky (1985).
For comparative intonational tone in languages, see Bolinger (1978), and Hirst and di

Cristo (forthcoming).
For comparison between intonation and model particles in English and German, see

Schubiger (1965, 1980).

For the intonation of interrogatives, see Ultan (1978).
For the intonation of particular languages, see the following:
Azerbaijani: Householder (1965)
Cantonese: Vance (1976)
Chamorro: Topping (1969)
Chitimacha: Swadesh (1946)
Chrau: Thomas (1975)
Czech: Lee (1951), Romportl (1973)
Danish: Thorsen (1978, 1983) and Gronnum (1992)
Degema: Williamson (1979)

Dutch: Collier and 't Hart (1981) and 't Hart, Collier and Cohen (1990)
French: Coustenoble and Armstrong (1934), Delattre (1972), Martin (1978), Kenning

(1979), Leach (1988), and di Cristo (forthcoming)
German: von Essen (1956), Moulton (1962), Trim (1964), Bierwisch (1966), Pheby (1975),

Kohler (1977), Scuffil (1982), Fox (1982, 1984), and Grice and Benzmiiller (1995)
Greek: Botinis (1989), Mennen and Os (1993)
Hausa: Miller and Tench (1981, 1982)
Hungarian: Ladd (1981) and Varga (1984)
Italian: Agard and di Pietro (1965), Chapallaz (1979), and Grice (1995)
Japanese: Abe (1955, forthcoming)
Korean: Lee (1990)
Mandarin Chinese: Shen (1989, 1991)
Moroccan Arabic: Benkirane (forthcoming)
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Persian: Obolensky, Panah, and Nouri (1963)

Portuguese: Cruz-Ferreira (forthcoming)

Rumanian: Ladd (1981)
Russian: Boyanus (1955), van Schooneveld (1961), Jones and Ward (1969), Baldwin (1974,

1976), and Svetozarova (1975)

Sa'ban: Clay re (1973)

Serbo-Croat: Leed (1968)
Spanish: Canallada (1941), Stockwell and Bowen (1965), and Navarro Tomas (1966)
Swahili: Maw and Kelly (1975)

Swedish: Garding (1979, forthcoming)

Tagalog: Bowen (1969)
Venetian: Canepari (1977)
Welsh: Thomas (1967), Ball (1989)
Yoruba: Carnochan (1964) and Connell and Ladd (1990).
For a detailed comparison of the intonation of twenty languages, see Hirst and di Cristo

(forthcoming).
For stylisation, see Ladd (1978) and Gibbon (forthcoming)
For declination, see in particular Vaissiere (1983). For particular languages, see Cohen and

't Hart (1967) for Dutch, Magno-Caldognetto et al. (1978) for Italian; Fujisaki et al

(1979) for Japanese; Thorsen (1978) for Danish; Svetozarova (1975) for Russian. See also
Ladd (1984) and Connell and Ladd (1990) for general discussion; and Beckman and
Pierrehumbert (1986) for initial raising and final lowering as markers of topics.

For the correlation between closed and open meanings and falls and rises, see Cruttenden
(1981b). For falls and rises as innate, see Lieberman (1967).

For the use of compression versus truncation, see Gronnum (1990) and Grabe (1996).
For intonational change, see Bolinger (1964b), Fonagy (1979) and Britain (1992).
For early vocal development, see Cruttenden (1979), Oiler (1980), and Stark (1980). For

early mimicry, see Nakazima (1962).
For jargon intonation, see Peters (1977).

For early words with yoked pitch patterns, see Halliday (1975).
For the early presence of fall v. rise, see Leopold (1947: 255).

For some meanings of rises on first words, see Wells, Montgomery, and MacLure (1979).
For chronological development of tones, see Crystal (1979).
For early nucleus placement, see Wieman (1976).

For the late development of intonation comprehension, see Cruttenden (1974, 1985).
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6
Conspectus

In this chapter a brief look is taken at other prosodic and paralinguistic features
with which intonation interacts and at the relationship of intonation to other
media, i.e. writing and gesture; the chapter ends with an overview of the present
'state-of-the-art' in intonational studies.

6.1 Prosodic, paralinguistic, and extralinguistic

These three terms (like the terms 'stress' and 'accent') have been used
in a variety of ways by linguists (quite apart of course from the use of 'prosodic'
as a term in the study of poetic metre); I shall therefore take up a little space to
explain my use of the terms. Both prosodic and paralinguistic refer to vocal
effects which are used to convey meaning. Prosodic features are suprasegmental,
i.e. they are co-occurrent with sequences of segmental phonemes and of words.
Some prosodic features are more obviously describable in terms of a system,
intonation itself being the prime example of such a feature: there is a system of
contrasting nuclear tones in a language and moreover this system clearly interacts
with a central linguistic system like sentence-type. Other prosodic features are less
easy to describe in terms of a system. It is, for example, less easy to describe a
system of tempo: for one thing, different rates of utterance form a gradient from
very fast to very slow; for another, it is not easy to relate meanings systemati-
cally to variations of speed. Paralinguistic effects, as opposed to prosodic
features, are interruptive rather than co-occurrent: those effects commonly called
vocalisations fall into this category, e.g. [bfi] as the articulation of a shiver, or

as a wolf whistle. Lastly, the term 'extralinguistic' refers to various

co-occurrent features and interruptive effects which have no conventional
meaning but which are conditioned by factors over which the speaker has no
immediate control. Some of these may be physical, e.g. sex, age, body-build; and
some simply habitual, e.g. a particular speaker may habitually speak at a faster
tempo than other speakers of his language. In addition some of these habits may
be language specific, e.g. speakers of one language may habitually speak at a
faster tempo than speakers of another language. Some phonetic features and
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effects may be used both prosodically or paralinguistically on the one hand, and
extralinguistically on the other, e.g. females generally use a higher pitch than
males, which is extralinguistic; but both males and females may use a higher reg-
ister for certain meanings in certain situations, which is prosodic. I shall have
little more to say about the extralinguistic occurrence of features and effects.

6.1.1 Prosodic features
The boundary between segments and prosodic features (or

'prosodies') has been drawn differently by different phonological theories.
Phonetic features like nasalisation and vowel harmony have been treated by the
majority of linguists as part of the segmental phonemic description, e.g. the fact
that the vowel in mass is nasalised for most speakers is treated as an assimilatory
effect whereby a nasal consonant affects an adjacent vowel. But some phono-
logical theories would wish to extract features like nasalisation and say that they
are represented on an independent tier which is then mapped onto whole lin-
guistic units like syllables or morphemes or words. In other words they treat such
features as prosodic. So palatalisation is said to be a feature of syllables in
Russian, pharyngealisation of syllables in Arabic, and vowel harmony of words
in Turkish. This sort of phonological approach is particularly associated with two
theoretical approaches to phonology, the one actually called prosodic phonology,
and the other called autosegmental phonology (which was briefly touched on in
chapter 3, section 3.9 above). This is not the place to get into detailed arguments
about the merits of one phonological theory as opposed to those of another; but
one thing which should be pointed out is that all the features which have tradi-
tionally been regarded as suprasegmental and prosodic, e.g. intonation, rhythm,
tempo, and voice-quality, are potentially mapped onto units larger than a single
word, whereas features like vowel-harmony and nasalisation, even though they
extend over more than one segment, rarely extend beyond word-boundaries.
(Nasalisation may of course be extralinguistic, i.e. it may be a habitual charac-
teristic of a speaker's voice.) I am limiting my discussion here to features which
potentially extend over more than one word.

Apart from accent and intonation, there are at least four features which can
be used prosodically as well as extralinguistically: loudness, tempo, rhythmicality,
and voice-quality. Loudness is one of the exponents (although generally the least
consistent one) of accented syllables, but it can also be used over larger stretches
of utterance: we may shout, for example, when we are angry; and we usually
speak more softly when we are inserting a parenthetic remark (as well as using a
lower key - see chapter 4, section 4.5 above). Tempo and rhythmicality (i.e.
emphasising the rhythm of an utterance) may be similarly varied. The average
tempo of a British English speaker has generally been estimated to be around six
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syllables per second; but we will frequently speak at a faster tempo when we are
excited (as well as often using a higher register) and we may use an accelerating
tempo as we become more excited. Listen, for example, to a horse race com-
mentary, or a soccer commentator during the build-up to a goal. In the case of
voice quality, a considerable amount of information is available, both as regards
phonatory and articulatory detail, and as regards linguistic uses. Voice quality
divides into supralaryngeal settings of the mouth and tongue, and laryngeal set-
tings (or phonation types) involving the vocal cords or the larynx as a whole.
Both supralaryngeal and laryngeal settings are principally extralinguistic, i.e. a
constellation of features of voice quality is typical of a particular speaker. But
voice qualities, and especially phonation types, are also used prosodically to
convey linguistic meaning, e.g. creaky voice often indicates boredom or resig-
nation. More commonly, particular phonation types are considered appropriate
to certain situations, e.g. breathy voice is often described as 'bedroom voice',
whispery voice as 'library voice', and lowered larynx voice as 'sepulchral voice'.
Moreover a particular phonation type is often associated with a particular tone,
e.g. rise-fall is frequently accompanied by breathy voice to give a 'conspiratorial'
meaning.

6.1.2 Paralinguistic effects

As defined above, these are interruptive rather than co-occurrent.
The most common interruptive effect, i.e. pause, has already been dealt with in
chapter 3, sub-section 3.2.1, where it was shown to be one of the potential
markers of intonation-group boundaries, but frequently used also when a speaker
is hesitant. In the latter case it is especially likely to be a filled pause; filled, that
is, by some combination of [?], [m], and [a] in R.P., but by other sounds in other
dialects and languages, e.g. [e] in Scottish English, [n] in Russian. There is
another class of interruptive effects which should probably be classed as extralin-
guistic; effects like crying, sobbing, laughing, and giggling, which seem to be
more or less universal, although custom in different cultures may decree that one
or another of these effects is taboo or appropriate in certain situations. There are,
however, many other effects which certainly convey conventional meanings, and
which may often be language-specific, or limited only to certain languages; these
effects are often called 'vocalisations'. They may involve single phonemes or
sequences of phonemes of the language, e.g. [J:] for 'be quiet', [ko:] for
'amazement', and French [bz] or [b3] for 'irritation'; or they may involve sounds
or sequences which are not part of the core phonetic inventory of the language,
e.g. [p(J>] for 'contempt' (cf. [p(j>:] for 'I am only just surviving the pressure'), [pst]
for attention-getting, and [feu:] for heat. Vocalisations frequently involve non-
pulmonic airstreams, e.g. [X\] for 'irritation' or 'naughty', [h] for 'gee-up' and [kx]
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for 'shooting' (little boys' favourite sound). They may even involve sounds which
are not transcribable by any current transcription system, e.g. an ingressive inter-
dental fricative for hurt, ingressive creaky voice for a snort, or a deep breath plus
long exhalation for a sigh. In many African languages a class of words known as
ideophones is often described; ideophones seem to be the near-equivalent of what
have so far been described as vocalisations, although they include rather more
onomatopoeic sequences and reduplications; like vocalisations they often involve
sounds (and pitches, since most African languages are tone languages) outside
the phonemic inventory of the language concerned. Some examples from Shona
are: [dicficfi] (on a constant high pitch) ('walking fast'); [tkwiriri] (on high-mid-
mid) 'staring in amazement'; and [rjwi:] (with high-fall) 'being silent'.

Of most interest in a book on intonation are those vocalisations which depend
principally on a precise sequence of pitches or pitch movements (the 'intonational
idioms' mentioned in chapter 4, section 4.4). Such intonational idioms may be
associated with lexical items, or with particular non-lexical sequences of sounds,
or with whistling or coughing. Mothers say all gone to their babies on the pitch
sequence *~»- , while there are a large number of vocalisations involving [a],
[?], and [h] which have fixed pitch patterns, e.g. [?o?o] •-+, , 'There's no
chance of that'; [?o?ou] *y_ , 'Something bad is happening'; and [?9ha]
•-*! , 'So that's what's happening'. A cough is obviously closely related to a

glottal stop and a glottal fricative, so it is not surprising that some vocalisations
are typically produced as coughs, e.g. «_^ , (usually made with closed lips) as
an attention-getter. Whistles of course are an alternative to the vocal cords as a
way of producing pitch but do not allow the imposition of an articulatory
posture: already mentioned has been the wolf whistle */ f\ ; a reversed wolf
whistle is another attention-getter, as is the sequence *~»- , which was char-
acterised as a stylised fall-rise in sub-section 4.4.4.3 above.

6.2 Intonation and punctuation

Since punctuation is the preserve of the literate and since the literate
in any language tend to know at least something about grammar but little or
nothing about intonation, punctuation is generally prescribed according to gram-
matical rule rather than to mirror intonation. For many uses of punctuation
indeed there is no intonational equivalent, e.g. spaces between words and the use
of apostrophe for possessives and for elision. In other cases there are clear cor-
relations between punctuation and intonation, e.g. a pair of commas will often
indicate a parenthesis or a parenthetical type of structure like a non-restrictive
relative, and in such a case the pair of commas will often correlate with the
boundaries of a separate intonation-group, e.g.

Carl Basset, who was expected to win, actually only came second.
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Punctuation generally serves two purposes: it may delimit, as in the last
example, or it may specify, like the apostrophe for possession or various diacritics
for the specification of syllables which take word-stress (this latter not of course
in English). In both uses (delimitation and specification) there are areas, as
already remarked, which involve regular correlations between punctuation and
intonation. In such areas there are strong indications that popular usage (if unim-
peded by grammarians' and publishing houses' prescriptions) will tend towards
letting intonation take over from grammar as the major determiner of punctu-
ation. For example, the four delimitative marks, comma, semi-colon, colon, and
full stop (also called period), are used to indicate different syntactic and/or
semantic links, but all of them regularly indicate that an intonation-group
boundary will occur at that point (not necessarily a pause - remember that into-
nation-group boundaries are not always marked by a pause - see chapter 3,
section 3.2). But there are certain positions where a group boundary commonly
occurs but where a delimitative punctuation mark is proscribed and in these posi-
tions popular usage often uses a comma where it is not supposed to be used. In
particular this applies to the boundary between the subject and predicate of a
clause. In chapter 4, section 4.2, we saw that the subject of a clause is commonly
given a separate intonation-group in English when it is contrastive or when it is
long (principally by postmodification). Here are two such examples with inap-
propriately punctuated versions underneath:

vPercy / didn't approve of the idea / but hisvwife / was vvery keen
Percy, didn't approve of the idea but his wife, was very keen
The v first batsman to get a thousand runs in May / was Denis NCompton
The first batsman to get a thousand runs in May, was Denis Compton

In both examples, the commas are proscribed by rule but nevertheless were
inserted by the writer: newspapers and personal letters very commonly show
commas in this position.

An area of specification where punctuation is at least as closely related to into-
nation as to grammar in English is sentence-type. Yes/no interrogatives and wh
interrogatives are regularly marked with the question mark in place of the full
stop; both types of interrogatives may take a falling or a rising tone. But the
question mark is also regularly (and in this case allowably) used following declar-
ative questions and echoes; these regularly take a high-rise tone. The conclusion
in this case is that the question mark correlates most closely with sentence function
whether marked by grammar or by intonation. Much the same applies to the use
of the exclamation mark; it is used to indicate a function and the syntactic form
of the utterance may or may not be in the syntactic form of an exclamative; cf.
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What an idiot I've been!
Isn't she stupid!

But here the correlation is not only with function but also consistently with into-

nation: the exclamation mark indicates a falling tone almost without exception.

Notice that while intonation-group boundaries are fairly regularly marked in

some way and differences in tone are at least implied in the use of the question

and exclamation marks, there is (at least in English and probably universally) no

usual marking of nucleus placement. Sometimes capitalisation, or italicisation, or

underlining, or (as in this book) small capitals are used for this purpose (partic-

ularly in the case of contrastive nuclei), but such devices are frowned upon when

used other than occasionally. Rather, it is expected that we use other focussing

devices in written language (e.g. clefting).

6.3 Intonation and gesture
While the links between intonation and punctuation apply, of course,

only to literate societies, the links between intonation and gesture are of an

altogether more primitive sort. That intonation is a unique part of language is

clearly demonstrated from experiments in dichotic listening. In this sort of experi-

mentation similar auditory material is fed to the two ears and the listener shows a

preference for the material presented to one ear. For language generally, for tone

in tone languages, and even for consonant-vowel nonsense syllables, an advantage

is shown for the right ear, which involves the left hemisphere of the brain; whereas

a left ear (right hemisphere) advantage is shown for intonation, along with music

and general environmental noises. So it is not surprising that in a large majority of

cases of acquired language disorders, and even in cases of severe phonological or

grammatical disorder, intonation is unaffected. In those few cases in which

intonation is affected, patients may well have gestural problems as well. This sug-

gests a close connection between intonation and gesture.

Chapter 5 concluded that there are certainly universal tonal tendencies in lan-

guages: falls or lower tones are associated with closed meanings while rises or

higher tones are associated with open meanings. There are also tendencies for

certain gestures to be associated with each of these types. The most obvious

relation is with a lowering or raising movement of the head: it takes considerable

practice to be able to produce a rising pitch as the head is lowered or vice versa.

Other common correlations with rising tones include eyebrows lifted, head

inclined forward, raised shoulders, lengthy eye contact, hands lifted, and/or

palms upwards. All of this suggests that there is some sort of similar instinctual

underpinning to both intonation and gesture: rising tones and related gestures all

involve an increase in tension whereas falling tones and related gestures all

involve a decrease in tension.
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Conspectus

6.4 State-of-the-art

In the first edition of this book published in 1986 I wrote:
The study of intonation is at a point from which there is likely to be signif-

icant and consistent progress in the next decade or two. Six areas can be
identified in which work is likely to be concentrated: the bringing together of
work from these six areas will constitute the beginnings of a theory of intonation:

(i) the assignment of intonation-groupings and nucleus placement basically on
syntactic grounds (although not in the simplistic ways which have been proposed
in the past), but with readjustment rules which take account of the discourse
environment and which also allow for an element of speaker choice;

(ii) the establishment of a set of tones to constitute the set of tones in the into-
national lexicon of an individual language, together with the set of features which
vary the tones (e.g. accent range). The precise set ultimately to be preferred will
be that which gives the best combined solution to (iii)—(v) below; it is likely that
the tones will have a dual formal representation: contours, to which the abstract
meanings of (iii) are attached, but also sequences of levels, which are specified for
each contour, because this makes possible a simpler statement of the realisational
rules in (v);

(iii) the semantics involved in a set of abstract meanings to be matched to the
set of tones in an intonational lexicon. It is not yet even clear what sorts of
meanings are involved;

(iv) the pragmatics involved in the choice of tone and in the interaction
between the abstract meanings of the tones and other levels of meaning (lexical,
grammatical, gestural) to produce local meanings;

(v) the realisation rules involved in mapping the tones from the intonational
lexicon onto varying stretches of segments which have pre-assigned stresses (by
an earlier operating phonological theory - perhaps a metrical theory) and nucleus
placements (by (i) above);

(vi) the comparative study of the preceding five areas to refine our intonational
typology and our knowledge of universals.

In 1996, it has to be said that the optimism of 1986 has only been very par-
tially realised. Work on intonation in the past decade has been concentrated
almost entirely on (v), where we can group published work into two areas:

(1) That which arises directly from the needs of speech recognition and syn-
thesis. This either takes an existing model of intonation as its starting-point (e.g.
Mobius, 1993, 1995) or adapts an existing model (Taylor, 1994) and then specifies
in detail the stages leading to computer implementation (both Mobius and Taylor
are to differing extents based on Fujisaki, e.g. 1988). Of course such work by its
very nature says little about intonational meanings, with which the major part of
this book has been occupied and with which all except (v) above are concerned.
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(2) That in the framework first put forward by Pierrehumbert (1980) and
codified in the ToBI guidelines of Beckman and Ayers (1994) (see sub-section
3.9.2 above). This has discussed in detail tones and their exact realisation,
particularly in English, although it has begun to be applied to other languages
(see Grice, 1995; Grice and Benzmuller, 1995; Grice et al 1995). In general this
work is strong on phonetic detail since it is usually based on fundamental
frequency traces. But only a small amount of work has addressed the semantics
of intonation (in particular Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990) and it is not
altogether convincing in its decompositional approach.

In conclusion, if we consider the full study of intonation to involve sound-
meaning correspondences, it is apparent that considerable advances have been
made at the phonetic end but very little at the semantic end. The hope is that this
lack of progress will be rectified in the next decade.

Sources and further reading
For prosodic and paralinguistic features, see Crystal and Quirk (1964) and Crystal (1969a).

For prosodic phonology, see Firth (1948), Lyons (1962), and Sommerstein (1977).

For autosegmental phonology, see van der Hulst and Smith (1982).
For voice quality, see Catford (1977) and Laver (1980).
For non-lexical pitch patterns, see Luthy (1983).

For a description of English punctuation, see Appendix III of Quirk et al. (1972).
For intonation and gesture generally, see Bolinger (1983) and chapter 9 of Bolinger (1986).
For hemispheric processing of language, see Blumstein and Cooper (1974).
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